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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines certaln issues of tonal phonology within
the theory of lexical phonology. Tonal ph~nomena require the enrich-
ment of the lexical framework to include a post-lexical phonetic
component. This component is shown to playa crucial role in account-
ing for the array of phenomena known as downdrift/downstep.
By separating phonological processes from phonetic processes,
and by distinguishing between two classes of phonological processes
-- namely, those that apply lexically and those that apply post-
lexically -- we move towards an understanding of why particular tonal
rules exhibit the properties that they do. For example, phonological
constraints on autosegmental linkings may hold of rules applying
lexically, but not of rules applying post-lexically -- or such
constraints may hold of rules applying lexically and post-lexically,
but not phonetically.
The role of underspecification in tonal phonology is investigated.
It is proposed that when rules of linking, spreading, etc. have not
supplied any given tone-bearing unit with a tone, th~n a tonal auto-
segment is assigned by universal default rules. It ;s proposed that
such universal default rules cannot be extri~sically ordered with
I'espect to language-specific phonological rules. Once their allocation
to the lexical, syntactic or phonetic component has been determined,
the ordering of default rules is predicted by general principles.
Central to the approach taken in this thesis is a revised set
of tonal association conventions, where spreading of tones onto free
tone-bearing units is not automatic. Spreading takes place by language-
specific rule only. A number of the consequences of this revision are
investigated. In particular, it is shown that accentual diacritics can
be eliminated as a device for determining the location of tonal melodies.
3As a final theoretical point, it is shown that the notion of
'extrametricality' is required for tone, as well as for stress.
Moreover, it is shown that 'extrametrical' tonal constituents obey
the same 'Peripherality Condition' that has been proposed as a
constraint on extrametricality in stress systems.
The evidence presented in this dissertation ;s drawn from a
number of languages, including the following: Dschang-Bamileke,
Marg;, Tiv, Tonga and Yoruba.
Thesis Supervisor: Paul Kiparsky
Title: Professor of Linguistics
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The aim of this thesis is to investigate certain tonal
problems within the framework of lexical phonology. The results
bear primarily on two types of issues: 1) issues concerning the
theory of lexical morphology and phonology. 2) issues concerning
the theory of autosegmental phonology. In this chapter, I will
present an overview of important aspects of the lexica1 and
autosegmental theories. It will be shown that certain assumptions
within one theory have direct consequences for the other theory.
The basic results of this thesis -- which will be discussed in
detail in subsequent chapters -- will be presented briefly in
this chapter. In addition, a number of issues will be raised
that bear directly on the topic of this di~sertation, even though
the evidence gathered has not been sufficient to resolve them.
1. Lexical phonology
In early generative treatments of phonology, such as that of
Chomsky and Halle (1968) (henceforth SPE), the phonological
component mapped surface syntactic structures onto a phonetic
representation. This proposal was couched within a theory of
syntax where word-formation was essentially a subset of the set of
syntactic rules. That is, morphological operations could be
performed by syntactic concatenations and transformations (see fo~r
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example, Chomsky 1957, Lees 1960). Since the morphological representa-
tion of a word was not determined until after the operation of
syntactic rules, the phonology could not have access to a well-
formed morphological string until after the syntactic component.
So it was proposed in SPE that the set of phonological operations
applied post-syntactica11y. Wit the (re-}emergence of a word-forma-
tion component (Chomsky 1970, Halle 1973, Aronoff 1976, etc.), 'it
became necessary to re-evaluate the SPE position. One recent approach
that has emerged from such a re-evaluation is the theory of lexical
morphology and phonology proposed by Mohanan (1982) and Kiparsky
(1982).
The theory of lexical phonology argues that there are two
distinct types of phonological rule applications. The first is
when rules apply within the lexicon (the 'lexical' phonology),
while the second is when rules apply to the output of the syntactic
component (the 'post-lexical', •sentence-level ' or 'phrasal I
phonology). The reason for this bifurcation rests with the claim
that the two types of phonological operations systematically differ
in a number of interesting ways. That is, rules applying in one
component of the grammar will manifest different properties than
rules applying in another component. Folluwing Mohanan (1982), I
assume that there ;s a single set of phonological rules, but that
any given rule in the set may be defined as applying l~xically,
post-lexically, or both lexically and post-lexically. Hence the same
15
rule might apply both lexically and post·~lexic~lly hut manifest
different properties in the two cases.
In the following sections, I will summarize briefly some of the
properties that have been argued to hold of one or the other types
of rule applications. Detailed non-tonal arguments for the various
points mentioned are available in Mohanan (1982) and Kiparsky (1982)
and in a number of references cited therein; arguments of a tonal
nature for a number of the same points will be presented in this
dissertation.
1.1 Strata
To propose that there is a close interdependency between
certain phonological processes and ce~\tain morphological processes
is not something new. Suct) an interdependency is discussed by
many non-generative linguists such as Sapir (1921), Trubetzkoy
(1929), Bloomfield (1933) and Martinet (1965). The problem has
been how to represent such a dependency in a principled way. An
important insight into this problem was made in the work of Siegel
(1974, 1977) and Allen (1978). They showed that one cculd define
the domain of certain phonological rules in terms of morphologically
defined classes. They demonstrated moreover that the relevant
classes of morphemes must be ordered in blocks. 1 That is, class 1
morphemes occur 'inside' (ie. closer to the stem than) class 2
morphemes, etc. Classes of morphemes triggering different sets of
16
rules do not occur arbitrarily interspersed amongst each other.
The observation that blocks of morphemes trigger particular
sets of phonological rules can be encoded in a straightforward
way, if we assume that phonological rules can actually apply inside
the lexicon (Pesetsky 1979). Referring to the appropri~te morpheme
classes as 'levels· or ·strata·, lexical phonology proposes that
the output of a stratum of word-formation is submitted to the
phonological rules assigned to the relevant stratum in the lexicon.
This model can be represented schematically as follows (Mohanan 1982):
(1 ) MORPHOLOGY
al PHONOLOGY
rule 1 (domain: strata ; , j ... )
)
(
rule 2 (domain: strata k ... ))
~
·
·
·
)
rule m (domain: strata p, q, r ... )(
Istratum 2 I,
\l=
underived lexic
items
LEXICON
In the diagram in (1), we ~ee that a lexical item can undergo
affixation at any of a finite number of ordered strata defined for
any given language. After affixation, the derived form is scanned
by the phonological component, and all phonological rules applicable
at the appropriate stratum (and whose structural descriptions are
met) will apply to the derived string.
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1.2 The Cycle
There are a number of ways in which rules could apply with
respect to a particular stratum. In Pesetsky (1979), Mohanan (1982)
and Kiparsky (1982), it was assumed that phonological rules apply
to the output of every morphological process. And as noted in such
work, this automatically encodes the phonological cycle into the
structure of the lexicon. There is considerable evidence for the
cyclic nature of lexical rules. In this thesis, for example, it
is argued that lexical rules must apply cyclically in Tonga (chapter
4), Marg; (chapter 5) and Tiv (chapter 6). It will be shown that
cyclic rule application is crucial in such languages for an under-
standing of a variety of phenomena.
But while this thesis contributes to the evidence for the cycle,
it should nevertheless be noted that recent work by Halle and
Mohanan (in preparation) and Mohanan and Mohanan (1983) suggests
that this may be 3n area of p~rametric variation. These papers raise
the possibility that for some strata, phonological rules apply
cyclically, while for other strata, all word-formation processes
take place prior to a single application of the phonological rules
defined for that stratum. Kiparsky (1983) suggests that such non-
cyclic applications may be restricted to the last lexical stratum.
He argues that a number of the properties observed for non-cyclic
lexical rules fallout from the fact that the output of the last
stratum is not itself re-entered into the lexicon.
18
The cyclic/non-cyclic parameter is argued to correlate with
the applicability of the ·strict cycle' condition that has been
proposed in earlier work on cyclic phonology (eg. Kiparsky 1974,
Mascaro 1976, Halle 1978 and Rubach 1981). The notion of the ·strict
cycle· is intuitively that a rule may only apply on any given
cycle if its structural description has been derived on that cycle.
Hence the English rule of Trisyllabic Shortening 2 will apply to the
underlined vowel in (2a), while it will not apply to the underlined
vowe1 of (2b).
(2) a. op~city
b. ivory
(cf. opaque)
In opacity, the appropriate three-syllable sequence required by
the rule of Trisyllabic Shortening is derived by the affixation of
the suffix -ity] to the adjective opaque, hence the rul~ applies.
In ivory, on the other hand, the structural description of Trisyllabic
Shortening is met in the underlying representation, hence the rule
does not apply.
While the precise formulation of the 'strict cycle' principle
is not crucial here, Examples such as the following are problematic.
(3) a• ( 0 1umn
[m]
b. columnar
[mn]
hymn
[m]
hymnal
[mn]
c. columns[m]
d. column-shaped
Em]
hymn;
Em]
hymn-book
Em]
19
In such cases, we see that a rule of final n-deletion has applied
to the (a), (c) and (d) cases. The rule of fin~l n-deletion must
apply after the stratum on which -~] and -ar] are added since
otherwise * colu[m]ar and * h~[m]al would be derived.
(4) [colu[mnJJ
[colu[m¢]J
[[colu[m]] ar]
* colu[m]ar
Cycle 1:
n-deletion
Cycle 2:
On the other hand, final n-deletion must apply before
morphological processes such as compounding and inflection since
otherwise we would derive * ~mn]-shaped and * hY~. These
latter facts show that final n-deletion must be a lexical rule,
since it applies prior to certain morphological processes. But the
former facts show that final n-deletion cannot be on the same stratum
as -~J and -~ -- that is, the rule cannot (at least) be on the
first stratum. Clearly, we are dealing with a lexical rule. And yet
it appears that the rule applies on the appropriate stratum in a
non-derived environment.
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The solution proposed by Halle and Mohanan for such cases is
that the stratum of English on which final n-deletion applies is
a non-cyclic stratum. Consequently all affixes are added prior to
the application of the relevant phonological rules, and such rules
apply across-the-board.
Hence one class of rules applying within the lexicon in non-
derived environments would be the class of rules applying in
a non-cyclic stratum. There is also a second class of exceptions
to the derived/non-derived distinction, namely the class of rules
that 'build' structure. Kiparsky (1982) and Harris (1982) have
shown that rules of syllabification and foot-assignment must apply
even in non-derived environments on a cyclic stratum.
I have discussed the cyclic/non-cyclic distinction at some
length for the followin.g reason. It has been the general assurrption
in tonal phonology that tone association and tonal rules apply
non-cyclically (CF: Goldsmith 1976, Clements and Ford 1979). In
this thesis, I will show that tone association and tonal rules must
be cyclic in a variety of languages. But if there exists in the
lexicon a cyclic/non-cyclic parameter -- whether or not such a
parameter is restricted to the last stratum -- then one would
expect buth cyclic and non-cyclic tone association. The cruciai
point is that this parameter would have nothing to do with tone
per se. The adjustment of a single parameter -- whether phonological
rules are scanned after every morphological process, or once only
21
after all morphological processes -- would affect all lexical
phonological processes, including tone.
1.3 Bracket erasure
The theory of phonology sketched above allows a marked
reduction in the power of phonological rules as concerns their
ability to refer to morphological bracketing. Pesetsky (1979)
proposes that inner morphological brackets are erased at the end
of every pass through the lexical phonology. Although this is
essentially the same convention proposed in SPE, its effect
within lexical phonology is quite different. In SPE, morphology
precedes phonology. Hence a conve~tion of bracket erasure has a
constraining effect only on the operation of phonological rules.
Within lexical p~onolo9Y, on the other hand, morphological processes
at stratum ~ f~llow phonological processes at stratum n-1. Hence
by era~ing morphological brackets, we constrain not only the operation
of phonological rules on subsequent strata, but also the operation
of morphological rules. Following Mohanan (1982) and Kiparsky (1982),
I will assume in this thesis that bracket erasure 3 applies at the
end of every stratum. I accept the arguments for weakening Pesetsky's
position that are discussed in those papers, and refer the reader
to them for details.
Note that an important result of bracket erasure ;s that any
rule that refers to word-internal bracketing -- such as a rule
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referring to a notion like 'stem', 'affix' or 'compound' -- must be
a rule of the lexical phonology. Such bracketing will be unavailable
to the post-lexical phonology since bracket erasure will apply at
the end of the last stratum of the lexicon.
Also with respect to bracketing, note that any rule that applies
across word-boundaries must be a post-lexical ~ule, since words are
only concatenated into phrases at the point where post-lexically
they are inserted into syntactic phrases. This follows from a theory
of grammar along the following lines:
(5) LEXICON
+
SYNTAX
~
POST-LEXICAL PHONOLOGY
By assuming that phonological rules apply in either of two
locations, pre-syntactically or post-syntactically, one need not
stipulate that rules applying lexically may apply only word-
internally and that rules applying post-lexically may apply across
word-boundaries -- it follows from the organization of the grammar.
It also follows from such a model that in any given derivation, dll
lexical applications of rules must precede all post-lexical
applications of rules. For example, a rule applying across word-
boundaries could never apply earlier in the derivation than a rule
referring to sub-word constituents. 4
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1.4 The Model
It should be stressed that the theory being summarized here
does not prohibit a rule from applying both lexically and post-
lexically. Rather, the claim is that when such cases arise, lexical
applications of the rule will exhibit different properties than
post-lexical applications of the same rule. Mohanan (1982) discusses
a number of such cases. Hence a fuller picture of the relation between
phonology, syntax and the lexicon is as in (6).
(6) LEXICON
underived lexical PHONOLOGY
items
I stratum 1 I( ~, rule 1 (domain: strata i, j ... )
I stratum 2 IE ) (domain: k •.. )rule 2 strata
+
·.
.
~I stratum n I+---- ) ·
·
-
·
-
( stratum n+11< )' rule m (domain: strata p, q, r ... )
SYNTAX
To the extent that the 'SYNTAX' in (6) is non-cyclic, this implies
that the post-lexical phonology is also non-cyclic. 5
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1.5 Stratum Domain Hypothesis
Rules may not apply on any arbitrary set of strata (including
the post-lexical stratum) according to Mohanan. He argues for the
following constraint:
(7) The domain of a rule is specified as a set of continuous strata.
Hence a rule could apply on all strata; on strata 1, 2,3 and not, say,
stratum 4; etc. A rule could not, however, apply on stratum 1 and
stratum 3, but not stratum 2.
1.6 Lexical exceptions
It has been suggested by Mohanan (1982) that there is d
correlation between a rule's making reference to word-internal
structure, and its ability to have lexical exceptions. He proposes
therefore that as a further feature distinguishing between lexical
and post-lexical rule operations, only lexical rules may have
exceptions.
1.7 Structure preservation
As a final important distinction between lexical anti post-
lexical rule operations, Kiparsky (1982) has shown that rules
applying in the lexicon are subject to constraints on 'structure-
preservation' that do not necessarily hold of post-lexical rules.
For example, if a given language's syllabic inventory does not include
25
syllables with a branching rime, then a lexical rule of vowel
deletion in such a language will not be able to create a branching
rime. On the other hand, post-lexical application of rules may create
a variety of syllables unattested in lexical representations.
1.8 Sunrnary
Below is a summary of the properties discussed above, that
distinguish between rules applying lexically and rules applying
post-lexically:
(8) LEXICAL POST-LEXICAL
a. may refer to ward- a. cannot refer to word-
internal structure internal structure
b. may not apply across b. may apply across words
words
c. may be cyclic c. cannot be cyclic
d. if cyclic, then subject J. non-cyclic, hence across-
to strict cycle the-boa)'d
e. structure-preserving e. need not be structure-
preserving
f. may have lexical f. cannot have lexical
exception!; exceptions
g. nJust precede all post- g. must follow all lexical
lexical rule applications rule applications
1.9 Phonetic rules
A last point, before leaving thi~ brief outline of lexical
phonology, concerns the role of 'phonetic' rules in the above model.
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There is increasing evidence that rules of a strictly phonetic
nature are nevertheless language-particular rules (Pierrehumbert 1980,
Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1982). For example, if we compare the
use of aspiration in different languages, we observe systematic
differences between such language~ as to the degree of phonetic
aspiration present. Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982) have suggested
that an adequate model of grammar must contain a phonetic component.
Such a phonetic component will contain language-specific rules that
interpret the output of the phonology. They point out that many
'allophonic' rules may actually belong in such a phonetic component
instead of in the pronological component where they are generally
located. Liberman (1983) suggested, for example, that aspiration in
English can profitably be looked on a~ a phonetic -- and not as a
phonological -- rule.
Liberman (1983) even raises the possibility that such a phonetic
component is in fact the post-lexical component as discussed above.
Hence the phonology of a language would consist of a lexical
'phonological' component and a post-lexical 'phonetic' component.
Evidence will be presented in this thesis suggesting that the
·post-lexical = phonetic' position is too strong. Nevertheless, the
basic move of positing a phonetic component will be adopted, and
incorporated into the grammar along the fo11owing lines:
(9) 'LEXICONL 1 - __·
SYNTAX
I PHONET ICS ]
PHONOLOGY
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This model encodes the 'interpretive' function of the phonetic
component by having its input be the final output of the post-
lexical phonology.
While further research is required before we can clearly
determine the properties that distinguish between the phonetic
and phonological components, Liberman notes the following:
1) Phonological rules are restricted to binary use of features;
phonetic rules involve gradient use of features. 2) The number of
phonological entities is bounded; the number of phonetic entities
is in principle unbounded. 3) The consequences of phonetic rules
often involve matters of temporal structure and coordination.
4) Phonetic rules cannot have lexically-conditioned exceptions.
5) Liberman and Pierrehumbert propose, in addition, an laccessibility'
constraint on phonetic rules that will be discussed (and adopted)
in chapter 2.
To summarize, I assume a model of lexical phonology that
distinguishe~ oetween three levels of phonological representation:
underlying, lexical and post-lexical. Forrr.al and psychological
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properties of the underlying and lexical levels have been discussed
in work such as that of Mohanan (1982) and Kiparsky (1982). Formal
properties of the third 12vel, the post-lexical level ~ will receive
some preliminary investigation in sections of this thesis; its
psychological importance ;s left for further research.
2. Tiered phonology
Since Goldsmithls (1976) thesis on autosegmental phonology,
there has been a wide range of research on a variety of phonological
problems, all assuming some variety of tiered phonology. In this
section, I will not review the autosegmental literature or attempt
to motivate an autosegmental framework. I will, however, layout
certain issues that will be addressed in this thesis, and make ~lear
certain assumptions about how a multi-tiered phonology is organized.
2.1 Association Conventions
The most basic -- and uncontroversial -- aspect of autosegmental
phonology is that the phonological representation is broken up into
a finite number of parallel tiers. Even though such tiers exhibit
considerable independence -- for example, deletion on one tier does
not entail deletion on another tier -- one can nevertheless only
obtain a well-formed phonological representation once the various
tiers are connected up. Hence a central issue in autosegmental theory
concerns the principles ('association conventions') used for linking
tiers in non-rule-governed situations.
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One of the earliest proposals for relating tiers 6 was the
Tone Mapping Rule of Williams (1971). Williams proposed a left-to-
right mapping rule which linked tones to syllables. He assumed that
if the mapping procedure ran out of tones before all syllables
became linked to one, then the last remaining tone would automatically
be spread to any remaining syllables in the relevant domain.
On the other hand, if the procedure ran out of syllables before all
tones had been assigned, Williams assumed that multiple linkings
of tones to a single syllable could only result from a language-
specific rule. Williams' position is outlined below:
(10) a. It maps from left to right a sequence of tones onto a
sequence of syllables.
b. It assigns one tone per syllable, until it runs out of
tones,
c. then, it assigns the last tone that was specified to the
remaining untoned syllables on the right, ...
d. until it encounters the next syllable to the right
belonging to a morpheme with specified tone.
e. If the procedure above runs out of syllables, more than
one tone may be assigned to the last vowel only if the
grammar of the language includes a stipulation to that
effect. 7
A rather different approach than that outlined above was
proposed in Goldsmith (1976) where it was suggested that all stages
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of a derivation were subject to the following Well-formedness
Condition:
(11) a. All vowels are associated with at least one tone.
b. All tones are associated with at least one vowel.
c. Association lines do not cross.
If a configuration violated the Well-for~ledness Condition, then
association lines would be deleted or added until the representation
was well-formed.
One crucial difference between the proposals of Williams and
Goldsmith concerned contour tones: Goldsmith (1976) would automati-
cally link more than one tone to a single tone-bearing unit, while
Williams (1971) would not. Both approaches assumed automatic spread-
ing of tones onto toneless vowels.
Looking basically at Kikuyu, Clements and Ford (1979) proposed
a somewhat different set of association conventions, and argued for
a position similar in many respects to that of Williams (1971).
They still assumed automatic spreading of a single tone onto more
than one vowel, but they returned to Williams' position that contour
tones are only created by language-specific rules.
Halle and Vergnaud (1982), in yet a further development,
proposed that the association conventions apply only to free
('floating ' ) tones. Hence a configuration such as (12) will
trigger the association conventions while (13) will not.
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(12 )
(13 )
In this thesis, I will argue that both the Tone Mapping Rule
of Williams (1971) and the Wel1-formedness Condition of Goldsmith
(1976) are too strong. Following Williams (1971), Clements and
Ford (1979) and Halle and Vergnaud (1982), I will assume that
multiple linkings of tones to a single tone-bearing unit come
about only by language-specific rules. In addition, I will argue
that multiple linkings of a single tone to more than one
tone-bearing unit occur only as the result of language-specific
rules as well.
I propose, therefore, that the universal aspects of the Wel1-
formedness Condition and the Tone Mapping Rules are as follows:
(14) Association Conventions:
Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone-
bearing units, a) from left to right
b) in a one-to-one relation.
(15) Well-formedness Condition:
Association lines do not cross.
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Note that the proposal given in (14) automatically derives
Halle and Vergnaud's (1982) proposal that the association conventions
apply only to floating tones. Since tones are linked to tone-bearing
units only in a strict one-to-one relation, a linked tone can
never be subject to further linking by convention.
Detailed arguments for the strictly one-to-one association
conventions proposed in this thesis will be ~iven in a nurl~ber of
sections for a variety of languages; this set of conventions will,
however, be assumed throughout the text, even wher~ no specific
arguments are presented for the revised position.
2.2 When do the conventions apply?
Another issue that relates to the association conventions is
not how they apply, but when they apply. The basic approach that
has been adopted with respect to this issue since Goldsmith (1976)
is that the conventions apply whenever possible throughout the
derivation. This means that rules of vowel or tone epenthesis,
vowel or tone deletion, etc. will automatically be followed by
reapplication of the ~ssociation conventions. One alternative approach
would be to assume that the association conventions apply only at
the beginning of a derivation, but not automatically elsewhere. 8
Hence linkings even of floating tones to free tone-bearing units
would be solely by stipulation if the relevant configuration has
been derived by rule. For example, given a derivation such as in
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(16)t where a rule of vowel-deletion deletes ~lt a theory where the
association conventions apply automatically would derive (17), while
a theory where the conventions apply only at the beginning of the
derivation would leave the output of (16) unaffected (unless by later
ru1 e) .
(16 )
(17 )
Since the two approaches would have quite different results in a
number of cases, the choice between such alternatives will depend
on empirical considerations. Evidence will be discussed in this
thesis that supports the more established view that the re-application
of the Association Conventions is automatic. One class of counter-
examples will be discussed, however, where automatic re-application
of the Association Conventions appears to be blocked. The class of
cases being referred to involves rules that specifically de-link tones
and it will be proposed in chapter 3 that precisely in such cases,
re-linking is not automatic. 9
Another issue related to when the Association Conventions
apply, concerns the class of 'Initial Tone Association Rules'
discussed in work such as that ~f Clements and Ford (1979) and
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Laughren (1983). They propose that prior to the initial application
of the Association Conventions, certain language-specific rules
may apply to link free tones in a manner other than the conventional
left-to-right linking. Although I will not discuss such rules at
any length in this thesis, some supporting evidence for such a
class of rules will be presented in the discussion of Yoruba in
section 3.3 of chapter 3.
Note that by developing a theory where spreading of autoseg-
ments is not automatic, we allow configurations to arise in which
certain tone-bearing units remain toneless even after the
Association Conventions and/or tonal rules have applied. An
example would be the configuration seen in (13) above. In fact,
the same issue of how to deal with toneless vowels arises even in
a theory that posits automatic spreading of tones: what happens to
vowels if there is no tone availab1e for dssociation?
(18) [ V ~ V 1J
2.3 Linking of tiers
Before discussing possible answers to trlis question, I will
turn briefly to certain additional issues relating to a multi·tiered
representation.
If tone were the~ feature that was 'autosegmentalized',
there would be in effect two tiers -- the tone tier and the 'phonemic'
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tier. But such is not the case. Nasality may be represented on a
separate tier, vowel harmony features may be autosegmentalized, etc.
This means that a language may require several independent (but
parallel) tiers in its phonological representation. The question
therefore arises as to which tiers any given tier can be linked to.
That is, are there limitations on the relating of tiers? Could a
tone tier, for exmaple, link directly to a nasality tier? Or
could a tone tier link directly to a vowel harmony tier?
Consider the following problems:
I. If three tiers are related as in (19), there is no way of
non-arbitrarily determining how timing relations should be
executed in such a case. How many 'segments' are we dealing with?
two (tier p)? three (tier m)? four (tier n)? If all tiers are of
equal status, then there ;s no way of telling.
(19 ) A B C tier m
I ~ I
D E F G tier n
V ~
H J tier p
I I . Look at (20) below:
(20) A B C tier m
W~ tier n
F G H J tier p
Such a case would seem to constitute a violation of the constraint
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prohibiting crossed association lines (15). But if the tiers ~, ~
and £ are not on a single plane, then no association lines cross:
A B c tier m
tier n
tier p
If such representations are well-formed, then one would need
information as to the geometrical location of tiers on planes
before being able to determine whether association lines cross.
IlIa Moreover, if we allow cases such as (20), then we end
up with representations such as in (21).
(21) a . ABC b. ABC tier m
tier n
tier p
In (21), •segments' A and C have the value E on tier ~; segment B,
on the other hand, has the value F by virtue of the transitive
linking B - D - F. But note that F precedes E in (21a), while it
fo11JWS E in (21b)I In other words, the representation in (21) has
as a consequence that the temporally ordered sequence ~ is
non-distinct from the sequence ~.
With a bit of ingenuity, one can devise ever more unfortunate
configurations -- all resulting from an unconstrained theory of
multi-tiered phonology.
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Problem I dissolves by recognizing the existence of a
CV-skeleton that has a different status from autosegmental tiers
(McCarthy 1979, Halle and Vergnaud 1982). In a representation such
as (19), the CV-skeleton would determine timing relations. Hence
if tier m is the skeleton, then (19) represents a three-segment
sequence.
However, even if we have a skeletal tier in (20) and (21)
which for purposes of discussion, I will assume to be tier ~
the problems raised as II and III still hold. They hold because in
each case, we are allowing autosegmental tiers -- as distinct from
the skeletal tier -- to link to each other. Hence in (20), tier ~
links to tier ~, and in (21), similar inter-tier 1inkings occur.
A simple solution to the problems in II and III is to assume
that part of the special nature of th~ skeletal tier is the
following:
(22) Autosegmental tiers can only link to slots in the skeletal
tier.
The effect of the constraint in (22) is a considerably more restric-
tive multi-tiered theory. For example, it would rule out all of (19),
(20) and (21) (with the exception of (19) if tier n was the skeletal
tier).
A theory including (22) would allow tiers to radiate out from
a central skeletal tier, more or less like the spokes of a wheel,
as shown schematically in (23).
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(23) tier j
__ tier k
..... -
--
- - - skeletal tier
tier m
tier n
2.4 Default values and the 'phonemic core'
The final question that I wish to raise about such a represen-
tation concerns the existence of a 'phonemic core'. Is there a
special 'phonemic' tier linked to the skeleton, whose properties are
somewhat different than other autosegmental tiers? Can a feature
be represented simultaneously in the 'phonemiL core' and on an
autosegmental tier? Does the phonemic core have an internal
structure that is more than just an ordered set of feature matrices?
Concerning the issue of whether a tier can have internal struc-
ture, the reader is referred to Steriade (1982). The evidence of
this thesis has no bearing on this issue. As for the representation
of a feature on more than one tier for example, tone in the
phonemic tier and on an autosegmental tier -- I w~~l propose that
such representations should be highly restricted.
The question of feature representations on more than one tier
is particularly relevant for this thesis with respect to recent
work involving redundant tone specifications. Halle and Vergnaud
(1982) propose that a feature may be represented both autosegmentally
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and in the phonemic core (ie. on a special phonemic tier). The
auto~egmental value takes precedence over the core value, so the
core tonal value of V. will only surface if there ;s no tonal
-,
autosegment linked to v.. In Tonga, they assume that all vowels
-,
are redundantly specified as [+Low tone]. Hence a word with no tonal
autosegment will surface with h throughout.
(24) a.
b.
': ' '10
1 - bu - su
[+L] [+L] [+L]
i - ba - sankwa
[+L] [+L] [+L][+L] 'men'
A word that has certain vowels linked to tonal autosegments will
surface with the core value on any unlinked vowels.
(25 ) a .
b.
i - ci - to nga
[+L] [+L] (+LJ[+L]
~!
ba - si 1u we
[+L] [+L][+L][+L]
I IH L
'the Tonga language'
'1 eopards I
An alternative approach, and the one that will be argued for
in this thesis, is to assume that redundant tonal specifications
are simply tonal autosegments supplied when a skeletal slot has not
received any specification for tone. That is, no special status
would be assigned to a 'phonemic' core; all tonal specifications in
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such an approach would be on a single tier.
In Kiparsky (1982), it is proposed that lexical entries are
underspecified and that unspecified values for features are filled
in by rules that may be supplied either by universal grammar or by
the grammar of the language in question. (Note also SPE.) Kiparsky
proposes that all features are supplied minimally with a rule of the
form [] ~ [aF] (where a is either + or -), and that the set of
such rules comprises a part of a theory of universal markedness.
Note however that the form of such default rules is
appropriate for a theory where segments are represented as series
of feature matrices, as in SPE. If a given matrix has no value for
feature F, the the rule [J ~ [aF] supplies the unmarked value.
If, however, segments are represented as skeletal slots and features
are specified by linking the skeletal slot to a sets of features on
autosegmental tiers, then default rules must be of the form
(26) x
I
aF
That is, skeletal slots not linked to a value for [F] are supplied
with the specification [aF]. Crucially, such default specifications
are 'skeleton-driven'. That is, it is only by scan~;ng skeletal slots
that we determine whether every slot -- ie. every segment -- is
linked to a complete set of features. For example, all slots in (27a)
are specified for tone, although not all slots in (27b) are so
specified.
(27) a. v
~ l
v
I
H
b. v
I
H
v v
I
H
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On the other hand, the fact there is an autosegment that is not
linked to any skeletal slot in (27a) ;s irrelevant as far as
determining whether the string in (27a) is completely specified
for tone.
With respect to the Tonga examples, instead of a redundant
core specification for tone, I assume a rule like the following:
(28)
Under such an analysis, the examples in (24) and (25) above will
be derived as follows:
(29) a.
b.
(30) a.
b.
; - bu - su
i - ba - sankwa
i - c; - tonga
~ I
H l
ba - siluwe
~ l
" bu "; - - su
I I I
L L L
'\ ba " ,, - sankwa
I I I I
L L L L
" , , ,
i - ci - tonga
~ I I
H L L
"
" ..... '\ba - siluwe
I f I I
H L l L
By assuming 1) that the skeleton is solely a sequence of slots, and
2) that the ·phonemic· tier has no special status with respect to
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other tiers, we derive a theory where there is no formal difference
in terms of tiers between 'segmental' features and 'autosegmental'
features. 'Segmental' behaviour will basically result when each slot
is linked to an autosegment prior to rule application:
(31 )
'Autosegmental' behaviour results when rules create multiple linkings
or when linkings are incomplete prior to app"iication of rules or
conventions:
(32) x x x x
I emphasize that the positing of default rules as in (26) and (28)
is not an enrichment of the theory of underspecification and default
rules proposed by Kiparsky (1982). It is an interpretation of
Kiparksy·s proposal within a th~ory with a CV-skeleton whose function
is to coordinate the various tiers.
It will be shown in this thesis that in a number of languages,
default tonal specifications must be autosegmental in nature,
supporting the suggestions that such fill-in rules are of the form
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given in (26). In the interest of a restrictive theory, it is
therefore proposed that default tonal specifications must be
autosegmental in general, To allow multiple possibilities for
specifying redundant tonal values would create a neen'ess enrichment
of the theory. I propose the following constraint:
(33) * [F] tier m
I
X skeletal tier
I[F] tier n
This constraint rules out a representation where a skeletal slot is
linked to the ~ame feature on two different tiers. It rules out the
supplying of redundant tonal features in the manner of Halle and
Vergnaud (1982) since in a case like (25a), certain s10ts are
simultaneously linked to a value of the feature [Low tone] on the
phonemic tier and on the autosegmental tier.
Note that the constraint is formulated in terms of linkings and
not as an absolute prohibition against the representation of a
feature on more than one tier. This ;s because in certain languages
like Arabic (McCarthy 1979), 'It is necessary to allow phonemic
specifications on more than one tier. Note, however, that such cases
do not violate the constraint in (33) since the specif;cation3 on
one tier link to one class of skeletal slots, and th~ specii l~ations
on another tier link to a different class of skeletal slots.
The above position would be consistent with views of the
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skeletal tier as either: 1) completely empty slots (X-slots), or
2) slots that are inherently [±syllabic] (CV-slots). While the
first possibility pushes further the idea that the skeletal tier
has no internal feature structure, the second possibility is logically
possible and uses the feature [±syllabic] to define the otherwise
unstructured n~ture of the skeleton. Work on interpreting the CV
nature of the skeleton (that has been assumed in work such as that
of McCarthy 1979, Halle an~ Vergnaud 1982, etc.) in terms of
featureless !I S has been emerging recently, fer example in Kaye and
Lowenstamm (1981) and Levin (1983). For expository reasons, I will
assume a skeleton consisting of ~IS and ~IS in this thesis, but
it should be kept in mind that if such labeling is derivative, this
will not affect the issues discussed here.
2.5 Extratonality
The final issue that I wish to raise concerning autosegmental
representations concerns extrametrica1ity. There has been work on
stress systems recently (eg. Hayes 1980, 1982, Harris 1983) that
has argued that certain constituents on the periphery of a stress
domain should be excluded from consideration when applying stress
rules, and such constituents have been labeled 'extrametrical I. In
this thesis, I will argue that basically the same notion is applicable
in tone systems. Tonal constituents that are marked as 'extratonal'
lose their extratonality if they cease to be on the periphery
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of the relevant domain. That is, extratonal constituents are shown
to be subject to the same Peripherality Condition proposed for
extrametrical constituents by Harris.
2.6 Final remarks
In closing this section, I want to make it clear that the
topics concerning tonal representations that I discuss in this thesis
are merely a subset of important tonal issues. For example, there
will be virtually no discussion of the relation between tone and
syntax. There will be no investigation of the relation between tone
and 'segmental I features such as vowel height, voicing, glottalization,
etc. And there will be virtually no discussion of what constitutes
a tone-bearing unit.
3. Tone and lexical phonology
In the above sections, we have seen that lexical phonology
proposes an organization of the grammar where the phonology of a
language interacts with its morphology and syntax in a particular
set of ways; autosegmf~ntal phonology, on the other hand, proposes
a particular type of organization for the phonological component
itself. What then are the implications when autosegmental processes
are examined within a lexical framework?
One can distinguish two ranges of implications. The first
concerns the prediction that 'autosegmental' rules should manifest
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properties comparable to I segmental I rules with respect to lexical
and post-lexical rule operations. Hence one would expect lexical
autosegmental rules to exhibit the relevant LEXICAL propertie~ listed
in (8) above, while post-lexical rules would be expected to exhibit
the relevant POST-LEXICAL properties. The second question concerns
autosegmental constraints and conventions. Do they exhibit differences
in their lexical and post-lexical behaviour?
3.1 Where are tones assigned?
Before getting into the question of how autosegmental rules and
conventions work, one might consider the question of where
autosegments are assigned. There are two basic possibilities: in
the lexicon and post-lexically. With respect to tone, lexical vs.
post-lexical assignment of tones may well correlate with what 'is
commonly considered a tone vs. accent distinction. In a '1exical
tone I language like Yoruba, Tiv, etc., tones would be a part of the
lexical entries; with 'stress· or 'pitch-accent' 11 languages, such
as English or Klmatuumbi, tones would be assigned post-lexically
to interpret accentual structures.
The principle of structure-preservation predicts that tone in
its function of interpreting accentual str~ctures could only be
assigned post-lexically: if lexical entries do not include tone, but
only accentual information, then rules of the lexicon cannot introduce
tones without introducing new phonological categories. Hence if
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lexical rules are structure-preserv~ng, then the assignment of tones
in such an accent language must be post-lexical. This predicts
that tonal rules in such accentual languages must all be of the
post-lexical variety. For example, they would not apply cyclically,
they would not be morphologically conditioned -- but they could
apply across word-boundaries. 12
In this dissertation, I will restrict my attention to languages
which include tone as part of their underlying lexical entries.
Accentual languages of the sort that use tone only to interpret
metrical representations will not be discussed. 13
3.2 Cyclic tone association
Where tone is present in lexical entries, lexical theory
makes a number of predictions. First, one would expect lexical
tone association to depend on morphological bracketing, nnd one
would expect to find cases where the association conventions apply
cyclically. Cyclic tone association is predicted for the following
reasons: 1) It has been hypothesized that the association conventions
apply immediately whenever they can (Goldsmith 1976). 2) The output
of word-formation processes is scanned by the phonology. 3) The
Association Conventions are a part of 'universal phonology'.
The effect of these three assumptions is that the Association
Conventions will apply after every morphological process. And this
prediction is indeed borne out. It will be shown that in languages
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like Margi (chapter 5) and Tiv (chapter 6), tone association
does indeed respect morphological bracketing in prctisely the
way ~redicted by cyclic association and rule application. Moreover,
it will be shown that cyclic tone association even plays a role in
a lan~uage 1ike Tonga -- traditionally viewed as 'accentual I (chapter
4).
But while the bulk of this thesis argues for cyclic association,
I want to stress that such cyclic behaviour is the result of a cyclic
morphology, and not a special property of tone per see If tone was
present in a 13r~guage with a non-cyclic stratum, then tone
association on such a stratum would be non-cyclic. Consider, for
example, the case of Kikuyu. Clements and Ford (1979) propose that
a morphological sequence such as (34a) will be associated as in (34b).
(34) a. rna + e + r£k + ang + er + i + £
L H L H
b. mo + e + rEk + ang + ef + i + £V~~ ~L H L H
Their proposal is one of non-cylic association, and what ;s part;cu~
larly interesting about such a case ;s that the tone of morpheme ~
often ends up linked to morpheme n+l. They propose that this shifting
of tone to the right can be accounted for in the following way: 1) All
morphemes (including their tones) are concatenated. 2) The first tone
;s linked to the secGn~ tone·bear;ng unit by an Initial Tone
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Association Rule. 3) Normal left-to-right one-to-one linking
takes place. 4) Tones spread onto left-over vowels. Within
Clements and Ford's theory, the linking of the first tone is
done by an Initial Tone Association Rule specific to Kikuyu, while
the rest of the linkings are carried out by clauses of their version
of the Well-formedness Condition.
This non-cyclic account of tone in Kikuyu would be possible
within a lexical framework only if the stratum on which the
various morphemes in (34) were added was non-cyclic. This would
mean, therefore, that all lexical rules applying to such a sequence
wuuld also be non-cyclic. In this light consider the application
of Dahl's Law in Kikuyu. Dahl's Law changes a ~ into L 'when the
next consonant sound ;s 1, ~, £ or ~I (Armstrong 1940).14
Consider the following examples:
(35) [ko [t£]] ... " 'to throwaway'a. -.. yotE
b. [ko [aka]] .... yocka 'to come'
.... .... ...
c. [ko [6aaka]] -+ yocaaka 'to play'
This rule must apply lexically for a number of reasons: 1) It
applies stem internally as a 'morpheme structure constraint':
(36) a. -y£.k- 'condemn'
b. -yit- 'thatch a house'
c. -y:>c- 'bend sharply'
d. -y£o- 'beer flask'
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~) It applies to prefixes, when the triggering consonant is in
another prefix (39 below) or ;n the stem (35 above). 3) Suffixes
neither trigger nor undergo the rule: 15, 16
(37) a. [n [cJk] eet] £] ~ nj~k££t£ II had come back'
b. [ko [hing] ok] ek] a] ~ kohingokeka 'to be openable'
The above facts mean that the rule must be sensitive to word-internal
morphological structure. It could not apply across-the-board in the
manner of a post-lexical rule.
Supporting the rule's lexical status, one observes sporadic
exceptions, such as with ideophones and loan words (Myers 1974) :
(38) a. kuku ~ yuku
c. kJJc;
d. kEki ~ YEki
'mocking interjection'
'Barbery (a plant)'
'course of study (English)'
'cake (English)'
Although by the criteria in (8), Dahl's Law must be lexical, Myers
argues that it cannot be cyclic,on the basis of examples such as th~
following case discussed by Barlow (1951):
(39) [ke [ke [ke [oak] a] + yeyeyeooka 'and thus it was spoiled'
The multiple application of Dahl's Law in a case like (39) can be
explained by non-cyclic rule application. In (39), the structural
description of the rule is met by all three prefixal ~'s, and
therefore all three k's undergo the rule.
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If Dahl's Law were to apply cyclically, on the other hand,
we would derive incorrect results. As a first point, note that y
does not trigger Dahl's Law:
(40) a. [ko [YEk] a] ~ koy£ka
* yoy£ka
b. [ko [y;t] a] ~ koyita
* yoyita
'to condemn'
'to thatch a hOUS~'
Consider therefore a cyclic derivation of (39). On the first prefix
cycle, Dahl's Law would apply, creating
(41) a . rye [oak] a]
On the second prefix cycle, on the other hand, Dahl's Law would be
inapplicable since L does not trigger the rule:
b. [ke rye [oak] a]
On the last prefix cycle, Dahl's Law would again apply:
c. Eye [ke rye [oak] a]
Hence cyclic application of Dahl's Law would incorrectly predict
an alternating pattern y - ~ - y, as in * yekeyecoka.
The above discussion of Dahl's Law suggests that the stratum
on which the relevant affixes have been added ;s non-cyclic. Hence
facts concerning Dahl's Law seem to support Clements and Ford's
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non-cyclic analysis of tone. 17 No stipulation would be required as
to whether tone association was cyclic or non-cyclic -- the morpho-
logical stratum would be cyclic or non-cyclic, and all phonological
rules operating lexically would then apply in the appropriate fashion.
Hence one could not have a language like Kikuyu in that tone
association was non-cyclic, but unlike Kikuyu in that other lexical
rules would apply cyclically. 18
3.3 Constraints on linkings
A second major question concerning autosegmental representations
in lexical theory involves the issue of constraints on
autosegmental linkings. It has been observed (CF: Halle and Vergnaud
1982) that languages differ as to the number of tones that can link
to a single tone-bearing unit. It is proposed ;n this thesis that
not only can different languages vary ;n this respect, but the
same language can vary lexically and post-lexically. It will be
shown that whereas multiple linkings of tones are ruled out completely
in the lexical component of languages like Tiv, Dschang and Yoruba,
in some cases post-lexical rules may extensively or restrictedly
create contour tones.
3.4 Lexical vs. Post-lexical
Concerning autosegmental rule applications, it will be argued
that the properties summarized in (8) above hold for the tonal
rules examined. For example, cyclic rules apply before non-structure-
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preserving rules; rules sensitive to morpheme structure apply
cyclically, while rules oblivious to morpheme structure apply
non-cyclically; etc. While there are many predictions of lexical
phonology that have not been tested in this thesis, those that have
been examined generally bear out the predictions.
3.5 Underspecification
As a last issue, I discuss the matter of underspecification of
tonal entries with respect to the lexical model. It is suggested
that default rules of tone assignment can occur lexically, post-
lexically and phonetically. As the strongest hypothesis concerning
such rules is that default tone-insertion rules are supplied by
universal grammar, it will be suggested that the language-specific
parameter concerning default insertion rules involves two aspects
only: 1) a language may choose to implement the default values for
one or both of the two tonal features supplied by universal grammar.
2) a language can select the component in which default tonal rules
begin their application. These issues will be discussed in a number
of places throughout the thesis, but the reader is referred especially
to chapter 3 and to chapter 6, section 7. It ;s suggested that
default rules cannot be extrinsically ordered with respect to
phonological rules: where extrinsic orderings appear to exist, it
;s argued that such orderings can be derived by general principles.
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This thesis shows that the lexical framework forces us to
choose certain types of analyses that turn out to be preferred for
empirical reasons. A number of ad hoc devices, such as tonal variables,
accentual diacritics and morphological boundary symbols are shown
to be unnecessary within this framework. By restricting the types of
analyses available to a tonal grammar, we take a step towards a
more explanatory theory of tone. And it is in this respect that the
lexical framework offers a particularly interesting approach to
tonal phonology.
4. Layout of chapters
Chapter 2 discusses the phenomenon of downstep and it is
shown that downstepping requires the existence of a phonetic
component. The rather complex case of downstep in Dschang-Bamileke
is examined.
In Chapter 3, data from Yala Ikom and Yoruba is discussed
with the aim of investigating the role of default rules in the
lexical framework. Arguments for default tones are presented,
some of the implications for tonal theory are considered, and some
theoretical problems raised by underspecification are dealt with.
Chapter 4 looks at the notion of 'accent'. It is shown that
the theory of tone presented in this thesis can account for the
tonal properties of languages like Luganda and Tonga without
recourse to accentual diacritics.
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ProblerrlS of tonal polarity and morphologically conditioned
tone lowering in Margi are examined in Chapter 5. It is shown
that the relevant properties of Margi can be explained by incorpora-
ting into tonal theory the notion of 'extrametricality'
Finally, Chapter 6 tests the lexical framework by doing a
case study of Tiv. Approaching Tiv within a lexical framework ;s
shown to increase significantly our understanding of tonal processes
in that language. The analysis is also shown to have a number of
theoretical consequences.
5. Formal notation
Some of the important notational conventions assumed in this
thesis are as follows:
V linked slot
I
® free slot
V ambiguously linked or free slot
IT linked tone
0 floating ('free') tone
T ambiguously linked or free tone
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~
T rightmost link
~
T leftmost link
+ del ink
link
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 1
1. This is not a new or recent observation. Pa~in;'s grammar of
Sanskrit recognized such a division. The difference between 'primary'
and 'secondary' derivation was di~cussed in work such as Whitney
(1879) and Bloomfield (1933).
2. This example is taken from Kiparsky (1982) where such cases are
discussed in detail. The formulation of Trisyllabic Sho ·~en;ng
given there is
v ~ [-long] / Co Vi Co Vj , where Vi is net
metrically strong.
3. In Mohanan's work, an 'Opacity' condition is proposed instead
of bracket erasure. The choice of conventions is not important for
the purposes of this thesis.
4. Note that this ordering of rule applications is independent of
the relative ordering of rules in a list. For example, if rule ~ ;s
ordered prior to rule ~ in the list of phonological rules, but the
domain of m is the ~ost-lexical stratum and the domain of n is the
lexical stratum, then application of n will precede application of
m in a derivation.
5. But note Dresher (1983).
6. Technically, Williams did not speak of 'tiers' since he was
working prior to the development of an E~xplicit autosegmental
framework.
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7. Halle and Ver~naud (1982) make clause (lOe) explicit.
8. The possible advantages of such an approach have been pointed
out to me by Morris Halle with regards to Bamileke-Dschang and
Akinbiyi Akinlahi with respect to Yoruba. Their arguments will
be considered (although ultimately rejected) in sections of this
thesis that discuss Dsch3ng and Yoruba.
9. This possibility was pointed out to me by Paul Kiparsky.
10. Throughout this thesis, boundary symbols, dashes, etc. are
employed as expository devices only -- they are held to have no
theoretical status. Where morphological constituency ;s relevant to
the process under discussion, bracketings will be employed.
11. It is suggested in this thesis that 'pitch-accent' languages
fall into two categories: 1) those with lexical pre-linking of
tones (see Chapter 4) and 2) those with post-lexical or phonetic
assignment of tones.
12. It has been shown by Mohanan and Mohanan (1983) that there are
problems with the strongest version of structure preservation,
where it is assumed that any segment that is not present underlyingly
cannot be introduced in the lexicon. It is conceivable therefore that
a weaker version of structure preservation would allow a restricted
class of cases where tones could be introduced into the lexicon
even though they were not present underlyingly. This whole area
requires detailed examination.
13. But see Pierrehumbert (1980), Pul1eyblank (to appear) and
Kiparsky (1982b, in preparation).
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14. In the following discussion of Dahl's Law, I ignore questions
about the precise formulation of the rule since it is not crucial
to the point being discussed. Myers (1974), for example, suggests
that ~ is underlyingly voiceless, allowing a simplification of
the environment for the rule to 'voiceless segments'. Similarly,
Myers suggests that t,e rule itself simply voices the velar stop
and a general rule lenites velar stops.
15. These points are discussed in Myers (1970).
16. In the following Kikuyu rases, I leave open the question of
whether prefixation precedes or follows suffixation since it does
not crucially affect the point under discussion.
17. More detailed work on Dahl's Law and the relevant morphology
;s required before concluding positively that the morphological and
phonological operations are non-cyclic. For example, in Armstrong
(1940), one observes cases such as the following imperative form,
where the alternating pattern y - t - Y is exactly what one would
expect with cyclic application of rules.
ndoyaakecyot£n£ra [----- ] 'Now don't on any account run.'
18. It is not clear whether more than one lexical stratum is required
for Kikuyu. If not, then the non-cyclic stratum under discussion i~
of necessity the last lexical stratum. Further investigation will
bear on the issue of whether non-cyclic lexical rules are restricted
to the last lexical stratum. (See section 1.2 above.)
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CHAPTER 2: DOWNSTEP
This chapter argues for a theoretical distinction between phono-
logical and phonetic rules. A model for encoding this distinction ;5
proposed and some of its implications are examined. The tonal phenom-
enon of downstep is discussed, and its particular relevance for the
issue of phonological vs. phonetic rules is demonstrated. 1
The second half of the chapter ;s devoted to an analysis of the
complicated system of tonal downstep in Dschang-Bamileke. It is shown
that the distinction bet~een phonological and phonetic rules is crucial
for a proper understanding of the Dschang system.
1. The Phenomenon of Downstep
The phenomenon of downdrift/downstep is a paradigm example of an
interpretive process that should take place in a phonetic component
rather than in the phonology per se (see Liberman and Pierrehumbert
1982). The process of downdrift/downstep creates n-ary pitch contrasts
out of a phonological representation using binary features -- there ;s
in principle no limit to the number of pitch-levels that downstepping
can create. Although I will often use the term Idownstepl to refer to
both Idowndrift l and Idownstep·, where it is nEcessary to make a dis-
tinction between the two terms this is what I assume it to be: Idown-
drift l results when the tone that triggers a lowering of pitch is linked
to a vowel and consequently ;s pronounced in the surface string;
Idownstepl occurs when the tone that triggers pitch-lowering is not
itself phonetically interpreted since it is unlinked to any vowel.
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(1 ) a. V V V b. V v
I I I I I
H L H H L H
Hence the pattern in (1 a) represents Idowndrift l while (lb) represents
I downstep' .
In a language such as Tiv, the lowering effect of the L-tones in
(la) and (lb) ;s the same. But in (la) the L-tone receives a phonetic
interpretation itself because it is linked to a core slot, while in (lb)
the L-tone is not pronounced oecause it is not linked to such a slot.
Given the independence of autosegmental tiers, a tone may either be:
1. linked 2. floating. It is proposed by Clements and Ford (1979)
that there is no need for a special downstep entity in phonological
theory -- downstep entities are simply floating tones. They are not
pronounced because they are not linked to vowels. This pr~posal is
interesting phonologically because it predicts that downstep entities
will behave exactly like tones; that is, they will undergo and trigger
tone rules. And phonetically, an unlinked tone will generally have the
same pitch-lowering effect (if any) of a correspoi,ding linked tone.
To illustrate the above points, consider the Igbo sentences below.
In (2), the establishment of a new, and lower, ·ceiling- for following
H-tones is triggered by a L-tone that surfaces in the phonetic string.
In th';s particular example there are three successively lower pitch
levels for H-tones. 2
(2 ) 6 nwer~ ~k6 n~ Qch~
she was clever and sensible
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In (3), on the other hand -- a case where we happen to end up with
four levels of H-tones -- H-tones are lowered twice without there being
any surface L-tone to do the triggering (indicated in the transcription
by an exclamation mark I! I) .
(3) .... I ,. ,.,. I....,. ........i·bu ibu eebu sil; ike
carrying a load is difficult
- - ]
Since the phonetic downstepping of H-tones in (3) would be unpre-
dictable if the phonological string contained nothing but H-tones, we
must (following Clements and Ford) posit floating tones in ths phono-
logical string to account for the location of the phonetic downsteps.
The existence of a phonetic downstep may be attributable to tense
factors, syntactic factors, lexical factors, etc. In the present
approach, such factors will condition the existence of a floating
tone in the phonological representation. The downstep that ultimately
occurs in the phonetic form is only the indirect result of such factors.
Consider the following example from Tiv: 3
(4) 'he came'
In this example, the verb stem va is lexically assigned a H-tone.
The downstep is the result of being inflected for the General Past
tense. If rules of phonetic interpretation could have access to tense
information, then one might propose that the downstep in (4) is directly
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assigned in the phonetic component. As such there would never need to
be any phonological representation of such a downstep.
This is in contrast to an analysis where the General Past tense
would trigger addition of a floating tone into the phonological
representation of va. In the second analysis, the derived phonological
representation would constitute the input to the phonetic component
deriving the ultimate ~ pattern.
As it turns out, there are reasons in Tiv for choosing the second
alternative, where the General Past is indicated tonally in the phono-
logy and the surface downstep ;s subsequently derived from the phono-
logical representation. But this result is not sufficient. It would be
undesirable for phonetic rules to have access to the type of tense
information discussed above. For example, could a language contrast
degrees of nasality on verbs as an indicator of tense? -- contrast
degrees of aspiration on nouns to distinguish between nominative and
accusative case? -- vary tonal amplitudes to distinguish agentive
deverbal nouns from their verbal counterparts?
2. The Overall Model
A phonetic component in a re~trictive theory would not interpret
morphological or syntactic strings -- it would interpret phonological
strings. The following model (discussed briefly in chapter 1) comes
close to giving us this result.
Given the model in (5). the input to the phonetic component is a
phonological string that has undergone all relevant post-lexical rule
operations. As represented in (5), however, there is nothing to
prevent the phonetic component from having unlimited access to syntac-
tic and perhaps some lexical properties of the phonological string.
The desired result is obtained if we adopt some form of Accessibility
Constraint, such as that proposed by Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982),
in addition to the model in (5).
(6) (Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1982: 54)
I ••• the computation of any parameter of object Y[i] can only
depend on the Itaccessiblell properties of Y[i] and Y[i-l], where
Y[;-l] means the immediately previous object of the same type
(if any). Thus, pitch accent can look back to previous pitch
accent, phrase to previous phrase, etc. "Accessible ll is taken to
include a sm~111 set of int,~insic properties of the objects, and
any relations between them; it is intended to exclude any proper-
ties of the subconstituents of these objects. I
If the intrinsic properties referred to above are restricted to
distinctive feature values, temporal relations, etc., then reference
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to syntactic and morphological features is ruled out in the phonetic
component. 4 I have dwelt on the above issue because the distinction
between phonological and phonetic representations ;s not always made.
The n-ary rules typical of the phonetic component must be constrained
so as not to have access to morphological and syntactic properties of
phrases. Similarly, phonological representations do not require access
to details of phonetic interpretation. Both these claims are reflected
in the model shown in (5). The proposal in Clements and Ford (1979)
that downsteps be represented phonologically as floating tones only
takes on its full importance if morphological and syntactic features
cannot trigger downstepping directly in the phonetic representatio~
without the intermediate stage of having a downstep entity present in
the phonological string.
To sum up, downdrift/downstep clearly involves an n-ary process
of the type assigned to the phonetic component of a grammar. Given
the model in (5), as well as the Accessibility Constraint given in (6),
all the information required to assign phonetic pitches to a phonolog-
ical string must be present in that string. Adopting Clements and Ford's
proposal about the nature of downstep entities, this means that
morphologically and syntactically conditioned downsteps involve
representations including floating tones.
3. Phonetic Variation
Comparable phonological sequences may be realized phonetically
by different languages in quite distinct forms. For example, the
configurations seen in (1) above (repeated below as 7) would be
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realized differently in Tiv and Dschang.
(7) a. v v v
I I I
H L H
b. v v
I t
H L H
In Tiv, both configurations would result in a downstepped H-tone.
(8) a. a dza ga b. a va
I I I I I
H L H H L H
[ -
- ] [ - - ]
'he did not go' 'h~ came'
In Dschang-Bamileke, on the other hand, the two ~ts in configura-
tion (7a) would surface on the Sdme pitch while the second H in (7b)
would be downstepped.
(9) a. SaTl e san b. san san
I I I I I
H L H H L H
[ - - ] [ -
- ]
'bird of bird' 'bird of bird l
There are in fact numerous possibilities for the phonetic
interpretation of a tonal string, depending on the language in question.
The pattern described above for T;v and Igbo is probably the most
widely attested pattern. In such languages, the target for H~tones is
reduced every time a ~ follows a L-tone -- without regard for whether
the L-tone in question is floating or linked.
A different system is observed in Kikuyu. According to Clements
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and Ford (1979, 1981), there is no appreciable lowering of tones after
a linked L-tone -- that is, there is no downdrift. But after a floating
extra-low tone, both ~ and h tones are downstepped:
(10) a. ahElr£ moay~h'pa ~j~t~
he-gave weakling star
b. ahElrE moanekl ! pjata
he-gave Mwaniki star
c. ahElr; moanekl
he-gave Mwaniki
~ .. ~ ~BlrlSlrl
chillies
Moreover, we see that the phonetic interval for downstep ;s
different in Kikuyu than in Tiv and Igbo. In Kikuyu a downstepped li
falls to the level of a preceding h, while in Tiv or Igbo a downstepped
H is only slightly lower than a normal lie
Yet another pattern is observed in Nawdm, a Gur language of Togo
described by Nicole (1980). Nicole shows that Nawdm, like Kikuyu,
exhibits downstepping of both li and ~. tones.
(11) a. , , I J·'u1 e' ..- ..-f£:gu · mo:te
sheep eats grass ;the sheep eats grass'
b.
c.
?a ba n
3sg be with
?a ba n
3sg be with
ma:ra
elder
Ihe has a wife l
'he has an elder brother'
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In t~le above examples, (lla) illustrates a L!L sequence, (llb)
illustrates H!L, and (llc) illustrates H!H. The examples in (llb) and
(llc) are particularly interesting since they show that the downstep
I
entity l~ssociated with the preposition n· 'with' triggers downstepping
of both tl and ~ tones. As Nicole points out, this rules out the
possibility of having different triggers for downstepping ~ and tl tones
since the downstep entity must be the same for both Land H tones.
I assume that in Nawdm, as in Kikuyu, the downstep trigger ;s a
floating tone, and moreover that it ;s a floating ~. Nicole himself
refrains from making this assumption since, according to him, a
floating L-tone could explain the lowering of a H-tone but not of a
L-tone since L-tones in a sequence never drop. But we have already
seen from the case of Dschang above (9) that in some languages linked
tones must be distinguished from floating tones as far as their
phonetic pitch lowering effect ;s concerned.
Moreover, there ;s an interesting form of support for the pro-
posal that the downstep entity in Nawdm is a L-tone. In addition to
patterns sl'ch as illustrated in (11 ) , Nawdm exhibits downdrift:
(12 ) ?a ba ?a be: ? .... to 'she will be able to pound'.a
3S9 be 359 can 3sg pound
[ - - ]
That the lowering of H-t.ones is triggered by intervening L-tones
is clear from examples such as (13) where there is no downdrift.
(13 ) ?a ma:ra ha:re
359 elder house
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'his elder brother's house'
Hence the downstep sy~tem of Nawdm differs from that of Kikuyu
in that Nawdm combines 'normal' downdrift with downstepping of both ~
and ~ tones; Kikuyu, on the other hand, downsteps ~'s and L's
without exhibiting downdrift.
As two final examples, consider Kishambaa and K1matuumbi. In
Kishambaa, Odden (1983) observes that every H-tone ;s downdrifted.
We therefore obtai~ phrases like the following:
(14) a.
b.
n; ngato du
I I I I
H H H H
n;wakome makui
I I I I I II
H L L L L HL
[ - - - ]
lit ;s only a sheep'
II killed the dogs'
In Kimatuumbi, H-tones on cons~cutive syllables are upstepped:
(15) a. naat{tuumbuka pando yaangu
II I II I I I , II I
LL H LL L H L H LH L
'I fell by my bucket'
b. baatl1ya klndye 11150
II I I I I II ILL H H H H LH L
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'they ate birds yesterday I
- - .. ]
4. Phonetic models
It is not within the scope of this chapt~~ 0 discuss all the
types of ways that strings of tone:; can be phonetically interpreted.
The reader is referred to Welmers (1973), Clements (1980), Huang (1980)
and Odden (1983) for discussiotl of a number of attested possibilities.
In this section t however, I will contrast briefly two types of
proposals for encoding downdrift/downstep.
4.1 Constituency
Clements (1980), Huang (1980) and Odden (1983) pro~ose theories
where phonetic realization of tones involves the construction of tree
structures erected over tones. As a simple illustration consider the
following (from Clements 1980). First, sequences of ~IS and Lis are
grouped together into constituents: (In (16), Clements' h = ~, 1 = h)
(16) a.
These constituents are then brought together into a right-
dominant tree:
b. v v v v v v v v v v v v
I I I I I I I I I I I I
h 1 1 h 1 h h 1 1 1 h h
\VV"WV
h h h 1
, ~V
1
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By interpreting the pitch of each successive foot as lower than
the pitch of the preceding foot, the configuration in (16) would derive
the pitch pattern in (17).
(17 ) H
L L
H
L
H H
L L L
H H
Clements proposes the following set of rules to deiive structures
like those in (16).
(18) (= figure 13 in Clements 1980)
a. Every tonal matrix containing 1 followed in the sarne row by
h in the next column forms the right cranch of a maximal
n-ary branching tree.
b. Any remaining tona~ matrices are gathered into an ~-ary
branching tree.
c. Sequences of trees constructed according to (a) and (b) are
gathered into right-branching binary trees labelled by the
labelling principle [h, 1].
The structure in (16) would then be submitted to rules of pitch
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interpretation. Such rules would differ for languages with 'partial'
downstep such as Tiv and Igbo and for languages with 'total' downstep
such as Kikuyu. That is, degree of phonetic lowering, etc. would be
determined not by tree struct~re but by the phonetic rules that inter-
pret such structure.
To summari~.e, this approach marks off sequences of tones into
constituents. Such constituents are then grouped into larger constitu-
ents off of which phonetic pitch values will be interpreted by sets
of language-specific rules.
4.2 Exponential decay
S.R. Anderson (1978), Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982) and a
number of earlier researchers propose a rather different approach for
phonetically interpreting tonal strings. They suggest basically that
phonetic interpretation of tones ;s a local process resulting from
the scanning of tone sequences of a limited length. They have no
notion of tonal constituent. The pattern in (17), for example, might
be derived by rules such as the following:
(19) a.
b.
c.
T T
HL
LH
- interpret the second I at the same level as
the first tone
- interpret h as one interval lower than H
- interpret ~ as 3/4 as high as the immediately
preceding li
With such a proposal, downdrift would result from interpreting
the pitch of a H-tone after a l-tone as being a constant fraction of
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the pitch of the previous H-tone. Hence sequences of the pattern LH
will result ir, an exponentially decaying series.
For a detailed proposal along these lines, the reader is referred
to the discussion of English in Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982).
4.3 Exponential decay vs. trees
In this section I wish to briefly contrast the two approaches
described above. It is not universally true that like tones are
interpreted on the same pitch-level. Sequences of H-tones undergo
downstepping in Kishambaa (14 above) while they undergo upstepping
in Klmatuumbi (15 above). In a theory without trees, such facts would
be accounted for by appropriate modifications of the set of pitch
interpretation rules. In a tree theory, such cases would be accounted
for by adding to the rules of foot construction.
This would have a number of implications for tree theory.
Presumably, the class of phonetic manipulaticns chat includes down-
stepping and upstepping but excludes matters involving the degree of
lowering or raising, etc. would have to be reflected in tree structure.
If this were the case, then constraints on tree structure become
5
constraints on the phonetic interpretation of tones. For example,
Hayes (1980) argues that the only two possible types of metrical
trees are binary trees and unbounded trees. While the well-known
cases of downstep involve unbounded constituents, it appears to be the
case that tunes are grouped into binary constituents in Mahou, a
language of the Ivory Coast (B. Moussa and J. Kaye personal commun;ca~
ticn). In Mahou, stretches of H-tones are realized phonetically as
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High - Super High sequences. Given a theory that constrains phonetic
interpretation by the use of trees, such cases are expected. One wo~ld
not expect, however, to find a case where every third high tone was
interpreted as a super high since such a pattern would require the
construction of ternary feet -- ruled out in Hayes' metrical theory.
~reation of metrical feet also suggests a solution to a locality
problem inherent in an approach relying solely on rules of the type
given in (19). In order to assign a pitch value to tt2 in (20), one
must know the pitch value of ~l.
(20)
While a 'window' scanning three tones at a time could refer to
both ttl and H2 in (20), it could not do so for (21).
(21) v V V V V
I L1 I L1 IHl L H2
Nevertheless, tt2 in (21) would typically be lowered in a manner
completely analogous to tt2 in (~O). Moreover, there is in principle
no limit to the number of L-tones that could intervene between the
two relevant H-tones. So in terms of linear relations there is no
finite number of tones that must be kept track of to allow a correct
phonetic interpretation of two H-tones. But if tones are grouped into
constituents, then the relevant relations are local. Assuming that
(21) is organized into constituents as in (22), then one need merely
define the pitch ·ceiling l for a given foot n as a function of the
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ceiling for the foot n-l.
(22)
Note, moreover, that the Obligatory Contour Principle (Leben 1973)
cannot be a princip1e of the phonetics. 6 In cases such as Kishambaa
and Klmatuumbi, sequences of 1ike tones undergo downstepP'1 ng and up-
stepping respectively. (See figures 14 and 15 above from Odden 1983)
Hence one could not collapse sequences of like tones at the phonetic
level as a mechanism for attaining the required locality conditions.
An additional issue that is relevant concerns the notion of pre-
planning. Liberman and Pierrehumbert distinguish between 'hard' and
'soft' pre-planning. 'Hard' pre-planning refers to processing that ;s
grammatically essential while 1 50ft' pre-planning refers to preparation
that is optional and would result from performance factors of a number
of sorts. For example, a speaker presented a cue-card with a sentence
exhibiting seventeen levels of downdrift might well sigh deeply and
begin her sentence in a falsetto. Such soft pre-planning need not be
represented in the grammar of the language in question.
The issue of pre-planning is clearly an empirical one and further
research is called for, especially in such areas as African downstep
systems. Liberman and Pierrehumbert argue that the evidence that has
been presented in favor of pre-planning can be accounted for with
local models -- and clearly the assumption that there is no hard
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pre-planning allows for a more restrictive theory of phonetics.
In this respect, it should be noted that the creation of tonal
feet does not entail the grouping of such feet into larger constitu-
ents. 7 The creation of tonal feet seems to imply only a minimal
amount of pre-planning, if any at all. In fact,it was suggested above
that tonal feet are required to keep downstep operations a local
process. Grouping tonal feet into larger constituents, however, sug-
gests hard pre-planning since it implies that the phonetic realization
of a string Gf tones depends on a geometrical structure constructed
over the entire string. Hence if Liberman and Pierrehumbert are correct
that hard pre-planning is not attested, this is an argument for not
grouping tonal feet into larger constituents.
To summarize, it ;1, clear that an n-ary process such as downstep
requires an imp1ementat'ional component with properties distinct from
those of the strictly binary phonological component. It therefore
becomes important to determine what the properties of such an implemen-
tational component are. While phonetic rules of the sort discussed in
S.R. Anderson (1978) and Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982) are clearly
required, tree structures as proposed by Clements (1980) and Huang (1980)
provide a method for constraining such rules. A number of questions are
raised: Are all unbounded tonal feet left-dominant? Is it possible to
construct constituents larger than the foot? -- While preliminary
investigation suggests that the answer to both such questions is yes,
further research in this area will be of considerable interest.
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5. Dschang-Bamileke
In the remainder of this chapter I will discuss the case of
downstep in the Dschang variety of Bamileke -- one of the Mbam-Nkam
languages of Cameroon.
As mentioned in section 3., Dschang does not exhibit downdrift.
So in a phrase such as
pitch level.
(23), both H-tones are produced on the same
(23) [SIn] [! + sIn]
[ - - ]
Dschang does, however, exhibit downstep. Hence if the vowel of
the associative prefix ;s deleted -- as normally happens in rapid
speech --, then the result is that the second H is downstepped by the
floating h that intervenes between the two His.
(24) [SIn] [L sIn] 'bird of bird '
[ -
- ]
While it is interesting that Dschang has downstep without exhibit-
ing downdrift, it becomes even more interesting to try to account for
the location of such downsteps. And not only does Dschang downstep
H-tones, it also downsteps surface L-tones:
(25) [n + dza J[e + n + dZWi] ~I r I I rL L H L L L
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'the axe of the
thief' 8
To provide an analysis for cases like (25) a~d to account for the
location of downsteps in general is a central issue in Dschang tonology
and will constitute a major part of the following discussion. It will
be shown that the phonetic interpretation of downsteps follows in a
stra;ghtforward manner from the derived phonological representation.
The analysis is of interest because it requires a number of post-lexical
phonological rules, as distinct from rules of phonetic interpretation.
It therefore provides eviden~e for the distinction between post-lexical
phonology and phunetics.
5.1 Background
Before dealing with the problem of how to represent downstep, I
will present in this section certain relevant facts of the Dschang
tonal system.
Monosyllabic and disyllabic nouns in Dschang exhibit the following
surface tonal patterns in isolation:
(26) L+L ..... ~ L ....a. nJzwl na
leopard ani rna 1
b. L+L o ndzao LO kan°
axe squirrel
... I ... I ~ 9
c. L+!H m·bh~ !H am:>
dog child
d. L+H nts5n H ...san
thief bird
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Before going on, let me first make a comment on notation. Typical
of Grassfields Bantu languages, Dschang distinguis~es between a final
L that falls (downg1ides) [ J and a final L that does not fall [ ].
- 1 - -
The h that downglides is represented i (26a) while the h that does not
downglide is represented Va (26b).
Following Hyman and Tadadjeu (1976), I assume this difference to
arise from a synchronic distinction between nouns with a L lexical
melody and nouns with a LH lexical melody.
(27) o. na
.
.
L
b. kpn
•,
L H
Final L-tones undergo downgliding. But with a noun such as kana,
the L ;s not final on the tone tier and hence cannot undergo downglid-
ing. Supporting this analysis, Hyman and Tadadjeu give comparative
evidence to show that the L nouns such as na derive from an earlier
LL sequence, whereas the LO nouns such as kan° derive from LH sequences
historically.
There are a number of points to be made about such final lowering.
First, final lowering is phonologically conditioned. That is, not all
'final' L-tones downglide -- only those that are not followed by a
floating ~. Note that this supports the conclusion tentatively
reached by Liberman and Pierrehumbert that final lowering in English
is phonologically controlled and not automatic -- but a phonetic rule.
And as in English, there seems to be no reaS0n to assume that
final lowering is a phonological rule. That is, while the shape of the
phonological string determines whether or not final lowering applies
in Dschang, the rule itself is not a rule of the phonology but a rule
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of the phonetic component. This predicts, correctly I believe, that
final lowering cannot interact with any phonological rule of Dschang.
In addition, the falling tones created by final lowering in
Dschang appear to be the only contour tones possible on a single mora.
But as such contours are created only phanetically in the present
analysis, one can formulate the following constraint on linkings: 10
(28) * V~
T T
This constraint holds both lexically and post-lexically in
Dschang, prohibiting linkings of more than one tone to a single tone-
bearing unit. Following Halle and Vergnaud (1982), I assume that if
a rule spreads a tone onto an already associated vowel, then the
previous association line will automatically be deleted. We will see
examples of this later on.
..... I ~
The ~ pattern in (26c), m·bh~ 'dog' for example, derives histor-
ically and synchronically from a HL sequence. To illustrate the
proposed derivation, consider the following examples of singular
- t- b f 11lmpera lve ver orms:
(29) a.
b.
[ [
k :>n] J] ... I .".L ~ L -+ k:)l)::l
I call! •
11; ke! '
Given the underlying forms in (29), the association conventions
will correctly derive the surface HH sequence that we see in (29a).
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On the other hand, the association conventions alone produce the
following incorrect result for (2gb):
(30) k:>Tl + JI ,
L HL
The way that I propose to obtain a downstepped H-tone in such a
case is to perform an operation on the phonological string by the rule
in (31).
(31) Metathesis: L H CD
1 2 3 ~ 1 3 2
This rule -- which I will demonstrate below to apply post-lexical-
ly -- moves a floating L-tone to the left of an immediately preceding
H-tone, provided that the H-tone itself is preceded by a L-tone. Note
that the contextual L-tone is required to distinguish between cases
(29a) and (2gb). Metathesis will apply to (30) creating:
(32) k:lf) + :>
I IL L H
~
Note that there is no clear way to derive the downstep in (2gb)
directly by means of phonetic interpre~ation. For example, if a H@
I
sequence were to be phonetically interpreted as ~, then we
"I "'* .•
would predict *n·ka san 'the monkey of the bird' to be the result in
a case such as the following:
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(33)
.... ..- I ..-
The actual result, however, ;s nka ·san. Scanning left-to-right,
the relevant input to the phonetic component is the same in (33) and
(30). There would be no reason, therefore, to expect the phonetic
component to distinguish between the two cases; there is, however,
a phonological reason -- which will be discussed below -- for blocking
Metathesis in (33) but not in (30). I conclude therefore that Metathesis
;s a rule of the phonology of Dschang.
I
Returning to nouns such as m·b~~ 'dog', Metathesis will apply if
the stem bh~ is synchronically assigned the HL melody from which it
derives historically.
(34) Lexical: [bh~J
[r [bh~ L]
Post-lexical: [i + bhi]
L L H
Cycle 1: Association Conventions
Cycle 2: Association Conventions
Metathesis
I ..-One problem with this approach is that the word ·mJ 'child'
has a ltl surface pattern even though it has no L-tone class prefix to
trigger Metathesis. But as this is the only such lexical item in the
language, I will simply assume that 'child' is lexically represented
as follows:
(35)
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fTO
IL H
Tone association for this word ;s not by convention. Exceptionally,
the second tone of its melody is lexically linked, thereby blocking
association of the first tone. To summarize, Dschang nouns bear one
of the following lexical tone Inelodies: !:..t LH, HL or !i.. One-to-one
left-to-right aS50ciation t in conjunction with the phonetic rule of
Final Lowering and the phonological rule of Metathesis, go together to
produce the correct surface forms for nouns in isolation.
5.2 Downstep in the Associativ~ Construction
The question of how to represent downstep in Dschang becomes
especially interesting when nouns are combined in the 'associative'
(N1 of N2) construction. This construction consists of a head noun
on the left with a genit'ive complement on the right. Both head nouns
and genitive nouns consist of a noun stem and a class prefix, except
certain class 1 nouns which consist of a noun stem alone. The genitive
complement is formed by adding an 'associative' prefix to the
[class prefix + noun stem] complex. The associative prefix is a form
of agreement marker that agrees in class with the head nounp Tonally,
it may be either tl or ~, while segmentally it is either ~ or !; the
associative prefix generally deletes or else assimilates to a preceding
segment in connected speech. 12
To illustrate the above morphology, I give below the under'lying
13 ".... I "".... ....form for ndza · andzwi 'the axe of the thief'.
(36)
[ Class [Noun]]Prefix Stem
N,
[ :
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[Assoc. [Class [Noun] ] ]Prefix Prefix Stem
N2
[:
For reference during the following discuss: .• , underlying and
surface forms of associative phrases are il~ustrated in table 1 (taken
from Hyman and Tadadjeu 1976). Bracketed numbers will be included with
examples to refer the reader to the example number in ttihle 1. Numbers
I to 32 illustrate cases where N2 has a class prefix; numbers 33 to 64
illustrate cases where N2 has no class prefix. Examples 1 to 16 and
33 to 48 involve a L-tone ass.)ciative prefix while the other examples
involve a H-tone associative prefix. For the sake of 'compressiol1',
tones in underlying forms in table 1 will be indicated by diacritics;
and following Hyman and Tadadjeu, divisions between class prefixes and
stems will not be indicated. 14
5.2.1 Associative deletion
We have already seen strong evidence that a downstep entity
before a H-tone should be analysed as a floating L-tone from an
example illustrating the optional deletion of the vowel of the
associative prefix:
(37) san eSdn ~ Sdn san
I I i I IH L H H L H
'bird of bird'
[ - -] [- ]
/ef~
lef)
" ....lefJ
/efJ
Indza"-
/ndza~
/ndza~
/ndza~
..., ... ,
Ingya
Ingya'
Ingya'
IljsJn~
/I8SJn"-
/apu....
/apu
/ap~""
/apu.....
/lat5n
/latJn
/1 at5n
/1 at5n
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7_
b
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
,..,
• I •
18.
'19.
20.
21 ~
22.
23.
24.
25.
26,
27.
28.
29.
3D,
31 •
32.
TABLE 1
e + ndzwl/ ~ [efJ ndzwl]
e + nk~J?~/ ~ [efJ nk~J?oJ
" ,,~~ .... ..... ..... I ~
e + mbh~ / ~ [efJ m'bh~]
e + nts ;nl .... [efJ nts~]
" ....... ....., ,,,' ~
e + Iidzwi/ -+ [ndza'a ndZW1J
e + nk~J?~/ ~ [ndza!a nk~J?oJ
e + mbh~~ / [ndza!a m!bh~]
, ,,~ -., ..... I...... ~
e + ntSJn/ ~ [ndza'a ntsJnJ
..... ... ~ ,I" ~
e + ndZW1/ ~ [n'gya ndZW1]
e+ nk~J?~/ ~ [n!gya nk~)?oJ
, ,~... ,I... ,I ~
e + mb~~ / ~ [n'gya m'bh~]
Ingya' e+ ntsJn/ ~ [n'gya nts;nJ
I~ka e + ndzwi/ ~ [nka ndzwlJ
Inka e+ nk~J?~1 ~ [nka nk~;?O]
/nka e+ mbh~"'/ ~ [nka ~1!bh~J
Inka e + ntsJnI ~ [nka ntSJn]
/apa a + ndzw1/ ~ [apa n!dzwiJ
/apa a+ nk~~?~/ ~ [apa n!k~~?O]
/apa a+ mbh~'/ ~ [apa!a mbh~]
/apa a + nts5n/ ~ [apa!a ~ts;nJ
/l~s;n~ i + ndzw1/ ~ [l~s~n n!dzw1]
.'l~s;n~ e+ ;k~J?--/ ~ [l~s:n n!k~J?O]
e+ mbh~'/ ~ [laSJn!n mbh~J
e+ nts5n/ ~ ["I ~SJn!n nts;nJ
~ ...... .... I ~... ....
a + ndZW1/ ~ [a'pu ndZW1]
~ ..... .... ... ... I ~ ~ ...
a + nk~J? i ~ [a'pu nk~J?O]
~ ""'........ ,I ,JI ... I ...
a + mbh~ / ~ [a'pu m'bh~]
, "'" , .... I ... ..-, ".
a ~ ntsJn/ ~ [a'pu n'tSJn]
e+ ndzYl1 / ~ [1 at5n ndzwl]
e + nk~J?~/ ~ [latJn nk~;?O]
e+ mbn~'/ ~ [latJn m!bh~]
e + ntsJn/ ~ [latJn n!tSJnJ
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!chief of leopard'
'chief of rooster'
'chief of dog'
'chief of thief'
'axe of leopard'
'axe of rooster'
'axe of dog'
'axe of th-ief'
'house of leo~ard'
'house of rooster'
'house of dog'
'house of thief'
'monkey of leopard'
'monkey of rooster'
'ITIonkey 0'1 dog'
'monkey of thief'
'bag of leopard'
'bag of rooster'
'bag of dog'
'bag of thief'
'tooth of leopard'
'tooth of rooster'
'teoth of dog'
'tooth of thief'
'arm of leopard'
'ar,n of rooster'
'arm of dog'
'arm of thief'
'feather of leopar'd'
'feather of rooster'
'feather of dog'
'feather of thirf'
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..... ..... ..... .....
na]33. lefJ e + na/ -+- [efJ 'chief of animal I
..... ..... .....
, ~ , , ,
34. lef'.) e + kan / -+- [ef:l kane] 'chief of squirrel I
, ,
.....
, ~ ref; I ~35. lef'J e + ITO/ ~ -no] 'chief of child'
.... .... .... ~ .... , ...
36_ lef'.) e + Sdn/ ~ [efJ san] 'chief of bird'
, , , [~dz~ I '-37. Indza e + nal -+ ·na] 'axe of animal I
... ... ". ... ...
"'"
, .... I '
38. Indza e + kan / -+ [ndza -kana] 'axe of squirrel I
..... " ".
"
..... ".
" " I'" 1 ~39. Indza e + mJI -i'- [ndza-a -m'.)] 'axe of child l
" " ".
, ~ .... , I ~ ...
40. Indza e + S'dn/ -r [ndza'a san] laxe of bird'
, ~ ... .... .... .... 1 ........
41. /n9ya e + nal -+ [n'gya na] 'house of animal'
....
..., , ... ... .... 1 .......
42. /ngya e + kan / -+ [n·gya kana] 'house of squirrel'
.... ~ .... , ... ... .... I ,I ...
43. /n9ya e + mJI -+ [n-gya -m::>] Ihouse of child l
"
.......
, ...
" I " ...44. /n9ya e + s d~l/ -+ [n·gya san] Ihouse of bird'
.... ... ... [~k~ n~J45. /n ka e + nat' -+- 'PJonkey of animal'
, ~ ...
"'"
....
46_ /nka e + kan / -;. [nka kana] 'monkey of squirrel'
....
.,.
"
....
"'"
....... I ...
47. /nka e + mJ/ -+ [nka em:>] 'monkey of child-
"
...
"
... ....... I ...
48. /nka e + san/ -+ [n ka -san] 'monkey of bird'
, .... ...
"
" .... ....49. tapa a + na/ -+ [apa na] 'bag of animal'
.... .... ... ... ... ...... ...
50. tapa a + kan / -+ [apa kana] 'bag of squirrel'
.... .... ~ .... ...
... "'1'" ...
51 . /apa a + ffi'JI -+- [apa-a m:>] -bag of child'
, .... , ... .... ... ...
52. /apa a + san/ -+- [apa san] 'bag of bird'
.... .... ..... .... .... ....
53. /las'.)n e + naf -+- [lasJr: na] 'tooth of animal I
.... ....
,. .,.
..... ~ .... .... ....
54. /las:>n e + kaT) / -+ [las:>r) kana] 'tooth of squirrel'
.... ...
-- --
.... ~ .... .... I ~ ~
55_ /1 as:>11 e + mJ/ -+ [ 1as :>11 ·n m::>] 'tooth of child-
.... ....
-- ...
... .... ....
.,.
56. 11 as:>n e + san/ --+ [1 as::>n san] 'tooth of bird'
....
.... , ... .... .... 1 A ....
57. /apu a + na/ -+ [a-pu na] 'arm of animal'
.... ". .... ... .... ... ... 1 ... .....
58. /apu a + kan / -+ [a-pu kane] 'arm of squirrel'
.... ....... ",. ....
"'"
.... I ' I ....
59. /apu a + m'J/ -+ [a-pu ·m'J] 'arm of child'
... .......
,
.... I ... ~
60. /apu a + san/ -+ [a·pu SdT)j 'arm of bird'
... ... ... .... ....
,
....
61. 11 at:>n e + nat -+- [1 at:>n na] 'feather of animal'
,
.... ~ .... ... .... ... ....
62. /1 at:>T) e + kan / -+ [lat:>n kana] 'feather of squirrel'
... ... ... .... ... .... ... 1 ...
63. /·1 at:>n e + m'J/ -+ [latJrl ·m'.)] 'teather of child'
... ... .... ... .... ... ...
64. /l:'.tJrJ e + sanl .,.. [lat:>n san] 'feather of bird'
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Moreover, examples such as (32) and (34) show ~r.at a CI)H sequence
results in a !H even when the preceding vowel is L. Nu~e that the
downstepped ~ after a ~ is in fact a do~nstepped High and not a Mid.
Apart from evidence from alternations such as observed in (37), if such
a ~ ;s followed by a tt, then the second Hwill be on the same pitch
as the downstepped ~ -- not a higher one.
(38)
.. ! '
a pu s3n 'arm of bird' [60]
And if such a !H is followed by another ~, then we get a double
downstep sequence.
(39)
'arffi of child' [59]
Both of the above facts are unexpected if such lowered tones are
analysed as Mid-tones; both facts are expected if the lowered tones
are downstepped High-tones.
5.2.2 H-spread (Dschang)
A ')econd class of examples where the downstep trigger is a float-
i ng .~. before a H-tone can be observed as the resul t of a rul e of
H-tone spreading proposed by Hyman (1982). 15
(40) H-spread (Dschang): v V
,,'1
H L
This rule -- wh·ich like Metathesis applies post-lexically --
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spreads a H-tone (either floating or linked) onto a following linked
L-tone; the L-tone will automatically be de-linked since by constraint
(28) Dschang does not allow more than one tone to be linked to a
single tone-bearing unit. Consider the following example:
(41 )
[
1a + t:lr1] [e + n+ tS::>l1]I I I I I
L H H L H
[
1d + t::>fl] [e + n+ ts JIl]I I l~' ~ I
L H H L H
[32]
H-spread (40)
Assoc. V-de1p.tion 16
'the feather of the thief'
The H of the associative prefix spreads onto the class prefix
.....
of ntsJn, thereby del inking the h of the class prefix. The resulting
(!)H sequence gives us a ~ pattern on the surface.
In conclusion, we have seen that the ~H configuration that
results in a surface !H can result from: 1. deletion of the vowel of
tre associative prefix -- example (37). 2. Metathesis -- examples (32)
and (34). 3. H-spread -- example (41).
5.3 Downstepped L-tones
I will now turn to representative examples of surface L!L
sequences. First, consider the following:
(42)
[n+ gya] [n + gya] ..... I ~I I ~ I I -+ n·gyaL HL L L H 'house'
(43)
[
n + gya ] [e + n+ dZWi]I I I I IL H L L L L
[
n + gya ] [e + n+ dZWi]I I I I IL L H L L L
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[9]
Metathesis (31)
"- I
negya ndzwi Ithe house of the leopard l
After application of Metathesis and deletion of the associative
vowel, one would expect that (43) would surface: " I "* negya ndzwi. In
" I ...." "'-fact, however, the correct surface form is: D·gya ndzwi. Clearly,
none of the ~ules discussed so far will result in the lowE~ring of
" I '
the lexical ~ of negya. I therefore propose a rule of assimilation as
in (44).
(44) Lower; n9: H -+ L / I.. L
Operating on the configuration in (43), this rule will produce:
(45)
Nute that since the structural descripticn of L~wer;ng ;s met in
(43) by a tonal sequence that spans two \fords, Lowering must be a
rule that applies post-lexically.
What is crucial about this example as far as the phonetic inter-
pretation of downstep is concerned is t~at a floating L-tone must
downstep both ~ and h tones. Hence in this respect Dschang resembles
Kikuyu and Nawdm.
Before turning to a second type of case that results in a surface
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L!L sequence, let us consider briefly the orderi19 of the three rules
discussed so far. H-spread (40) must precede Metathesis (31): the
structural description of Metathesis requires a floating tone and
H-spread creates the required floating tone in cases such as (46).
(46) [i + Pi] [i + I + tSjn]L L H L H
[
a + pa] [a + ~ + tSJn]I I L~' I
L L H L H
[20]
H-spread (40)
Metathesis (31)
I" "
apa ·a nts::>n 'the bag of the thief'
Moreover, the same example shows two additional facts: 1. Metathe-
sis must apply post-lexically because its structural description ;s
met in (46) over a word-boundary. 2. Metathesis must be ordered
before Lowering (44) because the movement of the L in (46) correctly
bleeds application of Lowering. Hence the correct order for the
three rules is:
(47) H-spread (40)
Metathesis (31)
Lowering (44)
With this in m;nd~ let us turn to a second type of cases that
results in a surface L!L ~equence:
(48) [I+ dZj ] [I + 1+ dZW1] ~L L H L L L ... I·,.... "ndza e a ndzwi
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'a;<e of leopard·
[5]
In such cases the surface downstep is in the same location as an
underlying unlinked ~. Hence on the face of it, such examples might
seem to argue for allowing a floating H-tone to downstep a following
L. But consider the effect of the rules discussed above on such a case:
(49)
[
n + dza 1fe + n + dZWi]I I, ~ ~ 1 I
L L H L L L
[I+ ~a l~e + 1+ dZW1]L L L H1rl L L
H-spread (40)
Metathesis (31)
Lowering (44)
By apply'ing the rules in the order given in (47) we correctly
" I .... "-
derive the surface form nd~a ·a ndzwi with no modification in the
phonetic downstep rule. To maintain the hypothesis tha o a floating ~
triggers downstep, one would have to prevent these rules from
applying to such cases in one way or the other.
5.4 L-de1etion
In the preceding section it has been sho~'Jn that a lh phonetic
pattern results from a (!)L phonological sequence. This position is
not, however, trouble-free. Consider for example the contrast between
(50) and (51).
(50)
[
ld + t~] [e + n + dZWi]I I I I IL H H L L
[
ld + trJ [e ...~jl + dZWi]~ H ~ L ~
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[29]
H-spread (40)
Associative V-deletion
,,~ ~ ....
lat:m ndzwi 'the feather of the leopard'
(51 )
[
ld + t Jrl ] [e + n+ tS Jn]I I I I IL H H L H
[
ld + t:ll1] [e + Jl + tS Jn ]I I L~ , I
L H H L H
[32J
H-spread (40)
Associative V-deletion
'the feat~er of the thief'
The floating h created by H-spread triggers downstepping when the
following tone is ~ (as in 51) but does not trigger downstep when the
following tone is h (as in 50). Hence we must distinguish two types of
~L sequences, where one type triggers downstep and one type does not.
This distinction can be captured by positing a rule that deletes
floating L-tones beforE another L-tone:
(52) L-de1etion: L
This rule will correctly apply in examples like (50). It can be
prevented from applying in cases such as (49) by ordering it before
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Lowering. So in a ~HL sequence, L-deletion will be inapplicable; and
subsequent lowering of the ~ to h will not feed L-deletion.
5.4.1 A Problem Case
Consider now the following problematic L!L sequence:
(53)
[
a + pal [a + n + dZWi] , "I "I I I I I ~ apa n· dzwi
L L H L L
-bag of leopard' [17]
The rules di5cussed so far give us the following incorrect result
I' "in this case: *~pa tndzwi. This is illustrated in the following
derivation.
(54) [i + PiJl [i + I + dZW1]L L H L L
fa + pa] [a + n+ dZWi]II I l,;'~ I
LL L H L L
[i + Pi] [ ~ + dZW1]L L L H L
fi + Pi] [ ~ + dZW1]
LL L L L L
[a + pa] [ n+ dzwilI I / IJL L L L L
[17]
H-spread (40)
Metathesis (31)
Lowering (44)
Associative V-deletion
If we review the derivation in (54), we note the following:
1. Since there is a downstep in the surface form of (53), it is likely
that the required floating tone is derived by H-spread since no other
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rule creates floating tones. 2. Metathesis presumably applies in the
derivation of (53) since otherwise L-deletion (52) would delete the
floating L-tone created by H-spread.
I propose therefore that the extra rule that such forms demand
should apply after H-spread and Metathesis and be formulated as follows:
(55) L-spread: v V
". , ""'1
L H L
This rule is restricted to word-internal application, and applies
iteratively from left to right. It requires that a L-tone be followed
by a non-final linked H-tone. The H-tone is non-final in two senses:
the vowel to which it is linked must not be final, and it must be
followed by a L-tone. As formulated in (55), however, the second h
mayor may not be linked to the second vowel. Because of the one-to-one
constraint (28), L-spreud (like H-spread) will automatically trigger
del inking of the H. L-spread will apply to the output of H-spread and
Metathesis (that is, the third stage of the derivation in figure 54)
as follows:
(56)
[
a + pal [ a + n + dZWi]I t v/ I
L L L H L
[
a + pal [ 9 + n + dZWi]I I ,'/ I
L L L H L
[
0 + pal [ a + ~ + dZWi]I I ~~' I
L L L:I L
L-spread
L-spread
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L-deletion (52) will be inapplicable in this case, so Lowering
(44) and Associative V-deletion will give the final result:
(57 ) I + dZWI]
L L L
.... , ....
apa n·dzwi
5.5 Summary of rules
To summarize, it has been proposed that downstep in Dschang is
triggered by a floating L-tone, where both Lows and Highs can be down-
stepped. The phonological string that undergoes such phonetic downstep-
ping is derived by the following phonological rules, ordered as
given:
(58) H-spread: V V
~~'l
H L
M~tathesis: L H CD
1 2 3 ~ 1 3 2
L-spread: V V
-' ' , ~ T
L H L
L-deletion: @ -+ ep / L
Lowering: H -+ L / L L
Associative
V-deletion: V
t ~ 4> /
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5.6 Post-lexical Application
Lowering was shown to apply post-lexically in examples (45) and
(49); Metathesis was shown to apply post-lexically in example (46).
Associative V-deletion must also apply post-lexically since its
application depends on choice of speech styles -- it applies in rapid
speech but not in carefu1 speech.
(5:~ , a. Careful Speech: [SIn] [r + sIn] Ibird of bird'
b. Connected Speech: [SIn] [L SIll]
But if WP. look closely at the rap~d sperch form we see that -it
should not in fact end up the way it. does, given the formulation of
Associative V-deletion in (58). Associative V-deletion should delete
both vowel and tone of the associative prefix.
We require such a formulation for cases such as the following:
(6u) a. [a + pa] ra + na] .... ....I I I I ~ apa na 'bag of 3nimal' [49J
L L LH L
b. [e + fJ] [e + san]I I I I ~ efJ san 'chief of bird' [36]
L L L H
If Associative V-deletion del~ted only the vowel of the associa-
tive prefix, then after appl;ca~'ion of Lowering we would expect (60a)
........ I -..
to result in *apa·na. And in (60b), if only the vow(l was deleted we
I ~
would obtain *ef~ ·san.
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How then can we delete the tone of the associative prefixes in
(60) but save it in (59)?
The answer lies in the application of H-spread. Consider (61).
(61) [n + dza ] [e + san] "I~ ~I I I I -+ ndza · a san
L L H L H
'axe of bird' [40]
In this exampl~, the vowel of the associative prefix has not
undergone Associative V-deletion; instead, it has assimilated to the
preceding vowel. In order to get the vowel of the associative prefix
to have a H-tone, H-spread must apply:
(62) a.
H-spread (58)
This application of H-spread will trigger Metathesis and we
derive the desired result:
b.
[I + dZj lJe + Sin]L L L H~ l H Metathesis (58)
This example shows that H-spread applies across word-boundaries,
as does Metathesis. Both rules must therefore be applying post-lexical-
.,. 1 .,.
lYe We can now account for san · san. H-spread applies to der'ive (63b)
from (63a).
(63) a.
b.
r
s af)J~~e + san]
L, l IH L H
~
H-spread
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Associative V-deletion will now apply subject to an interpretation
X
convention for rules of the form ~ ~ ~ ... proposed in Keyser and
Kiparsky (1982):
(64) If the X and the F are "exhaustively linked to one another,
then both elements are deleted. If however, either element is
linked to some other element as well, then only that element
which is not dually linked deletes. II
If we assume this convention when applying Associative
V-deletion then we correctly derive (65) from (63b):
(65)
Associative V-deletion
So the floating tone in (65) is derived not by Associative
V-d~letion as suggested earlier in the discussion of Dschang; it is
derived by a post-lexical application of H-spread.
~
Note that the form saD esan shows that H-spread is optional over
word boundaries. Since both H-spread and Associative V-deletion are
optional in their application -- dnpending on factors to do with speech
..- "-1 ... ~ ...
style -- this analysis predicts forms such as Sdn e·san and san saD if
only H-spread or only Associative V-deletion applied. Hyman and Tadad-
jeu (1976) do not however mention such cases. If such forms are not
attested then one might look to the effects of speech style on rule
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application for an explanation of such gaps. In fact it is noteworthy
in this respect that in almost all the cases in Hyman and Tadadjeu
(1976), H-spread across word-boundaries and Associative V-deletion
apply hand-in-hand.
5.7 Phrasal L-deletion
There ;s a specifl~ class of cases involving the associative
construction where Metathesis and Lowering are blocked from applying.
Cons;de~ for example, the phrase nka na 'the monkey of the animal I.
Although we have seen above (figure 46) that H-spread must feed
Metathesis, in example (66)] such feeding must be blocked so as to
prevent the form given in (67) from being created.
(66)
(67)
[~ + kI] [r + nr]
[~ + kk}t: + nr]
l'I + k~l~e + nilL L AIL L
[45]
H-spread (58)
Metathesis (58)
Before attempting an explanation of such cases, let us first take
a look at the rule of Lowering. If, for the s~ke of discussion, we
assume that Metathesis has been blocked in an example such as (66),
we would now expect L-deletion (58) to give us the form in (68).
(68) [I + k~l~e + nilL ij"l~ L
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L-deletion (58)
We would now expect Lowering to apply, deriving the form in (69).
(69) [l + k~ + n!] Lowering (58)
Hence after Associative V-deletion, we would incorrectly derive
-. -. '- 17
* ~ka na. The problem, therefore) is to find a way to block both
Metathesis and Lowering in cases such as (66). Essentially, what one
needs to do ;s to remove the initial L-tone from consideration in
such cases. And the obvious way of Iremoving something from considera-
tir~' is a rule of deletion: 18
(70) "hrasa1 L-de1etion: L -+ ~ / NP[
This rule will delete the first h of N1 -- in the construction
NP[Nl of N2] -- but will leave N2 unaffected. It w111- correctly
bleed application of Metathesis and Lowering in a case like (66) as
the following derivation illustrates:
(71 ) [l + kI] [r + n!]
[
Tl + ka] 1) + nil
L ~ LL L
[n + k~l~e + nil~ ij'LL L
[45]
H-spread (58)
Phrasal L-deletion (70)
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L-deletion &
Associative V-deletion
The prefix in such a case would then be assigned a L-tone by a
default rule such as that discussed briefly for Tonga in chapter 1. 19
(72)
Hence the result of the derivation in (71), after default
L-insertion, will be nka na.
As formulated in (70) however, Phrasal L-deletion is too general .
... , '
With a noun like m·bh~ 'dog', or with an associative noun phrase with
such a noun irl head position, we do not want to block application of
Metathesis:
(73)
[ [
m + bh~] ]I I ···L H L
NP
Metathesis
This can be accomplished by restricting the environment in
which Phrasal L-deletion applies.
(74) Phrasal L-deletion (revised): L ~ ~ / [[ H]
NP N
As revised in (74), the rule will not apply to a case like (73)
but it will apply to a case like (71).
5.8 H-deletion
One final issue that must be discussed ;s a type of neutralization
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that occurs when nouns of the Land LH classes are followed by a noun
with a H-tone associative prefix.
(75) a. [a + pa] [a + n+ dZWi]
~ ~ All
(76) a. [a + pa] [a + n + tSJn]
I I I I IL L H L H
.... 1 .....
~ apa nedzwi 'bag of leopard'
[17]
.......... ..... 1 ....
~ 1as:>n n· dzwi 'tooth of 1eop-
ard' [21]
1"-'''' ~
~ apa 'a nts:>n 'bag of thief'
[20]
'tooth of
thief [24]
H-spread (58) will apply within N2 in all of the above cases,
deriving (77a) for N2 in examples (75a) and (75b), and deriving (77b)
for N2 in examples (76a) and (76b).
(77) a.
b.
r
v + ..n + dZWi]L," I
LH L L
[
V + ..n + ts::>n]L,.... I
H L H
When we come to apply Metathesis, however, the structural
description of the rule is met in (75a) and (76a) but not in (75b)
and (76b). Nevertheless from the surface forms we can see that
Metathesis has applied in all forms. The problem in the 'b' cases is
that the floating ~ of the lexical LH pattern of Nl prevents the
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structural description of Metathesis (58) from being met.
A simple way of accounting for the neutralization that results in
such cases ;s by a rule tt\~t deletes a floating H-tone whenever the
H-tone in question ;s adjacent to another H-tone.
(78) H-deletion: ® 7 <p / H
If this rule ;s ordered before Metathesis and Lowering (see 58),
then the derivations of the 'b' examples in (75) and (76) will
proceed in the same way as the 'a' examples, yielding tonally
comparable results.
While it may be the case that this rule must be stipulated for
Dschang, it is also possible that it is a general convention. This
possibility will be discussed in chapter 4 where it will be shown
that the rule of H-deletion is important in explaining certain cases
of tonal polarity. 20
5.9 A Residual Problem
While the analysis of Dschang presented here accounts for the
bulk of the published data, there is nevertheless at least one
unresolved question.
Hyman and Tadadjeu (1976) observe that '~here is a slow speech
... "'" ~
variant of laSJD saD 'the tooth of the bird' where the associative
... ...
vowel surfaces with a h even though underlyingly it is tl (la5~ e san).
Although it is possible to formulate a rule that derives this particular
form, Hyman and Tadadjeu have no explanation for why it is different.
Subsequent researchers have also been unable to offer any explanation
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as far a~ I am aware, and the present analysis is no exceptionq
5.10 Other Analyses
There have been a number of analyses of Dschang. The basic
research on which subsequent work has been based ;s that of Hyman
and Tadadjeu (1976). O~her work includes preliminary research by
Tadadjeu (1974) as well as a number of reanalyst~ of Hyman and
Tadadjeu's work by S.C. Anderson (1980), Stewart (1982) and Hyman
(1982).
The important distinction of phonological vs. phonetic rules
was not made in any of the above references. Hence, for example,
the rule of Final Lowering was treated as a phonological rule in
the above works. This had particularly unfortunate results in the
approach taken by S.C. Anderson where distinct feature representations
were assigned for different phonetic pitches. Hence a downglided
tone required a distinct feature representation. This approach becomes
even more problematic when downstep ;s taken into account. Anderson
specifies ~ as ~ ([+high, +lowered]) and a lh as ~ ([-high, +lowered]).
While it is possible to construct an analysis using such a system for
phrases of extremely restricted length, such a phonological approach
to downstep fails completely in longer phrases such as the following
(Tadadjeu 1974):
(79) a.
b.
,~ I ~ I ~
san ·san ·san ·san
, ~ I ' , I ' ~ I ~
kann ·kann ·kann ·kan ...
Ibird of bird of bird
'squirrel of squirrel of
squirrel ... '
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With such cases of recursion, it is in principle impossible to
provide an account that will assign a distinct feature specification
to every phonetic pitch level -- at least, if we assume that phonolo-
gical features form a finite set.
Stewart's (1982) approach is not subject to the type of criticism
just discussed for Anderson. In fact, in discussing Anderson's work
Stewart notes that within an autosegmental account, it would be pos-
sible to analyse the downstep entity in Dschang as a floating L-tone
-- precisely as has been done in this chapter. Stewart, however, does
not adopt such an approach. Instead, he utilizes a phonological down-
step ('key lowering') entity, where rules may insert, transpose, etc.
such entities. By assuming such downstep entities, Stewart does not
derive a theory devoid of floating tones (or their equivalent in his
framework). Consequently, the positing of such downstep entities
constitutes a powerful addition to tonal theory which ;s not required
in the approach taken here. Stewart also requires a distinction
between 'fluid' and 'solid' syllables. In part this simply encodes
the floating tone/linked tone distinction since 'floating' tones are
represented by Stewart as tones assigned to zero syllables. But while
zero syllables are fluid, so are a number of other syllables, such as
prefix syllables. No such distinction is required in the approach
taken here.
Recent work by Hyman (1982) gives an analysis very similar in
important respects to that given here. We assume basically the same
underlying forms, I have adopted his rule of H~spread in the present
analysis, the phonological/phonetic distinction ;s compatible with
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his work, etc. There are two basic differences however: First, Hyman
assumes that downstep is triggered by the following sequence:
(80)
That is, a floating ~ downsteps a h; a floating ~ downsteps a ~.
In section 5.3 above, I gave one argument against this position. An
additional argument concerns cases like the following:
(81) a.
b.
I ~ ~ 'I ~
a ke 'k:>n J e e mJ
.... .... I ' ~ I ~ I ~
a ke 'kJnJ 'J em:>
'he liked a child'
-he liked (only) a child'
In (ala) we observe a double downstepped sequence H!!H, Hyman
and Tadadjeu show by means of examples such as (Bib) that such sequen-
ces derive from a pattern like tile following: 21
(82) v,
I
H L.,
•
The pattern in (82) is that of the underlined portion of (8lb),
When V2 is lost, the pattern in (83) results.
(83)
According to the proposal for downstep interpretation made in
this chapter, the configuration in (83) will create a double downstep
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-- both Ll and L2 will have a jownstepping effect. But with Hyman's
proposal (80 above) the representation in (83) would only create a
single downstep. 3 eneralizing (80) would not improve matters.
(84) @ aT
If the restriction about the downstepped tone being linked was
removed) then the configuration in (83) should create a triple downstep:
Ll would downstep H2, H2 would downstep L2 and L2 would downstep H3.
- -
An alternative to modify~ng the dow~step rule in (80) would be to
allow the rule of downstep to precede the phonological or morphological
rule that results in the tonal configuration in (83). But since the
downstep rule must be a rule of the phonetics, such a proposal would
be incompatible with the general model given in (5) above.
A second difference between Hyman's analysis and that given here
concerns rule ordering. Hyman proposes a kind of 'local ordering'
(NB: S.R. Anderson 1974) that he summarizes as follows:
(85) "What we have ;s a left-to-right free ordering situation ... :
one starts with the first tone of the phrase and asks, II can
this tone serve as a focus for any tone rule?". If yes, then
the rule apPlies. If no, then one moves on to the next tone
and asks the same question, and so forth, on to the last tone
of the tone phrase."
The analysis given here requires no such ordering principle.
Rules are extrinsically ordered and apply in the order given. Left-
to-right application is relevant -- Metathesis, for example, applies
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iteratively from left-to-right -- but only with respect to the
iteration of a single rule.
5.11 Conclusions
An analysis of Dschang has been presented above that proposes
two phonetic rules and a number of phonological rules -- all of
which apply post-lexically -- to derive surface tonal facts. The two
types of rules are distinguished in a number of ways: 1) Post-lexical
phonological rules utilize tonal features in strictly binary ways.
For examplL, a + value becomes a - value in the rule of Lowering (58),
a tone is deleted (not 'reduced l ) in L-deletion (58). Phonetic rules
can create non-binary representations, as in downstepping. There is
no definable finite number of possible pitch levels to be created.
!) Contour tones are impossible in the phonology of Dschang because
of the multiple-linking constraint given in (28). Consequently,
phonological rules such as H-spread and L~spread entail automatic
del inking of tones. Phonetic contour tones are possible, however,
as the result of a rule such as Final Lowering (downgliding) that
applies in the phonetic component. 3) A phonological rule such as
Phrasal L-deletion is conditioned by syntactic category information.
Presumably, phonetic rules cannot be so conditioned. 4) All the
phonological rules posited precede, and do not interact with, the
phonetic rules.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 2
1. The downdrift/downstep phenomenon has been widely discussed in
the literature and I will not even attempt to provide a list of
references here. Some early work includes Welmers (1959), Winston
(1960), Arnott (1964) and Stewart (1965). fur additional references
see Clements (1980) and Huang (1980).
2. These examples from Igbo are taken from lecture notes from Kay
W~ll~amson.
3. This and other Tiv examples are discussed in detail in chapter 5.
4. Note that we must allow limited syntactic conditioning of an
interpretive phonetic rule in cases such as the following: Downdrift
is suspended in Hausa a~d Igbo in questions. This means that the
phonetic rules are different in these languages in questions and in
declarative sentences. Note1 however, that such sentence operators do
not require reference to constituents or sub-constituents of the
sentence.
5. This point was made to me by Morris Halle.
6. In this respect, it is interesting that Leben (1983) argues that
the Obligatory Contour Principle applies lexically and not post-
lexically.
7. Thanks to Morris Halle for making this clear to me.
8. The assimilation of ~ to ~ in this example (and comparable assimi-
lations in other examples) is predictable but will not be discussed
here. See Tadadjeu (1977).
9. This is the only example of a prefixless monosyllabic noun with a
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~ pattern. Hyman and Tadadjeu (1976) observe that it is optionally
r~a1ized as H in isolation.
10. Note Hyman (1982).
11. Underlying forms are those proposed by Hyman and Tadadjeu (1976).
12. The conditions for assimilation and deletion will not be discussed
here, but see Tadadjeu (1974, 1977) and Hyman and Tadadjeu (1976).
13. I Underlying' form ;s a slight misnomer since the lexical form
-- that is, the form of the word when it leaves the lexicon -- is built
up morphologically and phonologically at the same time. Hence when I
refer to the lunderlying l form in a case like (36). this is an
expository device that separates out a morphological bracketing by
factoring out the phonological effects.
14. Underlying fo.ms in Table 1 differ in certain respects from
those of Hyman and Tadadjeu (1976) since they reflect the analysis
of this chapter. Surface forms are of course the same.
15. Hyman's formulation does not specify that a H will only spread
onto a non-final L as he assumes that the required restriction has tv
do with a stem vowel vs. non-stem vowel distinction.
16. The precise conditions that trigger Associative V-deletion will
not be discussed in this chapter, but see Tadadjeu (1977). A partial
formulation of the rule is given in (58) below, and the rule is
discussed briefly in section 5.6.
17. Even if H-spread did not apply in the above ca~e (since it is
optional aCJ·oss word boundaries) we would still expect Lowering.
18. This suggestion was made to me by Morris Halle.
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19. For a detailed discussion of default rules, see Chapter 3.
20. Hyman (1982) has suggested a slightly different convention~
He suggests that H-spread might be generalized to apply to cases
such as (75b) and (76b); the V sequence that would result would
~
H H
then be simplified to V by a general convention. The problem with
I
H
this approach seems to lie in the optiona1ity of H-spread over
word-boundaries. If H-spread did not take place -- say, in careful
speech _. then the prediction would be that Metathesis could not
apr'y·
21. Note that the final ~ of the verb must not undergo Lowering (58).
This is true whether of not the ~ in question remains linked; see
(8lb), for example. This result can be obtained by restricting
Lowering to applying within noun phrases.
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CHAPTER 3: UNDERSPECIFICATION
Evidence from tonal systems provides strong support for a theory
of phonology that supplies 'unmarked' feature specifications by
universal defau1t rules. The role and nature of tonal default rules
and how they are incorporated into the overall model of phonology
will be examined in this chapter. Special attention will be paid
to problem~ that could \~esult from underspecification, such as the
surreptitious replacement of a binary feature system with a ternary
one.
In this chapter, I will first discuss ~v;dence fer tonal under-
specification. Although the recognition that tone may be unspecified
in lexical entries is not new, it will be shown that 'spreading' is
not the only mechanism for assigning tonal values to unspecified
tone-bearing units. Tonal phenomena, just like 'segmental I phenomena,
are demcnstrated to require the inclusion in phonological theory
of default rules assigning unmarked feature specifications. The
nature of tonal default specifications will be examined and it will
be proposed that they consist of the insertion ~f a tonal autosegment.
The question of how to order default rules with respect to other
phonological rules will be discussed. This question is particularly
interesting because there is evidence that tonal default rules must
in some cases apply after a number of post-lexical rules. Hence one
must address the issue of where defauit insertion of tones takes
place -- lexically? -- post-lexically? -- phonetically?
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After giving arguments for tonal default rules, I will try to
show that the theoretical box that has been openeJ by allowing
underspecification is not Pandora's. A constraint on the utilization
of underspecification will be proposed and the possibility that the
ordering of default rules can be predicted by universal principles
will be discussed.
1. Default rules
The cornerstones of the approach of this chapter are that
spreading of tones is not automatic and that tone-bearing units
not assigned tones either by the morphology or by rule get tones
by default. The idea that certain tonal specificdtions should be
filled in by default rules is not a new idea. For example, an early
proposal along these lines was made by Schachter (1969). It has,
moreover, been recognised by virtually all scholar's working on tone
that certain syllables or morphemes have no inherent tone of their
own but acquire tone as a function of the tonal properties of
adjacent syllables or morphemes. Autosegmental theory (Goldsmith
1976, Clements and Ford 1979, etc.) makes fundamental use of the
assumption that tone-bearing units may be unspecified for tone
underlyingly. In the typical cases, it has been suggested, even
when a morpheme includes tones underlyingly such tones are not
pre-linked to vowels. On the contrary, the assignment of tones to
vowels takes place as the result of conventions of association.
For example in Margi, a Chadic language of Nigeria, 1 vowels
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of stems and affixes are underlyingly unspecified for tone. In some
cases the morphemes of which such vowels are a part may include tones
and in other cases they do not. In all cases the tones (if any) are
not pre-linked to particular vowels.
For example, in (1) tones are assigned by left-to-right linking
of free tones to free vowels. In addition, the left-over tone in (lc)
is linked to form a contour tone.
(1) a.
b.
c.
gha -+ gha 'to shoot',
•
I
L
ta -+ ta 'to cook',
•
•H
v
'to mould (pottery)'n~ -+- nu -+- nu0 0
, /\,
L H L H
In (2) and (3) we observe the effects of adding an inherently
toneless suffix to the verb stems in (1). In (2), na receives a
tonal specification by the spreading of a linked tone from left to
right.
(2) a. gha + na -+- ghanaL.. ..-""
L
'to shoot away'
b. ta + na
l .. ",..,.---,,'"
H
-+ tana 'to cook and put aside'
In (3), left-to-right linking as seen in (1) -- applying prior
to the linking rule observed in (lc) -- assigns a tone to na.
(3) nana
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Ito mould (pottery)'
An important point to note about the above examples ;s that
even though the stem morphemes include tones, the surface pattern
of linkings ;s predictable without underlyingly assigning tones to
vowels. In fact we will see in chapter 5 that to assume that vowels
in Marg; are underlyingly specified for tone (that is, linked to
tones) creates a number of undesirable results.
The Margi case illustrated above is of interest because it
represents a typical pattern attested in a considerable number of
tone languages. It is important therefore to consider its implications
carefully. The fact that assignment of tones to vowels ;s predictable
means that a grammar of Margi will be missing a generalization
unless, 1) it analyses vowels as inherently toneless and 2) it assigns
tones to vowels in the phonological component of the grammar. The
important question is whether the assignment of tones to vowels is
by language-specific rule or by universal convention. In most
autosegmental treatments of such questions (for example, Goldsmith
1976 and Clements and Ford 1979) it h?~ been proposed that the
types of associations observed in (1-3) are accomplished by universal
convention. While statements of the precise conventions have varied
somewhat 2, it has generally been assumed that left-to-right linking
of tones as well as spreading of tones occurs automatically.
To summarize, a central tenet of autosegmental theory is that
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'P-units' (the class of slots to which autosegments are linked) may be
underlyingly unspecified for (that is, unlinked to) a 'P-segment' (a
member of the class of autosegments). Specification of P-units for
P-segments is accomplished by a set of language-independent association
conventions, which minimally include a left-to-right linking of
free P-segments to free P-units and a convention for spreading
P-segments onto left-over P-units.
The above proposal is interesting because of its marked difference
from •segmental t proposals. In dealing with 'segmental' features, it
is not assumed that a segment unspecified for feature F will get its
value for that feature as a function of an adjacent segment. Such
may be the case but is not necessarily so. For example, the voicing
of the first member of an obstruent cluster is predictable in English
-- it agrees in voicing with the second consonant of the cluster
and need not, therefore, be specified in the lexicon. 3 Consider
a[dz]e, Ma[zd]a, hu[kst]er, ca[ft]an, etc. In this case, the rule
that specifies the value of voicing must refer to an adjacent segment,
namely the following obstruent. But where no such special rule exists,
a feature value may be assigned by a context-free fill-in rule, such
as a general rule assigning the value [-Voice] to obstruents.
But whereas in the segmental realm feature values mayor may
not be contextually determined, it has generally been assumed that
as far as autosegmental representations are concerned, feature
values are always contextually determined -- that is, tonal values,
for example, are determined by linking free tones or by extending the
domain of a linked tone by spreading.
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In the following sections, I will argue that such a distinction
between 'segmental' and 'autosegmental' representations is incorrect.
Autosegments do not spread automatically; context-free autoseg~ental
fill-in rules exist. Spreading of tones ;s a widespread phenomenon
-- just as voicing assimilation and homorganic nasal assimilation
are common processes. Nevertheless, I will argue that such phenomena
are rule governed and when, in a tonal system, some type of spreading
or tone assignment by rule does not take place, then a tonal default
value is assigned.
2. Yala Ikom Reduplication
The first case I wish to consider involves the formation of
the verbal noun or gerund ;n Yala Ikom, a Kwa language of Nigeria.
I will show that in Ya1a, a language that contrasts three tones, ~,
~ and h, the M-tone should be underlyingly unspecified. Consequently
toneless V-slots will be assigned a ~ by the following default rule:
(4) Default M-insertion: ~ V
I
M
Armstrong (1968) shows that in Yala there is a rule that turns
a L-tone into a falling tone after a H-tone. For example, the L-tone
verb 1~ 'have' becomes falling after the H-tone pronoun ~ in the
following example:
(5) ~ + 1£ + Jnya
I I I I
H L L M
he have woman
31 Jnya
I I IH L M
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..- 1\ _
The representation of (5) on the surface is therefore J lJnya 'he
is married'. Armstrong also shows that the rule that creates falling
tones is blocked by the presence of a 'latent' (floating) tone
..- I .... -
intervening between the ~ and the linked h. For example, in 0 ebehe
'he called', the initial tone of the verb stem is level low, not
falling (indicated in the Yala transcription by the'! I) .
(6) o + behe
I I I
H L L M
..- I .... _
o ebehe 'he called'
Let us now turn to the verbal nouns.
The formation of verbal nouns involves reduplicating the verb
stem and prefixing Q or ~ -- as dictated by vowel harmony considera-
tions. When a L-tone or M-tone stem ;s reduplicated, Armstrong shows
that the tones on the reduplicated portion of the word are M. 4
(7) a. o + nyi + nyi 'burying' a nyi 'you buried'
b. o + bl + bl 'carrying' a bi 'you carried'
....
c. J + hara + hara I accompanyi t~g I ahara 'you accompanied'
Although the cases in (7) could be accounted for by assuming
that the reduplicated syllables are prespecified as bearing aM-tone
-- where Mwould be a fully specified autosegment -- consideration
of the verbal nouns of stems such as in (6) shows that the M-tone
reduplicated syllables must be unspecified for tone underlyingly.
Such cases depart from the normal generalization for L-tone and
M-tone stems in that the reduplicated stem bears a LM tone pattern.
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Consider for example the verbal noun Jgb£hEgb£h£ 'chopping'. The
I "_
stem ·gb£hE 'chop' is one of the stems that has an initial floating
L-tone that blocks formation of a falling tone. If we assume that the
mid tone in Yala is assigned by default then (8) shows the underlying
I _
form of agb£h£.
(8)
We saw in (7a) and (7c) that L-tones are not copied under
I -
reduplication. Hence the derivation of the verbal noun for ·gb£h£
will proceed as follows: First, the stem will undergo reduplication.
(9) a. gbEh£ + gb£h£
IL L
After reduplication, normal left-to-right association conventions will
apply.
b.
Prefixation takes place and the association conventions apply.
c. J + gb£h£ + gb£h£
; I I
L L L
Finally, M-tones are assigned by default to the left-over vowels.
d. J + gb£h£ + gb£h£
I I I I IL L M L M
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Hence we correctly derive Jgb£hEgb£h£.
By ~ssuming that M-tones are unspecified in Yala and that
spreading of tones is not automatic, we account for why it ;s
precisely the class of verbs that blocks spreading of a ~ from a
pronoun that also derives a L Msequence on the reduplicated stem of
the verbal noun. If M-tones were lexically specified then some ad
hoc rule would have to be added to the grammar of Yala to create
the L Mpattern on reduplicated stems in such cases.
3. Yoruba
The next language that I wish to look at is Yoruba, a Kwa
language spoken primarily in Nigeria and Benin. Yoruba, like Yala,
has a three-way tonal contrast, tl, ~, h and like Yala, I will argue
that the M-tone in Yoruba ;s unspecified underlyingly and assigned
by a default rule as in (4) above.
The canonical verb in Yoruba has a CV structure while the
canonical noun is VCV. Verbs may bear any of the three possible tones
, ,
(eg. H: k9 'build', M: k9 'sing', L: k9 'refuse') while nouns are
restricted to bearing Mor h on their initial vowel. H-tone initial
nouns do exist but in non-native vocabulary such as tisa 'teacher'
---L--
(from English) and takada 'paper' (from Hausa) or in derived
vocabulary such as didun 'sweetness' deriveu from the verb dun 'to
be sweet I.
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3.1 L-tone Deletion 5
When a L-tone monosyllabic verb precedes an object, the verb
will be realized on aM-tone. 6
(10) a.
b.
(11) a.
b.
.....
[rQ]V 'to be soft'
,
"I> ........
o [r9]v [ rir9 ~kQ]NP I; t fee 1s soft like ~k91
"[dun]V 'to be sweet'
..-
o [dun]v [didun OYln]NP 'it tastes sweet like honey I
This h~~ neutralization is accounted for by a rule of L-deletion:
(12 ) L-deletion:
The derivation of (llb), for example, would proceed as follows.
In the input to the post-lexical phonology, M-tones are not specified.
(13) a. o [dun]V [didun oyin]NP
I I I IH L HL
"The h of the verb dun is deleted by L-deletion (12).
b. o [dun]V [didun oyin]NP
I I IH ep HL
All vowels that do not bear a tone are subsequently assigned ~.
c. o dun
I I
H M
didun
I IHL
oy;n
AA
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Hence WP correctly derive 0 dun didun oyln.
In the above example I have assumed that M-tones are unspecified
underlyingly although nothing in the facts of L-deletion so far
presented would force us to this analysis. But with the facts of
L-deletion established (if not the form of the rule), we are now ;n
a position to discuss ev~dence for underspecification.
3.~ V-deletion
The basic word order in Yoruba is SVO, so typically a transitive
sentence will contain a sequence [ .. [CV]V [VCV]Np .. ] . In connected
speech, it is common that one of the abutting vowels in such a
sequence is deleted. The precise determination of which vowel deletes
is a complex issue that will not be discussed here. 7 But independent
of this issue, the tonal configuration that results after deletion
can be predicted from the underlying tonal pattern.
In the following examples, I illustrate the effect of V-deletion
on M-tone and L-tone initial nouns in combination with H-tone, M-tone
and L-tone verbs. H-tone initial nouns are not relevant for considera-
tions of V-deletion since they are consonant-initial. Concerning
notation, the dot in the derived forms in (15) is the lassimilated
low tone- of Bamgbo~e (1966). Its significance will be discussed
shortly.
(14 )
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H-tone verb + M-tone initial noun 8
H-tone verb + L-tone initial noun
M-tone verb + M-tone initial noun
M-tone verb + l-tone initial noun
(15 )
(16 )
(17)
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
ri 19ba
ri a~9
ri abe
~.... ~
f~ igba
..-
ri apo
-
'.e ;t"O
- I 't':
-mu emu
-pa ejo
-~e 9r~
....
pa 9b9
~e QfQ
rigba
-rasa
~ ~
f~.gba
ro.be
. .
ra.po
C:;C:Ay.-,.. ...
m~mu
pejo
'see a calabash'
'see cloth-
'see soup'
'want a garden egg'
'see a knife'
'see a bag'
'work (do work) t
'drink palm-wine'
'kill a snake'
'to be friends'
, ki 11 a Olon key'
'mourn'
(18 ) L-tone verb + M-tone initial noun
a.
b.
c.
....
di oju
wo aso
.... ....
ja ole
woso
...
'close eye'
'wear cloth'
'steal'
(19 ) L-tone verb + L-tone initial noun
a.
b.
c.
........ .".
ka iwe
ra Qb~
.... .... ....
1a 9na
kawe
lana
'read'
'buy a knife'
'plan out'
The first fact to notice about the above examples is that the
~onal forms that result when the verb is Mid are the same as when
the verb is Low. This is accounted for by ordering the rule of
L-deletion (12) before the rule of V-deletion presently under
consideration.
Secondly, we observe that if the verb is lexically li, then no
matter which vowel is deleted, the first vowel of the derived
CVCV sequence will be li (examples 14 &15). If the verb is ~ (either
lexically or as a result of L-deletion (12)), then the tonal pattern
of the evev output of deletion will be the same as the tonal pattern
of the noun in isolation (examples 16 - 19). If the first vowel of
the noun is ~, then that ~ disappears completely in the form that
has undergone deletion (example 14).
The above facts can be explained if we assume that M-tones are
underlyingly unspecified in Yoruba. That is, M-toned vowels are
underlyingly toneless and receive their tone by Default M-insertion (4).
By simply assuming that Default M-insertion applies after the phrase-
level rule of vowel deletion, we account completely for the IjoSS' of
the M-tone under vowel deletion. Consider the derivation of (14a):
(20) [=14a] ri i gba
I I
H H
r jgba
,~' I
~ H
"".
rigba
V-deletion &Association Conventions
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Since there is no tone lexically present on the first vowel of
19ba 'c~labash', this vowel turns up on u M-tcne is isolation.
However, in a case such as (20), the deletion of a vowel results
in the ~ of ri 'see' linking to the previously toneless vowel of
19ba. Consequently, default M-insertion (4) is not required and we
obtain the surface pattern ~.
In (21), we observe that the re1inking that occurs after vowel
deletion is a strictly one-to-one linking. The ~ of ri does not
~
spread onto the second vowel of a~9 'cloth' in deriving ra~Q.
(21) [=14b] ri a~Q
I
H
r aso
, ..
,
,
H
V-deletion &Association Conventions
Default M-insertion (1)
It is immaterial whether the vowel deleted ;s the first or the
second one. Hence in an example like (22), we observe that one-to-one
linking applying after V-deletion assigns the tone of the noun to the
toneless vowel of the verb, whereas in (20) and (21) the tone of t~e
.... ~
verb is assigned to the first vowel of the noun in deriving kawe.
(22) [=19a] ka iwe
I I I
L L H
ka iwe L-deletion (12)
I I
<I> L H
ka we
'" I"', ,
L H
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V-deletion &Association Conventions
In (23), we see that if it ;s the toneless (ie., Mid) vowel
itself that is deleted, then there is no effect on tonal link;~gs.
(23) [=17c] se ofa
· 1 1
L L
s afa
1 1
L L
V-deletion
This fact is true whether it is the vowel of the verb that is
deleted (as in 23) or the first vowel of the noun (as in 24).
(24) wa ;g;
I
H
wa gi
I
H
wa g;
I I
H M
'T
wagl
'look for firewood'
V-deletion
Default M-insertion (4)
Similarly, if two toneless vowels are ~djaL~~t and one is deleted,
then the vowel that is left predictably surfaces as M.
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(25) [=16a] ~e i~l
H
5 ise
.
· 1
H
~ iseI·1
MH
~
~i~~
V-deletion
Default M-insertion (4)
By analysing M-tones as lexically toneless, we account for all
of the above examples. Such cases argue for several things: 1. M-tones
are supplied by a default rule. 2. Association conventions apply to
the output of phonological rules. 3. The association conventions
link tones to tone-bearing units in a strict one-to-one manner;
spreading of tones is not automatic. 4. Default rules can apply to
the output of phonological rules.
Before examining the cases in (15) that involve the 'assimilated
low tone', I must motivate two additional rules. The first is a
rule that creates rising tones. When a H-tone immediately follows
a L-tone, the H-tone becomes rising. Hence underlying h-tt nouns such
~ ~
as the following are realized as ~ (R = rising): ;we 'book',
, ~ , ~
igba 'garden egg ' , 9r~ ·friend'. This fact can be accounted for by
the following rule that spreads a L-tone.
(26) L-spread: 9 v
,'~1
L H
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Interestingly, the rule of L-spread does not trigger del inking
of the linked H-tone, unlike the comparable spreading rules in
Dschang (see chapter 2, sections 5.2.2 and 5.4.1). It appears to be
the case that lexically in Yoruba there is a one-to-one constraint
on tone/tone-bearing unit relations just as there is in Dschang. In
Dschang, however, this constraint continues to hold post-lexically
while in Yoruba, at the post-lexical stratum it is possible to
create multiple 1inkings. 10
A word such as ;we will be derived as follows:
(27) iwe
I I
L H
iwe L-spread (26)
l~'l
L H
, v
iwe
Note that L-spread applies to the output of V-deletion, so in
a case like (22) above the surface form will have a rising tone:
, v
kawe.
Turning to the cases in (15), we observe that the tonal patterns
that result from V-deletion are somewhat more compl;cated~ The
reason for this turns out to be completely unsurprising -- in all
the cases in (15), there is a lexical tone on both of the vowels
that are the input to V-deletion. Consider the derivation of a
phrase such as k~.kQ 'to learn a lesson l •
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(28) ko eko
1 1 1
H L H
k eko V-deletion
1 1
H L H
In such a case, V-deletion creates a situation where the H of
the verb is floating. But to derive the correct surface form, the
H must relink to the following vowel. This is accounted for by the
rule of H-spread.
(29) H-spread:
This rule is independently motivated in sequences like 0 dun
'it ;s tasty' and 0 P9 'it is plentiful', where there is a sharp
.... ...
falling tone on dun and PO. In fact, it may well be possible to
collapse the rules of L-spread (26) and H-spread (29). 11
H-spread (29) will apply to the output of (28) to create (30a).
(30) a. k eko
",1 1
H L H
L-spread (26) will also apply to such a form giving the following
result:
b. k e~o
,-/!. t ;
H L H
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The configuration in (30b) corresponds basically to the form
......... ~
given in Abraham (1958): k~~k9 although Abraham transcribed such
cases as having long vowels. Other scholars generally agree that the
first vowel in such cases is not long (NB: Ward 1952, Bamgbose 1966,
Courtenay 1971). What is not as clear however, is whether there is
nevertheless a falling tone on the first vowel in such cases.
Bamgbo~e observes that in a series of spectrograms made of such
cases, "only one out of four shows a high-falling pitch for the
vowels in contact". (Bamgbo~e 1966 p.4) There ;s some indication
that the fall or lack of fall in such cases is attributable to
dialect differences 12, where the normal case for Standard Yoruba
is for the rule of H-spread (29) to be followed by an additional
rule that del inks the L.
(31) De1inking (Standard Yoruba): v
*/~
H L
This rule states that a L ;s del inked from a falling tone
sequence when the li of that sequence ;s not linked to a preceding
tone-bearing unit. Note that del inking cannot be automatic since, a)
there are dialects that do not del ink and b) as we have seen above,
contour to:les are possible (and common) post-lexically in Yoruba.
.... ,lit
With a case such as k~.kQ, Delinking (31) will apply to the
output of (30b) as illustrated below:
(32) k eko
MHL H
/ 't/keko
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Bamgbo~e (1966) noted that w~en a H-tone displaces a L-tone in
cases such as (32) that the following tone nevertheless continues
to behave phonetically as though there is a preceding L-tone. He
proposes that such an assimilated low tone be represented orthograph-
ically in cases such as ke.ko by a dot that indicates that the
. .
---
following H-tone will have the phonetic shape appropriate to a
H-tone following a l-tone.
From the point of view of underspecification, the crucial
aspect of the above discussion is the following: When a phrase of
the character undergoes V-deletion, the
surface tonal pattern is a function of certain rules in conjunction
with both the ~ and the ~ that are present underlyingly. When a ~
occurs in such a configuration on either V, or V2' it can have no
effect on th~ tonal outcome since it has not yet been inserted at
that stage of the derivation.
Turning to the two remaining cases of (15) involving the
assimilated low tone, I will first look briefly at a case like
r; apo ~ ra.po [=15c]. First of all V-deletion takes place.
(33) a.
b.
ri ape
I I I
H L L
r ape V-deletion
I I
H L L
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H-spread (29) is applicable, but L-spread (26) ;s not:
c. r apo
~ , ~1 I
H L L
H-spread (29)
Delinking then applies to derive the following configuration:
d. r apo
/1H L L
Delinking (31)
According to Bamgbo~e, the basic difference phonetically between
a~ sequence and a H . L sequence is that the former is character-
ized by a sharp falling tone on the L-toned mora while in the latter
case, there is either no fallon the second vowel or the fall is less
sharp. This difference follows automatically from the analysis pres-
ented in this chapter. Compare the derivation in (33) with that of
a phrase like ri 9b~ ~ r9b~ [=14c].
(34) a. r obe
, J 1
H L
V-deletion &Association Conventions
H-spread will apply creating a falling tone on the final syllable of
9b~.
b. r abe
~='1
H L
H-spread (29)
Delinking {~J) is inapplicable in (34) since the ~ is multiply linked.
Consequently this analysis correctly predicts that the form in
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(34) will be characterized by a falling tone on the final mora while
the form in (33) will be characterized by a level low tone on the
last mora. 13
The last case in (15) to be considered is an interesting one
because it involves a mid-tone on th~. second vowel of the noun --
where such a mid-tone is lexically unspecified according to the
hypothesis of this chapter. Consider the result of vowel deletion
and H-spread in the derivation of r~.be [=15b].
,
(35) a.
b.
c.
r; abe
~ ~ .
robe
H ~ •
V-deletion
H-spread (29)
As is, the configuration in (35) would derive the non-standard
"-
form r9b~. To derive the standard form, Delinking (31) will apply to
the output of (35) giving us the form in (36).
(36) robe
/'
H L
Delinking (31)
--, -To derive the correct surfa~e form, namely ro'be, the floating
. .
,# ...
L in (36) must not link to the free vowel e (* robe). There are two
- . ..
basic ways of achieving this result. The first would be to assign
default values prior to the rule of Delinking. Under this approach,
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Default M-insertion would apply to the output of (?~) to give us
(37a).
{37} a. robe
~1H L M
Default M-insertion (4)
Delinking would then derive (37b).
b. r abe
/1
H L M
Delinking (31)
While this seems like a straightforward solution, it has the
undesirable consequence of extrinsically ordering a default rule
with respect to language specific phonological rules. This issue will
be discussed in section 6.2.2 of this chapter as well as section 7.
of chapter 6.
An alternative approach would be to assume that the association
conventions do not apply to the output of Delinking. Hence Delinking
would apply as in the derivation of (36) from (35) above. Default
M-insertion would then apply to derive (38) below.
(38) robe
/1
HL M
For this approach to work, one must impose a condition on the
re-application of the association conventions. Such a condition
could take various fo~rns. One might, for example, propose that the
association conventions apply only once per scanning of the
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phonological rules. That is, the association conventions would apply
only once per stratum. 14 But this solution would require the addition
of a new rule to the grammar to account for the linking in examples
such as (20), (21) and (22) above. Moreover, this new rule would
simply duplicate the effect of the association conventions. There
is also evidence from other languages to suggest that reapplication
of the association conventions is in some cases automatic. We will
see one such case in the discussion of Tiv in chapter 6, and
another case in the discussion of Margi in chapter 5.
An alternative possibility is to assume that when a rule.specif-
ically del inks an autosegment, then the association conventions do
not apply to re1ink that segment. 15
(39) Relinking condition: When a rule of the form X applies,
T
F
F is not subject to reassociation by convention on that
stratum.
Some condition such as (39) would seem to be required in order
to prevent cases from arising where an iterative rule would del ink an
autosegment, which would then relink to the same core slot, be
delinked by the same rule, relink by convention, etc., etc.
Further research in this area is clearly required. One relevant
case in Tonga will be discussed in chapter 4. For a discussion of
additional Yoruba cases that are relevant for this issue, see
Akinlabi (in preparation). Also for additional discussion of the
downstepped Min Yoruba, see Bamgbo~e (1966) and Courtenay (1971).
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3.3 High Tone Concord
The asymmetry between Mid tones on the one hand and Low and
High tones on the other ;s not restricted to cases of V-deletion.
Consider the tonal behaviour of the subject in sentences such as the
following for example:
~ ,
(40) a. ~~gun 0 19 '~~gun did not go'
~
b. ~~gun a 19 '?~gun will go'
~ ~(41) a. ~~gun 19 '~~gun went'
, ,
b. ~~gun t; 19 '~egun has gone'
c. ~~gun a 19 '~~gun will go'
In the sentences in (40), the H Mpattern that is attested
;
on the noun ~~gun in i~olation is also observed in subject position.
In the sentences in (41), however, the isolation H Mpattern has
been replaced by a H-tl tonal shape. This type of alternation has
received considerable attention in the literature, including
Bamgbo~e (1966, 1980), Fresco (1970), Stahlke (1974) and Awobuluyi
(1975). It has been proposed that these alternations are the result
of a H-tone marker that occurs/is inserted between the subject and
the following verb phrase. Analyses differ as to whether this marker
is to be assigned a segmental shape underlyingly or should be
considered purely tonal. Analyses also diffe~ considerably as to
what the function of this H-tone marker is. In this section, I will
be concerned solely with the effect of the H-tone marker on the
preceding noun as its precise function is not crucial to the point
at hand.
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Following Akinlabi (in preparation) I will analyse the H-tone
marker as a H-tone autosegment introduced in the syntax as the
16.first element to the right of the subject noun phrase. By the
rule of H-tone linking, this autosegment will be associated to the
first vowel to the left of the H-tone marker.
(42) H-tone linking:
I will assume that the H-tone ;s present in the constituent
INFL in a set of cases definable in terms of tense, polaritY9 etc.
but the reader is referred to Akinlabi (in preparation) foY~ discussion
of a possibility that the H-tone marker is present even in SOlile
cases where it ;s not linked to the left. Hence for the purposes of
this chapter, I will assume that the H-tone marker is present in (41)
but absent in (40). (Note its optionality in (40b) as opposed to (41c))
Consider therefore the effect of the H-tone marker on nouns
which end in the three possible tones of Yoruba:
(43) a.
H-tone linking (42)
bata ja Ithe shoe got cut l
b.
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H-tune linking (42)
Default M-insertion (4)
Segun 10
..
'~~gun went'
c.
U-tone linking (42)
Default M-insertion (4)
'the child went'
d.
H-tone linking (42)
Default M-insertion (4)
Dele 19 'Dele went'
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I assume that the H-tone linking rule (42) belongs to the
class of 'Initial Tone Association Rules' discussed by Clements and
Ford (1979), L~ughren (1983), etc. Consequently, H-tone linking will
ar ly prior to the Association Conventions.
Given the above analysis, we predict the correct surface
forms in all cases. When the H-tone marker links to a H-tone
vowel (43d), there ;s no tonal effect. When it links to a L-tone
vowel, tnere is a rising tone (43a). And -- crucial tu this chapter
when the H-tone links to a 'midi-tone vowel, (43b) and (43c), the
Imid l tone is lost completely. This follows autQmatical1y \Jithin
an analysis where the M-tone is unspecified underl}!ingly.
3.4 Conclusions
The phenomena from Yoruba discussed above allow us to make a
number of conclusior.s about rules of default. First of d.ll, a
couple of issues need to be made clear. The analysis of Yoruba and
Yala presented above depends crucially on allowing certian tone-
bearing un·its to be unspecified for tone underlyingly. This, 1n
itself, is not an innovation. It has always been crucial for
autosegmental theory that one possible type 0'f underlying represen-
tation is a lexical entry where no tonal vaiue is 5pecified.
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Where the present proposal differs from most earlier work is that
tonal specifications can be assigned by default rules instead of
always by linking and spreading conventions.
Two distinct claims are being made: 1) The theory of
universal grammar supplies rules assigning default values for
autosegmentally represented feature. 2) A substantive claim is
being made about which values are the default values for
tonal features.
3.4.1 Default value
The evidence from Yoruba supports the proposal made for Yala
that the default tone in a three-tone system ;s Mid. It was shown
that vowels that surface as Mid should be unspecified fer tone
underlyingly; only if such vowels do not become linked to an
autosegment during the course of the derivation do they surface
as ~. This approach explains the asymmetry between ~ and h on
the one hand, and ~ on the other, in terms of the presence VS~
the absence of a tonal autosegment.
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The proposal that ~ is the default value in a three-tone
system receives support from Chinese languages as well as African.
Wright (1983) has argued that in Chaozhou and in Arnoy Mid tones
constitute the default case. And concerning a four-tone system,
Kaye and Koopman (1982) argue that ~ is the default tone in Bete,
a Kru language of the Ivory Coast.
3.4.? Core values vs. autosegments
In chapter 1, the issue was raised as to whether default values
are represented on a special phonemic tier or as autosegments on the
tonal tier. The Yoruba examples of downstepped M-tones constitute a
strong arg'Jment for viewing default tones as autosegments. In a case
~I -like r9·b~ (34 - 38), downstep can be trivially derived from a
representation where the M-tone is an autosegment:
(44) [=38] robe
/1
H L M
However, if M-tones are assigned as a core value (as in 45),
then it is not obvious how the phonetic downsteppirg could be
derived.
(45) rob e[MJ [MJ
IHL
3.4.3 Association Conventions
It has been suggested that the Association Con~:nt;ons apply
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wherever possible throughout the derivation. They would apply, for
example, when an autosegment is set afloat as the result of a rule
of vowel deletion. They do not apply, however, to an autosegment
specifically del inked by rul~.
The analysis of this chapter relies crucially on a version of
the Association Conventions where tone-spreading is not automatic;
otherwise nouns such as ile 'house' and abe 'knife' should surface
~ i ·L
, , , ,
as * ile and * 9b~, instead of ,le and Qb~.
3.4.4 Post-lexical default ruies
It has been shown in this section on Yoruba that insertion of
default tones must follow post-lexical rules such as V-deletion and
H-tone linking. Both rules are clearly post-lexical since they apply
at the level of the syntactic phrase. V-deletion applies between
verbs and their objects and H-tone linking applies between the
inflectional element of a sentence and the subject noun phrase.
Default M-insertion must apply after the post-lexical application
of such rules and before the application of a phonetic rule such as
the one that downsteps M-tones.
4. Three-way contrasts with two tones
According to the analysis of the preceding section, a verb in
Yoruba may have any of three possible under'lying representations. It
may be linked to a H-tone (46a), it may be linked to a L-tone (46c),
or it may be linked to no tone whatsoever in which case it will surface
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with a M-tone by default (46b).
(46) a. rno rno
i
H
b. -rno -+ rno -+ rnQ
. i
M
c. rno ~ rno
1
L
'to be clean'
'to be limited'
'to know'
This means that a V-slot in Yoruba has three possible lexical
representations, all of which receive distinct feature specifications.
But such a situation is quite different than that observed in languages
like Margi and live In Marg;, for example, verb stems may bear a
lExical h, li, or h-tt pattern or th~y may be lexically toneless. But
the default tone for a toneless vowel is not Mbut L.
In (47) we observe the various tonal possibilities for Hand L
tone stems and suffixes in Margi.
(47) a.
b.
c.
d.
~ ~
ta + ba -+ taba 'to cook all'
H H
cook
... "-
na + cf'a -+ nada 'give me'
H L
give me
... ,A
mbu + ng ari -+ mbungari 'to sew on to'
L H
sew on to
....
ptsa + 'ya .... ptsa'ya 'roast us'
L L
roast us
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In (48), toneless verb stems acquire a tone from suffixes
which are specified either as ~ (48a) or as ~ (48b). 17
(~8) a.
b.
mal + ia
H
make
har + cfa
L
bring me
.,. .,.
malia Ito make (ready)'
Finally, if no tone is lexically specified, then the verb will
surface with a default L-tone.
(49) a.
b.
hya + ani -+
raise
fa + ri
take (many)
hyani
far;
'raise', wake! I
I take (many)! I
So a toneless vowel in Yorub~ and Yala ends 'Jp with a default
M-tone while a toneless vowel in Margi ends up with a default L-tone.
Moreover, we will see ill chapter 6 that Tiv ;s comparc.ble to Margi
in that its default tone ;s L.
A number of questions arise. Can we predict the appearan ~ of
a default L-tone as opposed to a default M-tone? What is the distinc-
tive feature representation of ~, ~ and h tones? Does th~ ~, h, t
underlying contrast constitute the ternary use of a binary feature?
5. Tonal features
Up until now, I have presented tonal autosegments as though
they were indivisable entities. I will now discuss briefly their
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internal composition.
Yip (1980) and Clements (1980) propose hierarchical systems of
tonal features. Yip proposes that the feature [±Upper (Register)]
functions to divide the overall pitch range into two 'registers'.
Her second feature [±High Tone] divides each register into two
sub-registers. Following a suggestion by Morris Halle, I will rename
her second feature [±Raised] to distinguish it clearly from the
segmental feature [±High] and to avoid any suggestion that [+High Tone]
implies a tl autosegment.
Yip's system identifies four basic pitch levels as shown in (50)
below.
(50)
+ Upper
- Upper
+ Raised
- Raised
+ Raised
- Raised
H
HM
M
L
Clements' proposal is quite similar to that of Yip's except that
instead of the two features that Yip proposes, he assumes a single
feature used more t~an once to create a tonal hierarchy. For basic
arguments for this type of hierarchical tonal feature system, the
reader is referred to Vip (1980) and Clements (1980).
Assuming the feature system in (50), how should default rules be
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formulated? There are several important points to consider: 1. The
strongest hypothesis concerning default rules ;s that they are
supplied by universal grammar. 2. If default rules are supplied by
universal grammar, then how do we get both h and ~ to emerge as
default values for tone? 3. For a given language, can we predict
whether the default tone will be Mor L?
- -
Both ~ and h are specified [-Upper]. I propose therefore that
for the feature [Upper]t the universally supplied default rule ;s
as in (51).
(51) v
1[-Upper]
As for [Raised], I will assume that the default value assigned
by universal grammar ;s ~, so the appropriate value for [Raised]
is assigned by the rule in (52). The problem of how to derive a
default L-tone for languages like Margi and Tiv will be returned
to shortly.
(52) v
1[+Raised]
The two default rules given in (51) and (52) combine to make ~
the unmarked tone. To derive the four tones shown in (50), the mini-
mum underlying specifications required and the effect of filling in
features by the default rules are illustrated in (53).
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(53) a. V V V
I I = I52[+Upper] ---+ [+upper J H
+Raised
b. V V
I = I[+upper ] MH
-Raised
c. 0 V VI = I
51, 52~ [-upper] M
+Raised
d. V ~ V VI I = I[-Raised] [-upper] L
-Raised
6. Binary vs. ternary features
With this much background, let me now address the problem of
how to allow underspecification without ending up with a feature
system that ;s actually ternary, not binary.
Kiparsky (1982) discusses a number of advantages inherent in a
phonological theory that allows only 'marked I feature specifications
to be entered into the lexicon. He was not the first to discuss such
advantages (see for example Chomsky and Halle 1968), but since work
by Lightner (1963) and Stanley (1967) it had generally been felt that
the disadvantages of underspecification outweighed the advantages.
In this section I will not review the various arguments for
underspecified lexical entries -- for that the reader is referred to
Kiparsky (1982). Some tonal arguments for underspecification have
already been given in this chapter and others will be given in
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chapters 4, 5 and 6. I will, however, discuss the major objection
raised by Stanley and Lightner against underspecification as their
objection is particularly relevant for analyses of some of the tonal
systems examined in this thesis.
The basic argument against underspecification has been nicely
summarized in Kiparsky (1982, p. 60-61):
(54) Lightner (1963) and Stanley (1967) argued that if you allow
rules to apply to matrices containing unspecified features, then
the standard notion of distinctness becomes incoherent and you
end up in effect with a ternary feature system. Suppose that
we have three segments A, B, and C, specified in the lexicon for
the three features Fl , F2, and F3 as follows:
(2) /A/
+
/B/
o
leI
In a binary feature system, two segments P and Q are distinct if
they have opposite values + and - for some feature. This would
make A and C distinct in (2) and B non-distinct from both. Yet,
if rules are allowed to apply to the matrices in (2) they are
inevitably capable of making all three mutually distinct. Suppose
we have the rules
(3) a. [+Fl ] ~ [+F2]
b. [-Fl ] ~ [+F3]
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If we assume the convention that [OF] ;s not analyzable as
[+F] or as [-F], (3) applies to (2) to yield ,fl
(4) IAI IB/ le/
F, + 0
F2 +
F3 +
and if we assume the convention that [OF] is analyzable as
[+F] and as [-F], (3) applies to (2) to yield
(5) IAI /B/ lei
F, + 0
F2 + +
F3 + +
In both (4) and (5), all three segments are technically distinct
from each other. But we cannot allow rules to apply in such a
way as to make nondistinct representations distinct. We then
have to recognize 110" as a third feature value, so that B is
distinct from A and C in (2). But this is unsatisfactory since
we have no use for the extra feature value "0" in the operation
of the phonological component. The theory in that form has
expressive power which is not utilized in grammars, with
resultant loss of explanatory adequacy.
Note that the problems raised by Lightner and Stanley apply
equally well to autosegmental representations. Consider again the
feature specifications given as (2) in the quotation from Kiparsky.
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If Fl was located on one tier, and F2 and F3 were represented on a
different tier, then we could have a comparable autosegmental
representation to (2) as follows:
(55) [-F ]
1
1
C
I[~:~]
Two autosegmental rules comparable to (3a) and (3b) are given in (56).
(56) a.
b.
[-F ]2
[-F ]3
/
/
T
X
I[+F l ]
T
X
1[-F ]1
Assuming the normal autosegmental convention that a slot not linked
to a feature F is not analyzable as +F or as -F, (56) applies to (55)
to give
(57) [+F1J
A
[::~]
[-F ]f
[::~]
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Without belabouring the pcint, it should be evident from an
examination of (57) that the shift to an autosegmental representation
does not affect the argument against underspecification. Hence the
issue of creating distinct representations fr~~ u"derlyingly non-
distinct representations is independent of the type of representa-
tion, ie. segmental vs. autosegmental.
The crucial point to be examined with respect to the tonal
analyses of this thesis is whether or not the expressive power of
a ternary system is required. In examining this question, I will
first show that a ternary system is not required for the tonal
systems examined. Second, I will discuss the constraints required
to prevent a ternary system from arising within a theory that employs
underspecification.
6.1 Tone is not ternary
That a ternary distinction should arise in an area of the
phonology that utilizes more than one feature is not surprising. For
example, to find a vowel system that contrasts three heights of
front vowels is hardly a matter for concern. We simply posit two
features [High] and [Low] and specify the three vowels in the
appropriate manner. Similarly for tone, when we observe a Ithree-
tone l language like Yoruba or a 'four-tone' language like Bete, we
posit two tonal features and assign appropriate feature specifica-
tions. The problem arises when we encounter a language like Marg; or
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I1V ~hat requires three tonal possibilities for V-slots in the
lexicon, but where two of the three possibilities are not distin-
guished phonetically.
Perhaps such cases constitute a ternary use of the feature
[±Upper]. That is, ~ in Margi and Tiv would be represented as
[+Upper], ~ would be represented as [-Upper] and the toneless
vowels would be assigned [-Upper] by default. The conclusion would
then be that Lightner's and Stanley's criticisms of underspecifica-
tion are to be disregarded not because there ;s a way to avoid the
pitfalls they describe, but because the extra power of a ternary
feature system is required. There are, however, several problems
with such an approach. For example, it would predict that other
features should exhibit the same ternary contrast observed in
tonal systems. That is, if ternary power is required for tone, why
not for other features? Such an approach would make the rather
odd claim that a language like Tiv utilizes the feature [±U~per] in
a ternary fashion but does not use the feature [±Raised] at all.
And such an approach would predict the existence of languages
accomplishing a six-way tonal contrast with two tone featurc~, d
six-way vo~el height distinction with two f~atures, etc.
Rather than conclude that phonological theory requires ternary
power for distinctive features, I propose that the type of three-
way tonal contrasts observed in languages like Tiv or Margi is
accounted foY' by considering in more detail the notion of underspec-
ification. In particular, it is important to consider why features
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receive specifications. There are two obvious and important reasons.
Feature specifications may be required in the formulation of the
phonological rules of a language; feature specifications may be
required for the phonetic implementation of a language. I would like
to stress the use of the word Imayl in the preceding sentences. What
requires specification of a given feature in any language is the
phonetic and phonological facts of the particular language. For
example, there is nothing about the phonology of English that requires
specification of a feature like [±Suction] or [±Pressure] (Chomsky
and Halle 1968 p.322-323). Even in the phonetics of English such
features play no role. The most one can apparently say is that all
sounds of English are produced withoul suction and without pressure.
When a language does not even exhibit both values of a feature, it
is extremely questionable that such a feature is actually represented
in the grammar of an adult speaker of that language. For example,
to consider some feature like [Pressure] as being active in speaker
XiS grammar of English, when speaker X is incapable of producing
both + and - values of [Pressure] would seem to be trivializing the
role of distinctive features in the sound system of a language like
English.
With this much preamble, let me return to the question of tone.
Consider the proposed lexical representation of the three tones of
Yoruba.
(58) H = [+Upper]
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M
L =
ep
[-Raised]
When the default rules given above in (51) and (52) apply, the
specifications of (58) will be filled out to
(59) H = [+upper ]
+Raised
M = [-upper]
+Raised
L = [-upper- ]
-R~ised
This correctly l,lYadicts the !i, !i, !:. contrast attested on the surface.
Consider now what happens if only the default rJle (51) applied,
that is, only the rule that assigns [-Upper].
(60) H = [+UPJJer]
M = [-Upper]
L ::: [-upper]
-Raised
The interesting point about such an assignment is that in (60), ~ is
distinct from both Mand h, while ~ and ~ are non-distinct with
respect to each other. This ;s of course precisely the result that
we are aiming to achieve for Margi and liv. So the only real question
therefore is the following: Can WE. assume ti13t Hand L in a language
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like Tiv are represented as in (58) and that only the default rule
assigning [-Upper] applies in such a language?
As for representing ~ and h as [+Upper] and [-Raised] respec-
tively, this is required if we wish to maintain binary features.
Moreover, since both features are clearly motivated there is no
obvious reason not to assume such a repre~entation.
Can we therefore assume that a default value only for the
feature [Upper] is assigned? Again, there is no obvious reason for
not making such an assumption. There are clearly languages that only
require a single tone feature in their phonological and phonetic
components -- a few examples will be seen in chapter 4. As is the
case with features such as [Suction] and [Pressure] in English,
[Raised] plays no role in languages like Tonga and Japanese, as we
will see in chapter 4. In those languages, pitch registers are not
broken down into sub-registers either at the phonological level
or at the phonetic level. Hence it would seem that there is no
universal requirement to specify segments for the feature [Raised].
And the phonological and phonetic facts of languages like Margi and
Tiv argue for not requiring the specification of the unmarked value
of [Raised].
Two questions are appropriate. Would the above proposal allow a
language where neither [Upper] nor [Raised] were assigned default
values? And could a language assign the default value of [Raised] but
not assign the default value of [Upper], where such assignment would
produce the result illustrated in (61)1
(61) H = [ +upper ]+Raised
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M = [+Raised]
L = [-Raised]
The answet to both questions is no. If no default value were
assigned then the toneless vowels would remain ton~less. But all
vowels require some tonal specification in such languages. Hence
toneless vowels would b~ phonetically uninterpretable if no tonal
feature were assigned to them. One might assume that random pitch
values would be assigned to vowels unspecified for tone. But
such a proposal would simple derive the wrong results, since the
toneless vowels in Tiv and Margi are not produced on any random
pitch. Hence phonetic facts of Tiv and Margi would require that a
tonal value be assigned.
In T;v and Margi, the appropriate value is [-Upper]. But could
we then have a language that would only assign [+Raised] as a
default value, producing a configuration as in (61) where the
underlyingly toneless vowels (ie. M) were realized as non-distinct
from li? Again the answer ;s no, because a representation like
[+Raised] or [-Raised] is uninterpretable phonetically. One :annot
assign a vowel to the top or bottom of a sub-register if the vowel
has not been assigned to a register. That is, one cannot make fine
distinctions in pitch without first making a gross distinction.
Hence by virtue of the hierarchical organization of the features
[Upper] and [Raised], if only one feature is assigned it must be
[Upper]. 19
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To conclude, I have argued in this section that the three-way
underlying contrasts that are observed in ce.~ta;n languages that have
only a [, h tonal distinction arise not from the ternary use of a
single phonological feature but from the utilization of two tone
features. Two tone features are independently required in any event
to account for languages with three or four contrastive tones that
all surface as distinct. In the above account~ tone is only viewed
as distinct from other features in terms of its hierarchical
representation -- a position for which Clements (1980) and Yip (1980)
have presented considerable evidence. By assuming that distinctive
features are only assigned values when there is positive evidence
for such specifications, we arrive at the above logical possibility.
Both tonal features [Upper] and [Raised] are required by the
phonological facts of Tiv and Margi -- but only [Upper] is required
to account for the phonetic implementation of tones in these
languages.
6.2 Constraints on underspecification
Up until now, I have shown that there are reasons for wanting
certain tones to be underspecified underlyingly. I have also shown
that cases of underspecification such as observed in Margi and T;v
do not require that a single tone feature be used in a ternary way.
The question left to be addressed ;s whether in spite of trying to
maintain a binary system, I have in fact through the use of under-
specification derived a ternary system.
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6.2.1 Referring to unmarked values
First of all, one point concerning the operation of default
rules needs to be clarified. As long as all default rules applied
in the lexicon, one could assume that default rules apply to all core
slots and that the fact that they only fill in features but do not
change features ;s a result of the Elsewhere Condition. By construing
lexical entries as rules (Kiparsky 1982) then the lexical linking
of a H-tone to Vi would prevent a default rule from assigning a
M-tone to V. since the more specific rule (in this case, the lexical
1
entry itself) would block the application of the more general rule
(in this case, the rule of Default M-insertion). But we have seen
in a language like Yoruba that it is possible for Default M-insertion
to apply post-lexically and not lexically. Hence the Elsewhere Cond-
ition could not prevent a rule of the form given in (62) from
applying across-the-board to wipe out all lexical tones -- it could
net prevent it because rules applying in different components (ln
this case, the lexical entry 'rule' applying lexically and the rule
of Default M-insertion applying post-lexically) do not apply
disjunctively.
(62) v v
IM
In order to prevent such a wiping out of tones by the default
rule, we must constrain the application of rules such as (62). The
approach that I will adopt is to recognize formally the distinction
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between linked and free core slots, restricting the application of
default rules to free core slots. Hence (62) would be reformulateu
as (63). (Actually (63) ;s shorthand for the two rules (51) and (52))
(63) v
I
M
Other rules must have access to this distinction as well. For
example, tone spreading rules commonly spread tones onto free V-slots
but not onto a V-slot already linked to a tone. See for example
rules (20) and (25) given in chapter 4 for Luganda and Tonga. Also, in
chapter 6 I give an example where a rule of floating tone deletion in
Tiv appears to be sensitive to the existence of a free core position.
I assume, however, that the core is special in this respect.
That is, while a rule may refer to a free core position, it cannot
refer to [OF]. By examining a core slot, one can determine whether
or not such a slot is linked to a value for feature F; such linking,
or lack therof, can be referred to by rules. But if a feature has
not been specified on some tier, then it simply does not exist. For
example, if a word ;s completely toneless, then there is no tone
present for some tonal rule to apply to. Hence a rule such as (64)
is impossible.
(63) [+F] [+G] / [OF]
As a final point, the notion of free core slot ;s a relative one.
A slot is 'free' for feature G if not linked to a value for feature
G; it may of course be linked to some other feature.
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6.2.2 Constraints
Kiparsky (1982) proposes that for any particular environment
only the marked value of a feature may be specified. Hence for
any environment Q, there is only a binary contrast possible under-
lyingly: [oF] or ¢. Note that markedness must be contextually defined
since marked and unmarked values differ in different contexts. For
example, the unmarked value for [Round] is [+Round] for non-low
back vowels while it is [-Round] for other vowels; the unmarked
value for [Voice] in English obstruents in [+Voice] immediately
before a voiced obstruent but [-Voice] elsewhere. See Kiparsky (1982).
But such contextually defined markedness creates a problem.
Consider the following rules:
(64) a.
b.
p
@ I~ X / X
[+~]
R
® l~ X / XI[-F]
The unmarked value for [F] is + in environment P, but - in environ-
ment R. This means that [-F] is an acceptable marked feature
specification for [F] in certain underlying environments while [+F]
is an acceptable specification in other environments. Hence if rules
can refer to a core slot that is linked to [+F], a core slot that is
linked to [-F], and al~o to core slots that are unspecified with
respect to [F], th~n we have derived a ternary system.
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To solve this problem we need a constraint on rule application.
Consider (65):
(65) [+F]
A
I[:~]
[-F] ~ier p
I
c core
I[:~] tier g
Let us assume that the minimal default rule for [F] is (66).
(66) ~ X
I[-F]
Given a situation such as represented in (65) and (66), there is
evidence that we must allow a rule to spread [+F] prior to the
default assignment of [-F] by rule (66). Such cases will be
discussed for Luganda and Tonga in chapter 4, where the feature
'F' in such cases ;s [Upper].
It would seem therefore that whatever the appropriate constraint
on rule application is, it must allow (67).
(67) A rule must be able to refer to [-aF] in its structural
description prior to default assignment of [aF].
Let us now assume that in the representation in (65) all values
of [G] and [H] have been assigned. This is to eliminate any possible
problem about having feature changing rules involving [G] and [H].
Given this assumption, a rule like (68) should be well-formed.
(68) [-G] [+G] /
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Allowing rules like (68) does not in itself create any problem.
But if either of the rules in (69) is possible, in addition to the
rule in (68), then it will be possible to create distinct representa-
t;ons from underlyingly non-distinct ones.
(69) a.
b.
[-H]
[-H]
[+H]
[+H]
/ T
[-~]
I , where X is free withTX
respect to [F].
An appropriate constraint on rule application must therefore block
both (69a) and (69b):
(70) a. A rule must not refer to [aF] in its structural descrip-
tion before a default rule assigns [aF]. 20
b. A rule must not refer to the fact that a slot is not
linked to a value on tier ~ for purposes of affecting
a feature value on tier m.
The constraint in (70a) will block a rule like (69a) from applying
until after application of the default ru12 (66). Of course, once the
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default rule has applied, there is no problem in allowing (69a) to
apply since the phonological string on which (69a) will be operating
will be completely specified. Concerning (6gb), such a rule will be
completely ruled out by (70b).
Note, however, that (70b) can be derived as a sub-case of (70a).
To know whether a given X is free with respect to [F], one must refer
to both + and - values of F. There can only be free X-slots if the
default rule assigning [aF] has not applied. By (70a), to refer to
the value a of F, the default rUle dssigning a must have applied.
Hence we are led to a contradiction: To refer to J free X-slot -- as
opposed to an X-slot linked to [aF] -- one must be able to refer to
[aF], the default value; but by (lOa), to be able to refer to [aF],
the default rule assigning [aF] must have applied, hence there can
be no free slots to refer to. Hence given (70a), we do not need to
stipulate (70b).
By the above argument, if a rule refers both to a free core slot
and to a marked feature specification, then the reference to the core
can only mean 'free with respect to a marked feature specification'.
Hence a rule like (71), where [-aF] represents the marked value, should
apply both to (72a) and to (72b) if because of context-sensitive
redundancy rules both [aF] and [-aF] were possible underlying
specifications.
(71)
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(72) a.
b.
v v v v
I ~[-aF] [-aF]
V V V v
I I ~ ~[-aF] [aF] [-aF] [aF]
All the relevant cases examined in this thesis are of the type
shown in (72a)u Conseque~tly, whether this prediction is correct will
have to be left for further investigation.
The effect of the constraint given in (IDa) is to impose an
ordering strategy for rules that assign default feature specifica-
tions. Archangel; (in preparation) suggests that if some default rule
Y applies in the grammar of language X, then it will apply as late in
the grammar as possible. This suggestion will be considered in more
detail in chapter 6. For the present, it is sufficient that if such
a principle is combined with a constraint such as (70a), then all
default rules will be ordered iwmediately before any rule that refers
to the default value in its structural description. The effect of
this ordering ;s that a binary feature system is preserved. A rule
may refer to a marked feature value or the absence of such a marked
feature value up until the point where default specifications take
place. When default values have been supplied, rules may refer to
the + and - values present ;n the string at that point. So both
before and after assignment of default specifications, the possibili-
ties for what rules may refer to are binary.
Note that the constraint in (lOa) imposes certain ordering
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restrictions even on language specific rules. While a language
specific default rule is presumably subject to extrinsic ordering,
by (70a) it could not be ordered after a rule referring to the
feature value that it assigns. As for the relative ordpring of
default rules, I assume that they are subject to the Elsewhere
Condition. Comparing rules such as (66) and (71), for example, if
a was + in (71), then (71) would have to apply before (66) since it
is the special rule -- that is, the structural description of (71)
properly includes the structural description of (66).
6.3 Default L vs. default M
The last question that I will briefly address in this chapter is
whether it is possible to predict whether a default tone will be ~ or
~, that is can one predict whether default rules for both [Upper]
and [Raised] will apply in a given language, or whether only the
default rule for [Upper] will apply?
A possible correlation with this choice concerns the utilization
of lexical linking. In Margi and Tiv, we will see in chapters 5 and 6
that there is a loss of generalization if tones are lexically linked
to vowels. An analysis is required where tones are underlyingly
unlinked and undergo association by convention. Hence apart from a
few exceptions, tone-bearing units in Tiv and Margi are uniformly
free in underlying representations.
In Yoruba, on the other hand, to require that tones be underly-
ingly unlinked introduces complications into the grammar. For example,
one does not observe tonal melodies in Yoruba with more tones than
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there are tone-bearing units in the word. This observation is
accounted for straightforwardly by a one-to-one constraint on the
number of tones that can be linked underlyingly to a single tone-
bearing unit -- if tones are underlyingly linked. More seri~us ;s
the distribution of M-tones in polysyllabic words. Consider examples
like the following:
(73) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
,1~
9b~
alapa
t1oto
19bole
'house'
'soup'
'type of food'
'Grey Hornbill'
'type of p1ant l
Since M-tones are underlyingly unspecified in Yoruba, none of the
above tonal patterns can be accounted for by the use of unassociated
lexical tone melodies. Hence in underlying lexical entries in Yoruba
one is required to link ~ and h tones in order to derive the correct
surface location of M-tones in words such dS those in (73). This means
that underlyingly in Yoruba, a tone-bearing unit may be linked to a
tl ([+Upper]), to a h ([-Raised]), or to nothing.
Hence the three-way tonal distinction for V-slots is present
underlyingly in Yoruba, while in Tiv and Margi it is derived by
the association conventions. Whether this difference actually corre-
lates with the default L vs. default Mdistinction -- and if so, why
will be left for further research.
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7. Conclusion
In th'ls chapter, I have examined certain tonal phenomena that
require underspecificaticn of features. The feature composition of
tona1 autosegments has been di scussed and it has been pr0tJ0sed t:lat
the default value for 'Register l is [-Upper], while the default value
for the feature that sub-divides registers is [+Raised]. The analyses
provide strong support for a set of assu_ ,ation conventions that link
tones to tone-bearing units in a strict on~-to-one fashion. Default
tones have been argued to be autosegmental in nature and it has been
shown that such autosegments may be assigned post-lpxically. The
problem of ternary use of binary features has been examined, with the
conclusion that, as far as the languages that have been examined in
this thesis are concerned, tone does not require ternary power.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 3
1. Margi w'il1 be discussed in some detail in chapter 5.
2. For some discussion, see chapters 1 and 6.
3. See Kiparsky (1982).
4. H-tone stems behave somewhat differently since the H itself ;s
reduplicated, and a downstep appears between the reduplicated portion
, ~I ~ , ~I ~
and the verb stem: oje·je 'knowing', or~·re 'eating'.
5. See Akinlabi (in preparation) for further discussion.
6. These examples are from Awobuluyi (1977). In Yoruba orthography,
~ = J, 9 =J' ~ = £, P = kp, Vn = V.
7. See, for example, Bamgb~?e (1964, 1965), Oye1aran (1971),
Badejo (1979).
8. Examples are from Ward (1952), Bamgbo~e (1966) and Akin Akinlabi
(~~rsonal communication).
9. This r"u1e is an autosegrnental formulation of a r:'le that has
been acknowledged since the early wl'iters on Yoruba tone. Ward (1952),
for example, notes that a "low followed by high requires a glide up
to the high tone". It is somewhat unclear whether this rule should be
a phonological rule or a pilonetic rule. While this is un interesting
question, I will not address it here.
10. Note moreover that rising contours are not restricted to word-
.... " ~final position: apoti apoti
I I I -+ ~~1 1L HH !.. HH
jrrOkon aronkon
-+ ~'1L H L H
'box'
'obstinacy'
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11. There are a number of facts, both phonological and phonetic,
that bear on thi~ issue, but such facts will not be discussed here.
12. Bamgbo~e notes in a footnote that the fall/lack of fall contrast
may be a dialectal difference. Akinlabi (in preparation) supports this
idea, suggesting that in Standard Yoruba there is no fall in such cases,
while in certain dialects there is systematically a fall.
13. The low may be realized as a fall (although not as sharp) even
in (33) because of a phonetic rule that downg1ides final L-tones in
Yoruba regardless of the preceding tone. See Hombert (1974) and
La Velle (1974).
14. This possibility was suggested to me by Morris Halle and is
being explored by Akinlabi (in preparation).
15. This suggestion was made to me by Paul Kiparsky.
16. Akinlabi assumes thdt the H-tone is a subject marker introduced
within the verb phrase, whereas I assume that it is introduced in the
inflectional constituent that precedes the verb phrase. This point is,
however, irrelevant to the issue being discussed in this th~sis.
17. The precise way this works will be discussed in chapter 5.
la. In (4), I have corrected what I assume to be typographical errors
in Kiparsky (1982). (In Kiparsky (1982), (4) is identical to (5))
19. Both Clements (1980) and Yip (1980) assumed that in certain
languages tones could be assigned oy virtue of a single tonal feature.
In Clements' system, it followed automatically that if only one
'feature' was assigned then it would be the equivalent to the [±Upper]
distinction. Moreover, Clements allowed a language to divide one
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register into sub-registers without sub-dividing the other register.
But if the proposal of this thesis is correct that the two tone
features are assigned different default values, then this constitutes
a strong argument for Yip's proposal analysing the tonal hierarchy
as being composed of two features not as multiple assignments of
a single feature.
20. This proposal is made in Archangel; (in preparation). Note also
Chomsky and Halle (1968 p. 384). Nute that this constraint must be
relative to the set of P-bearing units defined for the feature in
question. That is, if tones are lexically assigned only to [+syllabic]
segments, then default rules need only apply to [+syllabic] segments
in order to satisfy (70a). That is, (70a) should be reformulated as:
A rule must not refer to [aF] in its structural description
before a default rule assigns [aF] to all [F)-bearing units.
The P-bearing units for some language might differ lexically and
post-lexically. It would be possible, therefore, for a rule to apply
lexically and make reference to [aF], if the default rule had applied
lexically to assign a value of [aF] to all lexically-defined
[F]-bearing units. Post-lexically, if the class of [F]~bearing units
was enlarged, then certain post-lexical [F]-bearing units might
still be unspecified for [F], in spite of lexical application of the
defa~lt rules.
The relevance of the notion of 'P-bearing' unit for default
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rules was pointed out to me by Paul Kiparsky. He suggests that
the case described above -- where lexical and post-lexical
definitions of P-bearing units differ -- holds for Russian
voicing assimilation.
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CHAPTER 4: ACCENT
Within autosegmental and metrical frameworks, one can distinguish
three basic approaches for the description of tonal phenomena. The
first approach is the one that has been proposed for canonical 'tone'
languages. Lexically represented tones are assigned to tone-bearing
units by autosegmental conventions and rules, and phonological rules
operate on the strings of tones and segments to which they are
attached. Such cases have been seen in this thesis in chapters 2 and 3.
A second approach has been proposed for 'accent' languages. It ;s
assumed that lexical representations in such languages include not
tones but accentual diacritics. Tone is introduced into such languages
by the assignment of tonal melodies to such diacritics. For example,
in Tonga, words like 1bus1 'smoke' and tombela 'lizard' would be
represented accentually as follows by Goldsmith (1981):
*(1) a. [i [bu [s;] ] ] * *[tombela]
A~ tonal melody is assigned to each accent, giving the forms in (lb).
b. *; + bu + si
IHL
* *tombela
I IH L H L
Tonal rules/conventions of linking, spreading, deletion, etc. will
derive:
c. *; + bu + si
"'J I
H L
* *tombela
I I I
L H L
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Rules in this approach are of two types: 1) accentual rules 2) tone
rules. Accentual rules move, delete and insert accentual diacritics;
they apply before and potentially also after the assignment of tones.
Tone rules in this approach must, of course, follow assignment of
tonal melodies, and they may, in principle, refer to accentual
properties of words. The last approach is that proposed for 'stress'
systems. In stress languages, tones are introduced at a relatively
late stage (if at all). Underlying representations mayor may not
include diacritic markings utilized in the construction of metrical
trees or grids. Grids or trees are constructed, and tones are
introduced during the interpretation of such metrical structures.
In this chapter, I will argue that the second of these three
approaches should be abandoned. It will be argued that the properties
that such langHages exhibit do not justify the introduction into
tonal theory of accentual diacritics. The types of phenomena that
motivated such diacritics will be accounted for by independently
motivated devices available within non-accentual tonal theory.
1. Diacritics
With regard to stress, it has been shown (eg. Hayes 1980) that
syllable weight plays an important role in triggering the construction
of metrical trees or grids. It has also been shown, however, that
a representation of syllable structure alone is insufficient for the
determination of stress. For example, Hayes (1980) shows that certain
'light' syllables in Aklan function with regard to stress assignment
as though they were 'heavy'. He proposes that such syllables be
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diacritically marked to trigger the same metrical rules triggered
in a regular fashion by heavy syllables. The question for tonal accent
systems is the following: Can we consider the evidence for diacritics
in stress systems as motivation for the introduction of diacritics
into tone systems? The answer to this question would appear to he no.
In a stress language, prominence relations are read off of
metrical trees or grids. 1 Such metrical structure is created by
general rules that determine types of feet, direction of foot
assignment, etc. In many cases, the class of Elements that trigger
the creation of a new foot is completely predictable from their
phonological make-up. For example, heavy syllables often trigger the
creation of new feet. But in som~ cases, foot construction ;s not
completely predictable. Diacritics have therefore been introduced
with one specific object in mind -- to trigger the creation of a foot.
Hence the property of an accentual diacritic is essentially that it
marks a syllable as a 'head'; consequently, such a syllable cannot
be dominated by a recessive metrical node, and the general rules
of foot assignment will start a ~ew foot at that point. 2
This 'head-marking· function of diacritics in stress systems ;s
not related in any obvious way to the use of diacritics in cases like
(1) above. In (1), the diacritics do not trigger formation of any
type of metrical structure. They determine the alignment of tones
to core slots, since the linkings in cases like (1) are clearly not
by left-to-right association conventions.
Several points are interesting in this regard. First, in stress
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languages, one can typically predict the assignment of metrical
structure from the syllable structure of the string; diacritics are
employed just for the unpredictable cases. But in laccent l languages
like Tonga, syllable structure typically plays no role in assigning
tone. Secondly, we have in our tonal arsenal a device fer determin-
ing linkings of tones to tone-bearing units that are not consistent
with the association conventions, namely pre-linking. For example,
we saw in Yoruba (chapter 3) that a word like abe 'soup' must be
....I.--&-
lexically represented with a pre-linked L-tane: abe. In tone, the
. [
L
normal mpthod of assigning tones to tone-bearing units is by left-
to-right conventions. When we encounter exceptions to this patterL,
such exceptions can be accounted for by pre-linking. In stress, we
use foot-triggering diacritics to mark exceptions; in tone, we use
the pre-assignment of association lines to mark exceptions. Do we
then need a second exception feature in tonal systems, namely
'dccentual' diacritics?
Note that pre-linking is an inherently less powerful device
than the 'accents' seen in cases like (1). With ·pre-linking·, one
can only assign exceptional association lines morpheme-internally.
One cannot pre-assign a tone in morpheme A to a tone-bearing unit
in morpheme B if the A B sequence is derived in the morphology. On
the other hand, an exceptional linking of that type ;s easily derived
using accents.
(2) [... r~: ._.J~C_~.* ]Jt··· CJ •••A B
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Such cases can be ruled out by some convention in an accentual
approach but are inherently impossible if only using pre-linking.
Similarly, an accentual approach to exceptional linkings allows the
possibility of referring to accent in a language's tone rules. This
additional power is unavailable if exceptional linkings are established
by pre-linking.
To conclude this section, it would seem that the use of
diacritic accents should be avoided unless it can be demonstrated
that less powerful devices such as pre-linking are not sufficient
to account for cases of unpredictably located tonal linkings.
2. Pre-linking
In this chapter, I argue that analyses of 'accentual I languages
like Luganda and Tonga are possible by assuming pre-linking
of tones as the indicator of 'accent'. In this section, I will
briefly point out why this approach was problematic in earlier
autosegmental accounts.
Consider the representation of a noun like abapakasl 'porters'
in Luganda. In order to derive the tonal form of this noun, we need
a single piece of information, namely that the syllable ~ is marked
in some way. Let us assume that this marking is accomplished by
pre-linking ~ to a H-tone (Hyman 1982 b).
(3)
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If we follow the proposal of chapter 3, and assume that H is in fact
an assignment of [+Upper], then the default rule assigning [-Upper]
will correctly assign L-tones to all syllables except ~ in (3).
In an autosegmental theory that assumes automatic spreading,
however, the representation in (3) would result in a * H H H H H
sequence. Consequently, because of the assumption of automatic
spreading, one would be forced to introduce L-tones on both sides
of the li in (3). But it turns out that the introduction of such L-
tones results in complications in the analysis of Luganda. Hence
one was forced to look for some alternative way of indicating the
special status of the syllables like ~, and a theory of accents
was proposed.
In chapter 3, we saw that tones do not spread automatically in
Yala and Voruba, and additional evidence against automatic spreading
will be presented in chapters 5 and 6. Hence given the theory of
association conventions assumed in this thesis t there is no obviolJs
reason for not representing 'accent' in languages like Luganda
simply by the pre-linking of a H-tone.
3. 'Culminat;v2' function
Tjpicc 1 ly in stress languages, there will only be one primary
accent per accentual unit (NB.: Hyman 1978 and references there). In
a metrical approach this follows from the representation. If feet
are brought together into a word tree (Hayes 1980), then there will
be a single node defined by the word tree as prosodic 'head' of the
word. Hence a metrical approach correctly predicts this 'culminative'
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property to be typical of stress systems. It also follows that the
relative prominence of the heads of feet will be different, depending
on their position in the word tree. Hence a metrical approach predicts
'accent subordination'.
In the accent-diacritic approach to tonal phenomena such as in
(1) above for Tonga, however, there is no formal reason to expect a
single 'accent' per accentual unit. Moreover, cases of more than one
laccent' are attested in some such languages -- we have already seen
one example with tombela 'lizard l (1).
Nevertheless, there do appear to be languages where a single
tonal 'accent' is possible per 'accentual I unit. Do such cases
constitute an argument for accent-diacritics and against pre-linking?
The answer ;s no. In an analysis that assumes diacritics, but does
not assume metrical structure, there is no reason for assuming
lone diacritic per accentual unit'. Hence the grammar must include a
stipulation to that effect. Such stipulations are not uncommon in
non-accentual 'tone' languages. For exa~ple, we saw in chapter 3
that Yoruba stipulates a maximum of one tone per tone-bearing unit
underlyingly. And we will see in chapter 6 that Tiv stipulates one
tone per verb~ Hence discovery of limitations on the number ,)f lac-
cents' or 'tones' that can be assigned to some prosodic unit, does
not constitute an argument for an 'accentual' analysis.
Concerning accent subordination, it has been found that the
tonal-accent languages like Tonga do not manifest this property.
Again, therefore, we find a lack of evidence for a true accentual
approach.
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Both of these facts -- ie., multiple accents per word and lack
of subordination -- have been pointed out by Goldsmith (1981). But,
unlike Goldsmith, I interpret them as arguments against introducing
the notion of 'accent' into the analysis of such languages.
4. Distributional constraints
Another argument for a language being -accentual' as opposed
to 'tonal' concerns the number of possible prosodic patterns for
prosodic units of length ~ (NB.: Hyman 1978). In a tone language, if
there were two tones, then one would expect 2" possibilities fOl~ words
of length ~, while a languages with three tones would be expected to
exhibit 3n possibilities for words of length ~. An accentual language,
on the other hand, would be expected to exhibit ~ possibilities for
a word of length ~, or n+1 possibilities if words can be underlyingly
accentless.
As Hyman points out, however, languages are rarely so straight-
forward. For example, Yoruba restricts the occurrence of tones on
the first syllable of a disyllabic noun to Mand h, although the
second syllnble can bear ~, Mor h. Hence for Yoruba, a three-tone
language, disyllabic nouns have only six possible prosodic patterns.
And as mentioned above, Tiv allows only a single tone per verb; hence,
even for trisyllabic verbs, there are only two prosodic patterns.
On the other side of the coin, it has been proposed that accents
in languages like Fasu (May and Loeweke 1964) and Igbo (Clark 1982),
may be assigned more than one possible tonal melody, thereby
multiplying the number of possible prosodic patterns in such an
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'accent' system.
Consider a hypothetical language that exhibits two surface tones,
li and ~, and where the patterns h-h, ~ and ~ are possible on
disyllabic nouns, but not * ~. This distribution could be accounted
for accentually by assuming that the three possible patterns are:
* *~, ~ and ~, and that no word may bear two accents. The same
distribution could be accounted for tonally, if we assume that the
possible patterns are represented as: V V, V V and V V ; L-tones are
I IH H
assigned by default and no word may bear two lexical tones.
Hence one cannot conclude that a given language requires the
notion 'accent' by determining the number of prosodic patterns for
words of length ~.
5. Melodies
One argument that has been advanced for analysing languages
like Tonga as accentual is that the tonal representation "consists
strictly of an integral number of copies of a fixed language-specific
Basic Tone Melodyl. (Goldsmith 1982). For example in Tonga, Goldsmith
(1981) and Halle and Vergnaud (1982) propose that the Basic Tone
*Melody is ~. To the extent that such generalizations are valid
-- since even in an accentual approach, such patterns can be masked
by the operation of phonological ruleg -- I suggest that the relevant
tonal 'melodies' are simply the result of applying rules and conven-
tions to underlying representations that include pre-linked tones.
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For example, in the Luganda example se~n in (3), what might be
*construed as a L H L accentual melody is derived by the interaction
of a pre-linked H-tone with the rule of default L-irlsertion discussed
in chapter 3 (sections 5. and 6.1).
By proposing that such melodies are derived rather than basic,
this approach can re-instate a constraint that has surreptitiously
bee1 by-passed by the melody approach. In Chomsky and Halle (1968),
it is proposed that phonological rules of the type shown in (4) should
be disallowed in the construction of grammars.
(4) A ~ B C / p Q
But the rules assigning tonal melodies are rules of precisely this
sort. The structural description of tone melody assignment is an
accented unit, and the structural change consists of assigning a
seguence of tones to such a unit:
(5) * *V ~ V
1
H L
Hence such rules should only be allowed in a grammar if it can be
demonstrated that the tonal sequence constitutes some type of single
unit. Such is, of course, the claim of the tonal accent approach,
but there is, as far a~I can tell, no evidence for such a claim.
Sequences of tones can constitute a unit. For examp1e, one or
more tones may constitute all (or part) of a morpheme in some language.
But the re1evant sequences of tones in a language like Tonga do not
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constitute nlorphemes. One such sequence is assigned to every
occurrence of an accent, irrespective of the morphological make-up
of the relevant unit (NB.: figure (1) above).
To allow assignment of sequences of tones to a single element
because such sequences constitute some sort of 'tonal melody' opens
up the possibility of all manner of rules that would violate the
condition prohibi!:~g rules of the type shown in (4). For example,
epenthesis rules could insert 'core melodies' as in (6).
(6) ep -)- VC / C_VJ
They could also insert 'harmony melodies' as in (7).
(7) * *C -)- C
I
*[+backJ [-back] [+back]
Without imposing severe constraints on the types of sequences
that can legitimately constitute 'prosodic melodies', such a move
result5 in a considerable weakening of phonological theory.
'Melodies' of the types shown in (8) can be der;v~d by pre-
linking a tone and assigning a second tone by a rule of epenthesis
(assuming that acfault rules, etc. would not h~ve derived the melodJ '
w1 thout special epenthesis rules).
(8) a.
b.
*[aF]
*[SF] [aF]
c.
d.
*[aF] [SF]
*[SF] [aF] [YF]
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For example, the pattern in (Bc) could be derived by the rule
in (9), where [aF] represents the pre-linked value.
(9) ¢ ~ [SF] / [aF] ___
On the other hand, melodies like those in (10) could not be
derived by any single rule of epenthesis, unless such a rule was of
the prohibited type shown in (4).
(.0) a.
b.
c.
*[aF] [SF] [YF]
*[SF] [yF] [aF]
*[SF] [yF] [aF] [3F] r~F]
By assuming that complex melodies must be derived by
rules, we predict that the melodies of (10) will be highly marked,
compared to those in (8), since the melodies in (10) would require
more than one rule in their derivation. And from the cases discussed
in work by Goldsmith (1981, 1982), Clark (1982), Halle and Vergnaud
(1982), Odden (1982), etc., this prediction seems to be corre~t, as
there have been no melodies proposed in such work that would
correspond to the cases in (10). Hence even if it becomes necessary
to have tonal melodies in the grammar of some language, a restrictive
iheory should require that such melodies be derived by rules of
epenthesis, rather than to allow them to appear cost-free as some
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type of 'melodic unit'.
6. Symmetry
As a final point, Hyman (1978) suggests that in 'tone' languages,
tones behave in a relatively symmetric fashion, whereas in 'accent'
languages, one tone (generally the H-tone) has some special status.
There are two points to be made about this suggestion. First, this
thesis suggests that even ill 'tone' languages like Yoruba, Tiv and
Margi, one observes asymmetrical behaviour of different tones. Hence
in Yoruba, li and h tones have a special status with respect to ~;
in Tiv, as I will show in chapter 6, the status of L-tones is different
fr1m that of H-tones. While this asymmetry is not fully explained in
the present account, a partial explanation is supplied by the theory
of underspecification. In Yoruba, for example, we saw that ~ and h
tones were 's~ecial' in that they are underlying1y represented -- unlike
M-tones that are only assigned by default.
Underspecification also :ontributes to an explanation of the
special status of the H-tone in 'accent' languages like Luganda and
Japanese. It is proposed that such languages have been thought of as
-accentual' because only H-tones are represented underlyingly -- that
is, vowels are underlyingly either linked to a H-tone or toneless. It
follows that rules of spreading, etc. will- treat H-tones differently
from L-tones since rules affecting H-tones may apply prior to the
assignment of L-tones, while rules affecting L-tones apply to a
fully specified string.
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7. Luganda
The proposal to represent tonal accents as lexically linked
tones comes from work on Luganda by Hyman (1982). Hyman proposes
that an 'accented' vowel in Luganda should be represented under-
lyingly as in (11).
(11 ) v
I
H
As we saw in (3) above, this means that a noun like abapakasl 'porters'
will be represented as in (12).
(12) a.
Although Hyman assumed two separate mechanisms for assigning L-tones
to a word like (12), I will assume here that their source is uniformly
Default L-insertion.
b. a + ba + pakas + ;
I I I I IL L HL L
A crucial fact to be captured in an analysis of Luganda is that there
are precisely two tonal/accentual options available for underlying
vowels. Hence the ~ in (11) refers in fact to a specification of
[+Upper], as the feature [Raised] plays no role in Luganda. Similarly,
the rule of Default L-insertion refers to the assignment of the
default value for [Upper]:
(13) Default L-insertion: -+ ~.
I
[-Upper]
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Underlyingly, vowels may either be toneless or they may bear a H-tone.
Evidence that the vowels that surface as h in cases like (12) are
really toneless, comes from consideration of phrases like:
"~, ...... ,, ~, ~~ ... 'i
abatalilabilila abapakasl 'they who will not look after porters'.
According to Hyman, this phrase has the underlying representation
gi ven in (14).
(14) a + ba + ta + 1i + lab + il + il + a ## a + ba + pakas + i
I I I I IH H H H H
Two rules are relevant for the derivation of the surface form of this
phrase. First, a rule is required to change the second H into a L
in a VV sequence:
I IH H
(15 ) Lowering: 4
H -.- L /
v V
I I
H
This rule must apply iteratively from right to lefL ;n order to
derive (16) from (14).
(16) a + ba + ta + 1i + lab + i~ + i1 + a ## a + ba + pakas + i
I I I I IH L L L H
The second rule that is relevant spreads a H-tone onto any toneless
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vowels to its left, provided that the sequence of toneless vowels is
preceded by a vowel to which a tone ;s assigned.
(17) H-spread (Luganda):
This rule, like Lowering, applies iteratively from right to left.
deriving (18) from (16).
(18) a + ba + ta + li + lab + i1 + il +
H L L L
+ pakas +
H
And as the final stage of the derivation, Default L-insertion assig~s
L-tones to any 1eft··over vowels. The crucial point about the rule of
H-spread is that it spreads only onto vowels that have not been
assigned a tone. It does not spread a H onto a V-slot that is already
linked to either a H-tone or a L-tone. This fact is easily accounted
for if the vowels that are not 'accented' are underlyingly toneless,
but becomes somewhat more difficult to explain if L-tones are present
as part of the 'basic tone melody'.
There are several points that need to be made about the above
analysis of Luganda. First, since Hyman did not view the default inser-
tion of L-tones as a unified process, I must show why two mechanisms
are not required. Hyman assumed that surface L-tones to the right
of a H-tone are obtained by a rule that inserts a si~gle L-tone tLJt
spreads onto any available vowels. l-tones to the left of a H-tone
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are obtained in Hyman's analysis by linking a h 'boundary' tone.
The reason that these rules could not be collapsed concerned basically
their relationship with the rule of H-spread (17). For Hyman, if a
single L-tone were inserted both before and after a H-tone, then a
" " "" " ~word like abapakasl would have a derived representation like the
following:
(19 ) a + ba + pakas + i
I I IL H L
Hence, by the formulation of H-spread given in (17), we would incor-
rectly expect the ~ in (19) to spread onto the toneless syllable ba.
~~is problem derives from the assumption that a single h is inserted.
According to the proposal of this thesis, a L-tone is inserted for
every toneless vowel t when default assignment of tones takes place.
Hence there would never be a representation like (19) on which
phonological rules could act.
Moreover, for the theory of underspecificacion outlined in the
previous chapter, rule (17) as formulated is an impossible rule, since
it refers to a L-tone ([-Upper]) before the default rule assigning
L-tones has applied. That is, a rule cannot refer both to [-Upper]
and to toneless vowels. This problem Cln be solved by simply ora~ring
H-spread before Lowering instead of after it. This allows a theoretic-
ally acceptable formulation of H-spread, as in (20), and requires a
slight reformulation of Lowering, as in (21).
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(20) H-spread (Luganda): (revised)
(21 ) Lowering: (revised)
H ~ L /
v V
I l;t
H
An interesting point about the rule of H-spread ;s that it
applies across word-boundaries, and must therefore be a post-lexical
rule. And since default insertion of L-tones takes place after
the application of H-spread, tt'is means that default tonal values
are assigned post-lexically in Luganda, as they are in Yoruba.
Hence lexical rules in Luganda are predicted to make reference only
to H-tones but never to L-tones, since L-tones are not introduced in
the lexicon.
In closing this brief discussion of Luganda, I w~sh to stress
that by accounting for 'accent' in Luga,1da by pre-linking tones,
rather than by introducing accentual diacritics, we derive a
considerably more restrictive theory. Not only can rules not refer
to accents (as distinct from tones), but they can only refer to H-tones
until after default L-insertion has applied.
8. Tonga
Since Meeussen's (1963) analysis of Tonga, it seems to be
generally agreed that syllables ir Tonga belong to either of two
tonal classes: a 'marked' class and an 'unmarked' class. What is not
as clear is precisely how these tonal classes are to be characterized.
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It should be stressed that no more than two classes appear to be
necessary. In Goldsmith's (1981) account, it is proposed than auto-
s~gmental theory can characterize the two classes as 'accented' and
·unaccented'. As mentioned above, the accented class is distinguished
by the inclusion in underlying representations of one or more accentual
diacritics. The unaccented class ;s char~cterized underlyingly by
*the absence of such diacritics. For example, the stem si •smoke ,
is lexically accented, while the stem su 'flour' ;s not. When two
unaccented prefixes are added to these stems, we obtain results like
the following: -: ~ ... .... ........,bus~ 'smoke'; lbusu ·flour'. The accented form is
*accounted for in Goldsmith (1981) by assigning a~ tone melody,
where the L is linked to the accented vowel and the ~ spreads onto
any unaccented vowels to the l~ft:
(22) or *i + bu + si ~ i + bu + s;
~lH L
Concerning the unaccented stems, Halle and Vergnaud propose
that the L-tones that surface in such cases are default values.
I will adopt this suggestion, but differ from Halle and Vergnaud·s
5
account in that I assume the default value to be an autoseg~ent.
(23) ; + bu + su ~ i + bu + su
I I IL L L
The issue to be addressed in this section is whether or not the
intermediate step of laccents l i~ required in the derivation of tonal
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representations in Tonga. I suggest that they are not, and propose
that 'accented' vowels in Tonga, just as in Luganda, are indicated
by the pre-linking of a H-tone. Consider the derivation of ibusl .
... ~ .... ... .... "We know from comparing ibusl 'smoke' with ibusu 'flour', that it is
the stem that bears the appropriate accentual marking. Hence ibusl
must have a lexical representation as in (24).
(24) i + bu + 5;
I
H
To derive the H-tones that occur on the f'irst two vowels of {bus"
I propose that Tonga has a rule comparable to H-spread (LuganJa),
except that in Tonga the left-hand conditioning tone is not required:
(25) H-spread (Tonga): ~ V
" I
ft
(26) H- spread (Luganda): @ V
"J
H H
As in Luganda, this rule will apply iteratively in Tonga from left to
right, deriving (27) from (24).
(27) i + bu + si
'-'-', J
H
i + bu + 5 i
-- ~ I
-- .... ~
H
The fact that the stem in ;busl surfaces with a L-tone can then
be cdptured by a delinking rule as in (28). The rule deletes the right-
most association line of a H-tone. (This del inking rule is subject to
a condition on its application in certain tenses that I will discuss below.)
(28) Delinking: 6 vG
H
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Since Delinking results in vowels that are toneless, Default L-inser-
tion (13) will subsequently apply to give us a surface h on the
underlyingly 'accented' vowel. For example, Delinking and Default
L-insertion will apply to the representation in (27) as follows:
(29) a.
b.
i + bu + si
~
H
Delinking (28)
Default L-insertion (13)
Before going on to examine more facts of Tonga, a number of
points should be stressed. First~ consider the rules of H-spread ;n
Tonga and Luganda (25 &26). Under the analysis of this chapter,
the two rules are formally very similar. Both spread a linked H-tone
onto any free tone-bearing units to the left. Under dn accentual
analysis, the rules become formally quite distinct because of assump-
tions about the nature of tone-spreading. In the case of Luganda,
a rule is required to spread the accented li to its left; in Tonga,
*on the other hand, the floating li of the ~ melody spreads by
convention. Apart from the fact that there are problems with allowing
automatic spreading of tones, such an approach fails to capture the
similarity of the phenomena in Tonga a~d Luganda, two closely related
languages.
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A second point concerns underlying representations of 'marked'
syllables. In both 'accentual' and 'pre-linking' accounts, Tonga
and Luganda are treated analogously. That is, in an accentual
approach, 'marked' syllables in both languages are assigned an
accentual diacritic; in a pre-linking approach, 'marked' syllables
are assigned a lexical H-tone. The two approaches differ considerably,
however, in their approach to deriving the surface h that appears on
underlying1y 'marked' syllables in Tonga, as opposed to the ~ that
appears on such syllables in Luganda. In an accentual approach,
different Basic Tone Melodies are assigned in the two languages; in
the pre-linking approach, a rule derives the L-tone in Tonga.
This difference is interesting for the following reason. In a
number of verb tenses, 'marked' syllables do in fact surface in Tonga
with a ~. In the accentual approach of Goldsmith (1981) and Halle and
Vergnaud (1982), such cases require the addition of rules of accent
deletion and/or rules of tonal adjustment. In the approach taken here,
such cases are suggested to result from the blocking of Delinking in
certain cases. Hence, where in the accentl,)l approach, such cases
reflect departures from underlying accentual patterns, in the approach
taken here, they represent a more transparent realization of the
underlying pattern.
In the following sections, I will examine phenomena concerning
two types of rules in Goldsmith's analysis of Tonga. First, I will
consider cases where Goldsmith argued for accentual rules. Second, I
will consider cases where a rule seems to refer to both tone and
accent. In all cases, it will be shown that a purely tonal analysis is
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at least as satisfactory as an accentual one, and in some cases,
c'jearly to be preferred.
8.1 Verb bases
Verbs in Tonga are of two types. The first type bears a lexical
'accent' while the ~ecund does not. What is striking about the
accented class, however, is that th~ accent is always on the first
syllable of the verb base.
*(30) a. bon 'see'
*b. silik 'care fori
*,.. swiilil 'listen to'\.. .
Within an accentual framework, this can only be accounted for by
stipulation. Within a tonal approach~ on the other hand, such facts
can be accounted for by assuming that the H-tones present in such
verb forms are unlinked, and associated to the first vowel by the
normal left-to-right association conventions. This is a strong
argument for a tonal analysis of Tonga. J~ the standard autosegmental
approach to tone, pre-linking of tones ;s resorted to only when
linkings are not by convention. The fact that linkings are by conven-
tion in Tonga suggests that verb bases are of the form given in (31).
(31 )
[
a (0) (0) ]
(H)
Verbs are of one or more syllables, with or without a lexical H-tone.
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When the H-tone is present, it associates by left-to-right convention
on the first cycle. Additional evidence for the cycle will be seen
in sections 8.6 and 8.7 below; there will also be evidence for
other free tones in To~ga.
8.2 Initial H-deletion
Before turning to the possible reasons for an accentual analysis
of Tonga, I will briefly discuss two rules that will be necessary
for an understanding of later cases.
In finite verbal forms, Goldsmith shows that there is a rule
that deletes an initial H-tone.
(32) Initial H-deletion: H ~ ~ / [
Verb
For example, the difference between H-toned stems and toneless stems
is neutralized in cases like the following:
(33) a. [tu [la [ [lang] aJ ] ] I we look fori
b. 'we see'
In (33a), the verb stem~ ;s toneless, while in (33b), the stem bon
bears a H-tone. But the ~ of bon is deleted by Initial H-deletion,
so the surface forms of both cases have L-tones throughout: tUlalanga,
tulabona.
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8.3 Downstep creation
The second important rule ;s one of downstep creation. Consider,
for example, the contrast between the unprefixed and prefixed forms
..... ~..... ~I ~ ~... 7for the word 'lizard', namely tombela and baetombela.
(34) a.
H-spread (25) applies "in bo~h cases producing the following result:
b.
[
tombela]I "J
H H
Post-lexically, Delinking (28) will apply:
c.
Following the Relinking Condition proposed in chapter 3 (figure 39),
~he floating H-tone in (34c) will not relink. I assume that it
therefore deletes, although nothing rests on this assulnptione Default
L-insertion (13) then applies, giving:
d.
[
tombela]
I I IL H L [
batombela]
I I I IH L H L
We have now correctly derived the unpreiixed form tombela. To derive
the prefixed form, Goldsmith proposes the following rule:
(35) Downstep creation: v
~
v V(' ',J
L H
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This ru 1p spreads a ~ onto the preceding h in a H L H sequence. The
h will automatically be del inked (NB: Halle clnd Vergnaud 1982) since
Tonga does not allow more than one tone to be linked ~( a single tone-
bearing unit.
Downstep creation will apply to the form in (34d) to derive
... 1 ... ... ...
ba·tombela.
(36)
8.4 Meeussen's rule
[
batombela]I '" J I
H L H L
The first 'accentual' rule of Goldsmith's analysis that I will
examine is Meeussen's rule. According to Goldsmith, this rule deletes
the second accent in a sequence of two accents prior to the insertion
* 0
of tone melodies. By using V to indicate an accented vowel and V to
indicate an unaccented vowel, this rule can be formalized as:
(37) Meeussen's rule~ *V ~ ~ / *V C
o
There are two types of cases that require M~eussen's rule. TIle
first, I will only mention briefly since Halle and Vergnaud show ttat
even within an accentual approach to Tonga, the rule is not required.
Consider a verb such as balababona 'they are seeing them', In
Goldsmithls analysis, such a word will have an underlying form as in
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(38a), Meeussen's Rule will derive the form in (38b), and assignment
of Basic Tone Melodies will derive the form in (38c).
(38) a. [b~ [la [b~ [b~nJ a]
* *
0b. ba + la + ba + bon + a Meeussen's Rule (37)
* *c. ba + la + ba + bon + a Basic Tone Melody
I l
H L H L
Goldsmith's conventions of linking and spreading, ;n conjunction with
the rule of Initial H-deletion (32), will correctly derive bal~babona.
Halle and Vergnaud (1982) show that such cases do not require
Meeussen's rule, howev~r, if free tones do not link automatically
when there is no available free tone-bearing unit. Hence under their
assumption~, the form ;n (38) would be derived as follows:
* * *(39) a. oa + la + ba + bon + a
I I I
Hl L H2 L H3 L
Basic Tone Melody
til will delete by Initial H-deletion (32); H2 will link to the vowel
of ~; ~3 will remain in the string without linking, and consequently
without phonetic effect. Hence, this approach also correctly derives
balababona.
In the tonal approach taken here, such forms are derived without
requiring any new rules. As seen in (40)~ H-spread (25), Delinking (28)
and Default L-insertion (13) give the correct surface form in such
a case.
(40) a.
b.
c.
d.
[b! [la [b! [ [b!n] a] ] ] ]
[b! [la,{-b~ [ [b!n] a] ] ]]
[ba 1~bOI~.}J'H H H
[
ba1ababOna]
I I I I IL H L L L
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H-spread (25)
De1inking (28)
Default L-insertion (13)
Hence in the tonal analysis of this chapter, as in the accentual
analysis of Halle and Vergnaud, Meeussen's rule (37) ;s redundant
in cases like balababona 'they are seeing them'.
I n t~,e second c1 ass of cases, both Go1 dsm; th and Ha 11 e and
Vergnaud require application of Meeussen's rule. The cases in question
are the 'weak' forms of verbs that result from assigning emphasis to
a verb's object. Compare the following:
(41) a. [ ndakato1a] [ nyama]
V N
b. [ ndik~!t61&] [ nyama]
V N
'I TOOK meat' (strong)
'I took MEAT I (weak)
In accentual terms, the weak form ;s distinguished from the
strong form by the presence of an 'accent' on the first syllable of
a noun or particle immediately following the verb. That is, when the
noun object is emphasized, it is assigned an initial accent. Hence in
the strong form above (41a), the noun object is unaccented; in the
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weak form (41b), nyama has been assigned an accent on its first
syllable.
Without bothering to show how this proposal works in Goldsmith's
and Halle and Vergnaud's accentual analyses, it is worthwhile
demonstrating that the proposal to assign an accent to the object
of the weak forms translates directly into the tonal approach taken
here -- we simply assign a H-tone to the first syllable of the object.
(42) a.
b.
[ndi + a + ka + tolI I
H H
[ndi + a + ka + tolI I
H H
+ a] [nYama]
+ a] [ny!ma]
Strong
We~k
After the assignment of the H-tone in the weak forms, the two
sentences in (42) are derived without complication. First, consider
the strong form (42a):
(43) Strong
8H-spread (25)
Initial H-deletion
(32)
Delinking (28)
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Default L-insertio1 (13) applies to both words, correctly deriving:
ndakatola nyama.
Turning to the weak form, we obtain the following derivation for
the sentence in (42b):
(44) Weak
H-spread (25)
H-spread (25)
I assume that H-spread applies both lexically -- in the derivation
of the verb -- and post-lexically -- between the verb and its object.
Evidence for this position will be seen in section 8.6. The post-
lexical derivation then continues as follows:
[
ndakatola}f;yama]
I I I I IL H L H L L
[
ndakatol%yama]
, I ~ -- -- 'I
L H L HL L
Initial H-deletion (32)
De1ink i ng (28)
Default L-insertion
( 13)
Downstep creation (35)
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Hence, we derive the correct surface form, ndaka·tola nyama.
Given this much discussion of 'strong' and 'weak' forms, we
ar~ now ready to turn to the cases that require Meeussenls rule in
both Goldsmith's and Halle and Vergnaud's analyses. Consider, for
example, the following cases reproduced from Halle and Vergnaud,
where the letter Q represents the initial accented syllable of the
word following the verb.
(45) a. [ndi + : + b~n + a] [5 ... Tense 16
[ * * * 1 [*b. ndi + a + ba + bon + oJ 0 ... Tense 16
c. [ndi + ~ + ka + b~ + b~n + a] [5 ...
Tense 19
In all three cases, we obtain incorrect results if we assign tonal
melodies and apply the tonal rules of Goldsmith or Halle and Vergnaud
without first changing the accentual structure of such weak verbs.
The solution adopted in both analyses, therefore, was to have Meeussen's
rule (37) apply in such cases, changing the forms in (45) into those
in (46).
[ndi * bon + a] [0 ...(46) a. + a +
rndi * 0
0
+ a] [0 ...b. + a + ba + bon
\ ..
[ndi * * 0 + a] [0 ...c. + a + ka + ba + bon
The tonal rules as formulated will then derive the correct surface tonal
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forms.
In contrast with the above approach, however, the analysis of
this chaptel~ requires no additional rules to account for the forms
in (45). In (47) below, I give the forms for the three cases under
discussion as they would appear after application of H-spread (25).
(47) a.
b.
c.
For purposes of exposition, I have numbered the H-tones in the examples
in (47). ~l in all three examples will ultimately undergo Initial
H-deletion (32), ~c it is no surprise that the initial tone is always
h in the above examples. What is surprising is that H-tones are
retained on certain syllables in spite of the rule of Delinking (28).
For example, the li of bon is apparently not del inked in all three
cases. An interesting generalization emerges: Delinking applies to
the cases in (47) only if the relevant H-tone is linked to more than
one tone-bearing unit. That is, ~3 undergoes Delinking in (47d);
~ undergoes Delinking in (47b); and in (47c), both HZ and ~ are
subject to D~1 inking. Hence, under a tonal analysis of Tonga, no new
rule is required for weak forms -- we need only impose a condition on
the application of Delinking.
(48) Delinking (revised): a V V~~
H
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Condition: a = required in weak verb forms only
As formulated in (48), Delinking removes the rightmost association
line from a multiply associated H-tone i.l all cases, and from a H-tone
that is li~ked to a single tone-bearing unit, only in non-'weak'
forms.
In conclusion, we see that there is nothing in the facts of
such weak forms that requir~es the introduction of accents into an
analysi5 of Tonga. Moreover, no tonal equivalent of Meeussen's rule
is required in the analysis presented here. The correct forms are
derived by imposing a condition on the independently motivated rule
of Delinking.
8.4.1 Rule application
It is appropriate at this point to consider the question of
where the various rules considered so far apply -- lexically or
post-lexically.
The weak verb forms ar~ particularly instructive on this issue.
Consider the derivation in (44) above. There we have clear evidence
that H-spread (25) applies across word~boundaries. This is a clear
indication that H-spread applie~ post-lexically; I have also suggested
that it applies lexically, but the crucial evidence will not come
until section 8.6.
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Since H-spread applies post-lexically, Initial H-deletion (32),
Delinking (48) and Default L-insertion (13) must all apply post-lexic-
ally, and not lexically. Consider first the case of Default L-inserti')lI.
... ~ I ~ "" ........In the derivation of ndakaetola nyama in (44), it was proposed that
the output of the lexicon was the following:
(49)
If Default L-insertion had applied in the lexicon, then instead
of (49), we would ha 'e (50):
(50)
But the structural description of H-spread is not met in (50), so
after Delinking and Initial H-deletion had applied, we would
incorrectly derive * ndakatola nyama. Hence, Default L-insertion
must not apply lexically in Tonga.
Looking at the same example, imagine that Initial H-deletion (32)
had applied lexically. Then instead of the representation in (49),
the output of the lexicon would be as in (51).
(51) a.
In this case, post-lexical application of H-spread would overgenerate.
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b.
App1icatioll of Delinking (48), Default L-insertion (13) and Downstep
~ ~ I .A ~ "'-,
creation (35) would ir,correctly result in * ndaka·tola nyama.
Hence, this example shows that Irdtial H-deletion (32) must apply
post-lexically, and not lexically.
Turning to Delinking (48), the same example shows that Delinking
like Default L-insertion and Initial L-insertion -- must only
apply post-lexically. LExical application of Oelinking would again
cause post-lexical application of H-spread to spread too far. (I will
leave construction of the example to the doubting reader.)
Lastly, the structural description of Downstep Creation (35)
requires the previous assignment of L-tones. Therefore, since
Default L-insertion takes place only at the post-lexical stratum,
Downstep creation, too, must apply post-lexically.
Hence, although the tone association within verb stems shows
that tone association is cyclic (and therefore lexical), most of
the rules examined so far must apply post-lexically. Note, however,
that while H-spread must apply post-lexically, nothing goes wrong
if it also applies lexically. And as we will see later, it does ;n
fact apply at both lexical and post-lexical strata.
8.5 Accent shift
A second case of a putative accent rule concerns what Goldsmith
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terms Accent Shift. The problem ;s how to derive certain Recent Past
9(strong) verb forms such as the following: .
(52) .A. • ndabona
B. ndababona
c. wabona
D. wababona
E. ndabalanga
F. wabalanga
G. walanga
The letters A - F correspond to the boxes on page 21 of Goldsmith
(1981) and I include G as an additional example. In his article,
Goldsmith argues that facts such as those found in the Recent Past
forms above require an accent shift rule such as:
* * * *(53) Accent Shift: a. -a- V V ~ -a- V V or,
b. * *a V * ~a V
The arrow in (53b) indicates a ·post-accent'. This means that the
vowel following the post-accent will become accented. The rule in
(53) ;s problematic for the dccount of this chapter in that it is
formulated as applying to accents, but in addition it turns out that
it only accounts for forms such as in (52) if major revisions are
made in the Elsewhere Condition. Goldsmith proposes that the correct
notion of disjunctivity ;s "one according to which the more GENERAL
rule can be precluded from applying not only by the ACTUAL application
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of the more specific rule, butthe PRESENCE of the more specific rule
that is, its potential application later in the derlvation.
Furthermore, this sensitivity of the rule-application algorithm
extends to an 'awareness' as to whether the more specific rule ...
may apply to that SPECIFIC form. 1I (Goldsmith 1981 p.24)
Halle and Vergnaud argue that such a powerful version of the
Elsewhere Condition ;s not ;n fact required for the facts of Tonga.
Since the theoretical revi~ions that Goldsmith's analysis requires are
neither independently motivated nor necessary for Tonga, they propose
that his analysis of the Recent Past tense should be abnndoned. They
prooose instead the following rule for the cases under discussion.
(54) * *so: [c V C V
L H L
sc: link H to nearest accessible
vowel on its right.
Although this rule does not require as far-reaching a theoretical
revision as the proposal of Goldsmith, it is nevertheless incompatible
with the approach of this chapter, since it requires reference to
diacritical accents as well as tone.
I wish to propose here that the facts in (49) should be ac~ounted
for by two rules. The first rule applies to all those cases that begin
with a glide (ie. 49 C, 0, F and G). Below Jre underlying and surface
forms f0r these cases:
(55) C.
D.
F.
G.
[I [I [bI [ [bIn] a] ] ] ]
[I [I [b! [ [lang] a] ] ] ]
[I [I [[lang] a] ] ]
.~
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Given the representations in (55), we would expect Delinking (48) to
dissociate all H-tones in all four cases, thereby resulting in
L-tones throughout. Such a result would, of course, be incorre(t.
To derive the correct result, I propose a rule deleting the second
H-tone in such cases.
(56) Second H-deletion: / [ r vI
This rule has to apply before the post-lexical application of
H-spread since Second H-deletion feeds H-spread in examples C, 0
and F of (55).10 Consider the following derivations:
(G7)
First, S~:ond H-deletion (56) applies to both cases:
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Post-lexically, H-spread applies to example 0:
[
u a ba bon a]
1 ",J I
H H H
Initial H-deletion (32) applies to both cases:
[~ a ba bon a] [~ a lang a]"'J ,H H
Delinking (48) and Default L-insertion then apply:
[U ~ b:n a]
[U a ba bon a] [~ a 1ang !]) Ii) I I )L H L L L L L
After glide formation, the correct forms are derived for such cases,
namely wababona and walanga.
The second class of cases in (52) have the following underlying
forms:
(58) A. [ndi [I [ [bIn] a] ] ]
.... ~ ....
-)l- ndabona
B. [ndi [I [bI [ [bIn] a] ] ] ]
-)- ndababona
E. [ndi [I [bI [ [lang] a] ] ] ]
~
ndabalanga
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As a first point about the cases in (58), it does not seem that
the rule that deletes the i of ndi can be collapsed with the glide
formation rule required for the forms in (55). This is because in
other cases of an ~ sequence, a glide is attested. Consider, for
example the following case:
(59) 'pour (hortative
affirmative) I
This is important because the vowel of ndi blocks Second H-deletion
(56) from applying to the cases in (58). I assume that the rule that
deletes the 1 is a morphologically conditioned rule, and therefore
that it must apply lexically. Since Second H-deletion must precede
the i-deletion rule, this means that Second H-deletion must also
apply lexically. On the other hand, the fact that cyclic application
of Second H-deletion would yield incorrect results in a case like 0
in (57), suygests that Second H-de1etion ;s a word-level rule.
After Second H-deletion has had a chance to apply, and the;
of ndi has been deleted, I propose that the following rule applies:
(60) Recent Past Spread: 11
Consider the following sample derivations.
(61) A.
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First, the; of ndi ;s deleted:
Recent Past Spread (60) then applies:
Note that as formulated, Recent Past Spread will automatically del ink
the third ~ in ndababo~a, since Tonga does not allow multiple linkings
of tones. However, since Recent Past Spread does not specifically
del ink the ~, the Relinking Condition discussed in chapter 3 (figure
39) will allow the association conventions to relink the free H-tone.
I point this out for the sake of clarity, but nothing hinges the
the reassociation -- or lack thereof -- in this case.
Post-lexically, Initial H-deletion (32), Delinking (48) and
Default L-insertion (13) will then apply:
[
nd a ba bon a]
L ~ L [
Initial H-del. (32)
&Delinking (48)
Def. L-insertion
(13)
Hence we correctly derive ndabona and ndababona.
To conclude the discussion of this tense, it has been shown that
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no enrichment of tonal theory is required to derive the forms in (52).
There is no need to invoke a powerful and otherwise unmotivated
version of the Elsewhere Condition~ nor is it necessary to make
reference to diacritical accents in tonal rules. Although the analysis
that I have presented requires two rules instead of the one rule
proposed by either Goldsmith or Halle and Vergnaud, it is questionable
that the cases discussed really motivate the type of enrichment of the
theory that the inclusion of accents would entail. Moreover, there
is evidence that the processes in the Recent Past tense forms should
be distinguished as resulting from two separate rules since one of
the rules -- namely Second H-deletion (56) -- applies ;n another
tense discussed by Goldsmith.
8.6 Hortative Affirmative
The Hortative Affirmative ;s interesting for two reasons. First,
it illustrates a case where Goldsmith ~roposed a rule referring to
both accent and tone. Second, the rule of Second H-deletion
proposed for the cases discussed in the previous section -- also
applies in this tense.
Consider forms such as the following:
(62) I II
a. kamubona d. kamulanga
b. kamus11ika e. kamutobela
c. kamusw;,l;la f. kamuyandaula
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The H-tones throughout the stems -- which I have underlineJ in (62) --
indicate that the final vowel is 'accented' in this tense. This fact
alone allows us to correctly derive the forms in column II of (62).
Consider kamutobela (62e), for example:
(63) a.
H-spread (25) applies cyclically to derive:
b.
Post-lexically, Initial H-de1etion (32), De1inking (48) and Default
L-insertion (13) will ther derive:
c.
[
ka mu tobel a]
I I \l IL L H L
Hence the rules already discussed give us the desired result,
kamutobela.
Consider now a form such as kamubatobela.
(64) a.
H-spread (25) would apply to this form, deriving:
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b.
After the application of Initial H-deletion (32), Delinking (48)
and Default L-insertion (13), we would expect the tone of ba to be
h, whereas in fact it is ~. I propose, therefore, that the Hortative
Affirmative, like weak verb forms, blocks Delinking from applying
to H-tones that are not mul~iply linked. That is, the condition on
Delinking given in (48), also applies to the Hortative Affirmative.
Hence Initial H-deletion (32) and D~linking (48) will derive (64c),
and the application of Default L-;ns~rtion (13) will give (64d).
c.
d.
[
ka mu ba tobel a]
I I I \] IL L H H L
.. ... ~ ...
Given this approach, consider now a form like kamubona (62a).
(65) a.
F~rst, H-spread (25) will apply:
b.
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The initial H will then be deleted by Initial H-deletion (32):
c.
Delinking (48) should not affect either H-tone left in (65c) since
in this tense, the rule of Delinking only del inks the rightmost
association line of a multiply linked tone. Incorrectly, therefore,
we would expect to derive *kamubona.
To obtain the correct result in such cases, we need to apply
Second H-deletion (56). Consider again the underlying form of
kamubona given in (GSa). If Second H-deletion is revised to apply as
a mirror image! ule, then its structural description ;s met in a case
like (65a), where the final vowel has been assigned an accent. The
result of its application in such a case is shown in (66).
(66)
Regular application of H-spread (25), Initial H-deletion (32),
Delinking (48) and Default L-insertion (13) will then correctly
derive kamubona.
To summarize, I propose that the condition on Delinking shown
earlier to be requ;~ed for weak verb forms, also applies in the
Hortative Affirmative. Also, the rule of Second H-deletion (56)
-- reformulated as a mirror image rule -- applies in this tense.
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Now consider the following form:
(67) ......... ....1 ........~ kamundi-bona
This form is problematic for an accentual account because the final
accented vowel surfaces with u H instead of a L_ To account for
such a case, Goldsmith proposed the following rule:
(68) Double-Accent Flop: 12
In the approach taken here, the form in (67) does not require any
new rules, if we assume the following: 1. the ~ deleted by Second
H-de1etion must not be multiply linked: 13
(69) Second H-deletion (revised): H ~ ~ % [I
2. H-spread (25) applies both lexically and post-lexically_
........ ..-, ......
Given these two assumptions, a case like kamundi-bona is
derived as follows:
(70) a.
b.
[bIn]
[ [bIn] I]
st1 cycle: Assoc. Conv_
2nd cycle
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[ndi,[{~~n] I] ] rd (25)c. 3 cycle: H-spread
d. [m! [nd~n] I] ]] th4 cycle: Assoc. Conv. (13)
[ka,{~~ [nditHn]I] ]]] the. 5 cycle: H-spread (25)
Before giving the post-lexical derivation of this example, I will
first make a couple of points. First, by assuming that the association
of tones is cyclic, there is no need to pre-link the tones of the
various prefix morphemes. Second, I have assumed that Second H-deletion
(69) is a word-level rule for reasons given in section 8.5. Hence
even though its structural description is met on the second cycle,
it does not apply until the word has been fully derived. Note that it
is crucial that Second H-deletion not apply on the second cycle,
since deletion of the H of bon would derive incorrect results ;n (70).
Finally, as formulated in (69), Second H-deletion cannot apply to
(70e) since the ~ of bon is multiply linked. Consequently, no rule
like Double-Accent Flop ;s required in the present analysis.
The post-lexical derivation of (70) will proceed as follows.
Initial H-deletion applies:
(71 ) a.
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Delinking (48) applies to the multiply linked H.
b.
L-tones are inserted by default (13).
c.
[
ka mu ndi bon a]
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
And finally, Downstep creation (35) applies.
d.
[
ka mu ndi bon a]
~ ~ ~ L~"A
....... ...1,. ...Hence we correctly derive kamundi·bona.
There are a number of conclusions that can be drawn from the
Hortative Affirmative. First, H-spread (25) applies both lexically
and post-lexically. Second, the rule of Second H-dele~ion (69) is
correctly distinguished from Recent Past Spread (60), since the
former, but not the latter, also applies in the Hortative Affirmative.
Third, Delinking (48) can be conditioned to apply only to multiply-
linked H-tones in more than the 'weak' verb forms discussed in
section 8.4, ie. the condition on (48) applies in various verb forms.
The rule of Second H-deletion ;s interesting with respect to
rule ordering. In the derivation of kamundi!bona (70), it was shown
that the rule of H-spread must apply prior to Second H-deletion. The
effect of this order is that H-spread bleeds Second H-deletion.
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In an earlier example, however, we required exactly the opposite
order for these two rules. In the derivation of wababona (57), it
was crucial that Second H-deletion be ordered first, thereby f~ed;ng
H-spread. Hence, we have an apparent ordering paradox. Within the
framework of lexical phonology, however, there is in fact no problem.
In the derivation of wababona, a lexical application of Second H-dele-
tion precedes a post-lexical applicativn of H-spread; in th~
....... .....1 ~ ~derivation of ~amundi·bona, a lexical application of H-spread
precedes a lexical application of Second H-deletion. Hence the relevant
orderings are as shown in (72), where A represents the ordering required
for kamundf!bona and B represents the ordering required for wababona.
(72)
A
B
H-spread (lexical application)
Second H-deletion (lexical application)
H-sn~ead (post-lexical application)
Such orderings are predicted by a theory of phonology where rule
applications are assigned to particular strata, and where a rule
can be assigned to more than one stratum. This case of ordering
relations is interesting because it could not be accounted for by
a notion such as 'local ordering' (Anderson 1974). This is because
we are dealing here with the same two rules, ordered in opposite
sequences for different cases. Moreover, notions of 'feeding' and
'bleeding' do not account for such cases since Second H-deletion
potentially feeds H-spread in both examples being discussed.
To close off this section, I wish to pose a question. If prefixes
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in Tonga do not need to be pre-linked to H-tones -- but can have their
tone assigned to them by the associatior~ conventions -- then is the
same true of suffixes? In the next section, I will suggest that the
answer is yes.
8.7 Ren~0te Dependent Affirmative
The last tense to be looked at here, ;s the Remote Dependent
Affirmative. It ;s interesting because it has an 'unstable final
vowel accent'. Consider forms like the following: 14
(73) a.
b.
tUkalange
.... ~ ~ ... '"
tukatobele
The three forms in (73) involve toneless stems, ~nd yet they
surface with a H-tone on the first vowel of the stem. Goldsmith
accounts for such facts by assuming an accent on the final vowel,
in conjunction with the following rule:
(74) [~~
stem fv
The accent c~ the final vowel shifts leftward onto the first vowel
of the stem; it becomes a post~accent and immediately shifts one
>
vowel to the right. ( V indicates a post-accenting vowel.)
A fairly straightforward tonal account is possible for such
cases, if we assume that the final vowel in this tense ;s introduced
with a free H-tone.
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.............. "Consider the derivation of tukatobele (73b). On the stem cycle,
there ;s no tone aVailable for association.
(75) a. [tobelJ
The problem is that if a suffix with a free H-tone is added to the
stem in (75a), the free H should link by left-to-right conventio~
to the first vowel of tobel.
b.
In fact, it links to the second vowel. This can be accounted tor if
the first vowel of the stem in (75) is not available for tone
association. In the next chapter, I argue that precisely such a
notion is required for tonal grammars. As in stress systems whrre
certain constituents can be marked 'extrametrical I, in tone systems,
certain peripheral constituents can be marked 'extratonal I.
Hence the peculiarity of the Remote Dependent Affirmative is a
rule that marks the first syllable of a toneless verb stem as
extratonal. Hence the correct representation prior to tone association
would be as in (76).
(76) a. [ [ to bel] el[ +exJ HJ
Association corlventions will then apply, l'inkirtg the!!. to the second
vowel of tobel, since the first vowel is unavailable for tone
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association.
b.
[ [ to beJ je][+ex] "H
On the third cycle, the syllable to ceases to be on the periphery of
its domain. By the Peripherality Condition discussed in chapter 5,
it therefore automatically loses its extratonality.
c.
H-spread (25) can now apply:
d.
On the last cycle, the association conventions will link the H of tu.
:] ]]tobele.
Finally, the regular post-lexical rules will then derive tukatobele.
The important point about such cases ;s that there is again no
reason to posit special accentual rules. The accentual rule required
in the analysis of Goldsmith (1981) needs reference to variables, it
shifts an accent, and it changes the nature of the accent that it
shifts (from accent to post-accent). Under a tonal analysis, the only
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rule required is one that excludes the first stem vowel from
consideration. Association of the free H of the final vowel ;s then
by normal association conventions.
8.8 Conclusion
In this section, I have argued at some length that as far as
Tonga is concerned, there is no need for the introduction into tonal
theory of accentual diacritics. Although many laccents' in Tonga are
shown to be pre-linked H-tones --notably in nouns -- it ;s also shown
that a number of H-tones are underlyingly free, becoming associated
by convention. Such cases provide striking support for a tonal analysis
of Tonga, since in accentual theory, there is nothing like a 'free'
accent that gets linked by left-to-right convention.
In this analysis, only H-tones are present in the lexical
derivation; L-tones are introduced post-lexically. It ;s crucial to
the approach taken here that spreading of tones not be automatic,
arguing for the restricted set of association conventions discussed
in chapter 1. Finally, the facts of the rule of Second H-deletion
support the proposal that there is a category of 'word-level I rules.
It should be noted that the idea of treating languages like Tonga
as manifesting a ~ vs. ~ underlying contrast ;s not new. Apart from the
recent work by Hyman (1982) on Luganda discussed br;~fly in section 7,
Hyman and Valinande (1983) propose such an analysis for Kinande.
Moreover, Stevick (1969) proposed that Proto-Bantu should be reconstruc-
ted as a one-tone language underly;ngly, with the underlying tone being
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realized as a high pitch. Toneless vowels would be realized as H
if an underlying tone was 'spread' onto them; otherwise they would
be realized as L.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 4
1. In the exposition, I generally assume metrical trees. Nothing,
however, hinges on this assumption for the points being made.
2. This 'head-marking l property of diacritics was pointed out to me
by Morris Halle.
3. In this and a number of similar examples, I beg the question of
whether prefixation takes place prior to or after suffixation.
4. I assume that Lowering, H-spread, etc. ar'e forrnu1ated on a
'V-projection', that is, they only refer to tones and tone-bearing
units.
5. See chapter 1, section 2.4 chapter 3, sections 3.4.2 and 5.;
and chapter 6, section 7.
6. Note that Delinking must not apply iteratively.
7. In the derivations in (34), I assume that H-sp r 2ad (25) applies
lexically (and cyclically), while Delinking (28) and Default L-inser-
tion (13) apply post-lexically. Why this is the case will become
clear later.
8. I assume that H-spread applies cyclically in this case. Also, as
part of the lexical derivation, the l of ndi is deleted.
9. For the full set of facts under consideration, see Goldsmith
(1981) and references therein.
10. The ordering of this rule with respect to H-spread will be
discussed in more detail later.
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11. I have not got any evidence to determine whether Recent Past
Spread applies lexically or post-lexically.
12. Goldsmith points out that the rule could be sufficiently
specified as either:
or
The rising tone on the first vowel would be simplified by a general
contour simplification rule. For the purposes of discussion, I assume
the fully specified version of the rule.
13. Note that this revision of Second H-deletion has no effect on
the cases discussed for the Recent Past (strong) forms (52), since
all the H-tones deleted in those examples were linked to a single
tone-bearing unit.
14. For a discussion of the complete set of relevant forms, see
Goldsmith (1981).
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CHAPTER 5: EXTRATONALITY
Recent work on stress systems (eg. Hayes 1980, 1982, Harris 1983)
has argued that certain constituents on the periphery of a stress do-
main should be excluded from consideration when applying stress rules.
Such constituents have been labeled "ex trametrical" and it has been
proposed by Harris that they are subject to the following condition:
( 1) Peripherality Condition: X[+ex] [-ex] / y ]
D
where Y ~ ~ and D ;s the domain of the stress rules.
In this chapter, it will be argued that basically the same
notion is applicable in tone systems. That is, a constituent at the
edge of a tonal domain may be "invisible" for the purposes of tonal
rules. Such constituents, which I will refer to as lIextratonal ll, are
subject to a generalized version of the Peripherality Condition.
Hence extrametricality and extratonality are subcases of a more general
notion of "peripherality".
Extratonality will be demonstrated to play an important role in
the analysis of certain cases of tonal polarity -- that is, cases
where a particular syllable or morpheme is ~ adjacent to a L-tone and
h adjacent to a H-tone. In the cases of polarity examined here, the
notion of extratonality allows an analysis without any morphologically
conditioned rules of polarization or dissimilation.
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1. Background to Margi
The data for this chapter will be drawn almost entirely from
work done by Hoffmann (1963) on Margi, a Chadic language of Nigeria.
Some additional discussion of extratonality ;s found in chapter 4,
section 8.7, where it is suggested that extratonality plays a role
in Tonga verbs, and in chapter 6, it will be shown that extratonality
plays a role in the determination of the Imperative and Subjunctive
tenses of liv. In this section, I will present certain facts of ~argi
that will be crucial to understanding the subsequent discussion of
extratonality.
Verbs, nouns, affixes, etc. can be classified according to their
tonal properties. In this section, I will be concerned with how verbs
of the "L-tone", "H-tolle ll and "toneless" classes interact with ilL-tone",
IIH-tone ll and "toneless" suffixes. Following Williams (1971), I
analyse Hoffmann's "changing" tone verbs as inherently toneless, and
account for their tonal behaviour in ways that will be outlined
below.
The first set of cases to be examined consists of concatenations
of stems and suffixes where both stems and suffixes bear lexical tones.
(2) a. H-verb stem and H-suffix
~ "If
"'" ;IIta + ba -to- taba
cook
b. H-verb stem and L..suffix 1
.,-
+ era nadana -+-
give me
'to cook all'
'give me'
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c, L-verb stem and H~suffix
mbu
,- "A ~ ,.II A
+ ngdri -+ mbungar; 'to sew on to l
sew on to
d. L-verb stem and L-suffix 1
.... .... ... ....ptsa + 'ya -+- ptsa'ya Iroast us'
roast us
In such cases, the stem tone has no effect on the suffix and suffix
tone has no effect on the stem. When we look at lexically toneless
stems, however, we see that the surface tone depends on such a stem's
tonal environment. For example, if a toneless suffix ;s added to a
H-tone stem, then it too will be lie If, on the other hand, such a
suffix is added to a L-tone stem, then the suffix will be L.
(3)
a.
H-verb stem and toneless suffix
~
tsa + ri
beat
Ito knock at l
b.
..-
ta + nya
cook
..- A
tanya Ito use all in cooking'
(4) L-verb and toneless suffix
a.
b.
na + ri
say
.... ....fafa + na
wipe
... ,... ...
fafana
'to tell a person c
Ito wipe off'
Similarly, if a H or L suffix is added to a toneless verb stem, then
the resulting complex will bear the tone of the suffix.
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(5) Toneless verb stem and H-tone suffix
... .,- ;It (ready) ,a. mal + ia -+ malia 'to make
make
b. nal + ba na1ba 'to bite a hole'
bite
(6) Toneless verb stem and L-tone suffix
a. har + era -+ harcra 'bring me'
bring me
b. ska + era skacJa 'wait for me'
wait me
If we assumed an autosegmental theory such as proposed in
Goldsmith (1976) or Clements and Ford (1979), then the tonal facts
illustrated in (3 - 6) would be accounted for by assuming that universal
conventions spread tones onto abutting toneless vowels. We will see
in section 4.5 below, however, that this assumption derives incorrect
results in Margi. Consequently, I will continue to assume the universal
association conventions are as presented in chapter 1:
(7) Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone-bearing units,
a) from left to right, b) in a one-to-one relation.
Any multiple linkings of a single tone to more than one tone-bearing
unit, or of a single tone-bearing unit to more than one tone, must
be accomplished by language-specific ~"ules.
In Margi, we will see that spreading of tones takes place only
from left to right. I therefore propose the following rule:
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(8) Tone-spreading:
This rule will apply iteratively from left to right, spreading a
tone onto any toneless vowels to its right. In examples like those
;n (9), rule (8) spreads the lexical tone of the stem onto a toneless
suffix. 2
(9) a. [tsr]
[[tS!} ;j]
b. [nn
[ [n~};j]
Cycle 1: Association Conven-
tions (7)
Cycle 2: Tone-spreading (8)
.,. A
tsari
Ito knock at-
.... ...,
nar;
Ito tell a person-
In the examples of (10), on the other hand, the left-to-right
association conventions first apply, to link the tone of the suffix
onto the first vowel of the toneless stem. Tone-spreading then spreads
the linked tone onto the suffix vowel. Note that such cases do not
constitute the spreading of a linked tone from right to left.
(10) a. [na1] b. [ska] Cycle 1
[[na]],b~] [[Skaj~~]
[[na~] [[Sk~]
Cycle 2: Association Conven-
tions (7)
Tone-spreading (8)
.,If ~
na1ba
'to bite a hole'
skacIa
'wait for me'
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In some tenses, no affixes are added to the verb stem.
Consequently, if the verb stem is toneless and any derivational
affixes are also toneless, then such a complex has no lexically
assigned tone. In such cases, the toneless vowels are assigned
L-tone autosegments according to the principles discussed in chapter 3.
(11) a. "sa sa sa 'drink! I
(
b. hya + ani -+ hya + ani --+- hyan1 'raise!, wake!'( ( (
2. Suffixed object pronouns
We are now in a position to address the issue of extratonality.
Consider first the following paradigm for the suffixed object
pronouns (Hoffmann p. 75):
(12 ) Sing. Dual Plural
excl.: -'ya
A 1st p. : -era
" '"inc1• : -rna -mar
2nd p.:
-ny, -(a)n 'a-nYl
B (-na-)
-nyi, -{a)ny ....3rd p.: -nda
The segmental variation observed in the second and third persons
singular will not be discussed here. Of interest, however, is the
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tonal behaviour of the object pronouns. Those pronouns found in box A
are always h; but the tone of the pronouns in box B varies depending
on the context. Since the box A pronouns are invariant, they can simply
be represented as bearing a lexical L-tone, and we have already seen
examples of such pronouns in (2), (6) and (10).
The behaviour of the class B suffixes ;s extremely interesting.
To quote Hoffmann (p.75), the tone in such cases is "low if the
object pronoun is at the end of a word-group and nothing follows. If,
however, something follows, the tone of the object pronoun is the
same as the tone of the previous syllable". In other words, the
second and third person singular pronouns appear to be inherently
toneless since their surface tone ;s predictable from the context.
In certain cases, such pronouns receive a default tone, and in other
cases, they acquire the tone of the immediately preceding syllable
by virtue of Tone-spreading (8). For example, in (13a) below, the
, /
pronoun nli receives its tone by spreading of the final ~ of laba;
in (13b), however, nli receives a h by default.
~ .... ~ "- "- ~ "- ". ". .....(13 ) a. a + laba + nyi + ri nda -+ alabanyir nda
past lead him past they 'they escorted him •
..... ~ labanyib. laba + ny; -+
lead hlm 'lead him!'
These facts can be easily accounted for if we assume that the
second and third person singular object pronouns are underlyingly both
toneless and extratonal:
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(14) a. 2nd person sing. object: nu ][+ex]
b. 3rd person sing. object;
- nyi ][+ex]
In (13b), Tone-spreading (8) ;s inapplicable because ~ ;s extratonal
that is, nl! ;s invisible with respect to the tone rules. In (13a),
on the other hand, nli is immediately followed by another suffix.
Hence by the Periphera1ity Condition (1), the [+ex] marking of ~
will be changed to [-ex]. As a result of this change, nl! becomes
visible to the tone rules and Tone-spreading (8) applies, linking the
, I
~ of laba onto ~. Note that such examples show that the Peripherality
Condition must apply prior to the application of Tone-spreading (8).
In the stress examples that have been used to motivate the
Peripherality Condition, it has been shown that the Condition applies
cyclically -- that is, as soon as a morpheme causes an extrametrical
constituent to be non-peripheral, such a constituent ceases to be
extrametrical. In Margi, the association conventions (7) and Tone-
spreading (8) must apply cyclically. Consider the derivation of a word
such as dza'uba 'to pound well I. On the stem cycle, the lexical L is
linked to the first vowel by the normal association conventions:
(15) a.
Tone-spreading (8) will then apply to give:
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b.
Then on t:,e second cycle, the suffix ba ;s added, and the association
conventions apply to link the H of the suffix:
c.
Cyclic tone association, in conjunction with cyclic application of
.... .... ~
Tene-spreading (8), correctly derives dza'uba. If, on the other hard,
the association conventions and tonal rules were to apply non-cyclic-
ally, then we would obtain the wrong results in such a case:
(16) a.
b.
Association conventions (7)
Tone-spreading (8)
Since the rule of Tone-spreading (8) applies cyclically, and since the
Peripherality Condition must apply prior to Tone-spreading, the
Peripherality Condition must apply cyclically ;n tonal derivations
just as it does for stress.
With this in mind, consider now the example in (17).
(17) [ na + nyi] [sulai] [ana Mala]
v NP PP
give him shilling to Mala
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The output of (17) ;s nanyf ~Jlai ana M~la 'give Mala a shilling'.
What is interesting about this case ;s that nli ;s ~ even though it
is word-final. This means that Tone-spreading must have taken place,
spreading the ~ of na onto nli. But we know that Tone-spreading
could not have applied cyclically in the derivation of nJ."ny{;ince
nli is extratonal. (Note example (13b)) The solution to this problem
;s straightforward if we simply assume that Tone-spreading and the
Peripherality condition both apply post-lexically at the phrasal level,
in addition to their lexical application during the derivation of
words. Where the domain D of the Peripherality Condition (1) is the
phrase, ~ retains its extratonality in (13b) but loses it in (17).
Hence Tone-spreading (8) is applicable in (17) but inapplicable in (13).
3_ Genitive constructions
In Margi, genitive constructions are basically of the form
[ N + X NP ] ' where N = head noun, X = ¢ or genitive marker, and
NP
NP = qualifying NP. Choice of genitive marker (position X) determines
differences between inaliena'Jle possession, ordinary possession, etc.
Of interest to the present discussion is a form of the "short
r-possessive construction" where singular object pronouns are suffixed
directly to the head NP -- as illustrated in (18).
,.
(18) mwa 1 'friend' .... "'-salku 'father .. in-1aw'
,. ....
mwalda 'my friend'
,. "')
~nwalnYl 'his friend'
.... .........
salkuua 'my father-in-law'
,., ..... I")
salkunyl this father-;n~lawt
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The tonal behaviour of such singular pronouns in this construction is
the same as observed for second and third person singular object
pronouns when suffixed to a verb. In phrase-final position, as in (18)
above, they bear a L-tone. In non-phrase-final position, however, the
pronoun will bear the tone of the preceding syllable a fact that
can be explained by marking the suffixes in question as extratonal.
Consider the sample derivations below: 3
(19) a.
brother my plural
[
zam + aa] [I yar]I [-ex] I
L L
Peripherality Condition
( 1)
Tone-spreading (8)
'my brothers'
b. [nWlm +[+~~]] [IY~r]
sister my plural
[nw~m + da 1rlyar]I [-ex] IH J L L Peripherality Condition(1 )
Tone-spreading (8)
'my sisters'
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At the phrase level, da loses its extratonality because it is not at
the edge of its phrasal domain. Consequently Tone-spreading applies
and we correctly derive the forms in (19a) and (1gb).
In summary, we have seen two constructions in Margi where the
notion of extratonality explains in a straightforward manner a number
of interesting tonal alternations. When a syllable remains extratonal
up to the phrasal level, it ;s assigned a L-tone by the default rules.
If, however, it loses its extratonality by virtue of being non-
peripheral, then the rule of Tone-spreading applies, assigning it
the tone of the syllable to its left.
A possible alternative to the extratonality approach would be
to assume a rule of phrase-final lowering or del inking for such cases.
For such an analysis to work, however, it would be necessary to allow
phrase-level rules to be sensitive to the internal morphological
structure of a word, since only certain morphemes could be allowed to
trigger the rule. This means either of two things: 1) the principle
of bracket erasure would be violated, by allowing a post-lexical rule
to refer to morphological properties, or 2) one would allow post-
lexical rules to make reference to 'syntactic' information that plays
no role in the syntax of the language in question -- in Margi, a
language without syntactic agreement, this means referring to features
like 'first person singular' at the phrasal level although there is
no syntactic evidence for so doing.
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4. Polarity
4.1 Present tense
Hoffmann observes (p.190) that "the present tense ;s character-
ized by an ~- which is prefixed to the verb stem... The prefix ~- has
contrast tone, ie. it is high, if the first syllable of the verb ;s
low or rising, but it is low, it the first ~yllable of the verb is
high". In (20), I give examples with 1. and!!. verbs.
(20) a.
b.
...
wi
~
sa 'to err'
~... ~
awi yy
~
asa yy
'I run'
'I err'
4.2 Past tense
Before proposing an analysis for the present tense cases, it
is interesting to note that there is also polarization in the past
tense. Like the present tense, the past is characterized by an ~­
prefix, but in addition, the past tense has a L-tone suffix -(a)ri.
whose non-final form is -~. The verb stems in (20) will appear in
the past tense as follows:
(21) a.
b.
....... ...
awir YV
asar yy
'I ran'
I I erred I
Note that the polarizing behaviour observed in the past and present
tenses is not a general feature attested in the formation of tenses
in Margi. For example, to form the Narrative tense, a prefix ~ is
attached to the verb and this prefix always bears a L-tone. 4
(22) a.
b.
.... .... ....
ni ga wi
.... .... ,
n; ga sa
'I rani
I I erred I
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The occurrence of polarization in two tenses where there is an a-
prefix can only be explained by assigning the polarization property
to the a- morpheme. In other words, polarity in Margi appears to be
morphologically triggered -- not syntactically triggered by certain
tenses.
4.3 Subject clitics
The forms of what Hoffmann calls the "suffixed subject
pronouns" are given in (23):
(23) Sing. Dual Plural
, excl .: 'ya
1st p. : yy (yi)
incl.: rna mar
2nd p.: g~ (ga) nyi
3rd p.: ., ndaJa
The parenthesized fonms in (23) are those that occur in non-final
position, when such a form i~ different than the form that occurs in
final position. For subject clitics, the tone of the first and third
persons sioQular is always li; but for all other persons, the tone of
the clitic polarizes with respect to the preceding syllable. Hence
if the preceding syllable is lit then the clitic is h, and if the
preceding syllable is h, then the clitic is H.
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Subject clitics support the observation made in the previous
section that polarity i~ a property of morphemes. It is not all subject
clitics that polarize, but only specific morphemes.
Examples of polarization involving subject clitics are given
below:
(24) a.
b.
" ....
"awi nda 'they run'
.... ....
,
Hagyi gy 'you are a Hig;'
asa nda 'they err'
Margyi .... 'you are a Margi 'gu
.
Whereas the suffixed object discussed earlier (section 2.) at-
taches only to verb stems, the 'suffixed subjects' attach to a variety
of categor;al types. In (24), for example, we have examples of
subject clitics with verbs and with predicative nouns. Cases where
clitics are attached to predicative adverbs are given in (25).
(25) ada ja
aba ja
-t.... "lVa ja
'he is up'
'he is outside'
'he is at home'
It is also possible to attach subject clitics to certain irlterrogatives:
(26) 'how are they?'
'where are they?'
Lastly, the 'suffixed subjects' can attach to a complement;zer such
as da, which introduces both main and subordinate clauses.
,(27) a. d i ga har kamar
b. sata da ga ga kUdn(a) uza
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'then I was patient'
·when you have finished
hoeing ...•
Although Hoffmann notes that there are restrictions on the types of
predicates that these subject pronouns can attach to, it nevertheless
seems that the basic defining property of the categories that they
attach to (complementizers aside) ;s that they are syntactic
predicates. The fact that the categories to which suffixed subjects
attach is definable syntactically, and not morphologically, argues
that clitics are introduced in the syntax and not in the lexicon.
If subject clitics are attached at the syntactic level, another
fact is explained. Suffixed subjects come outside of all derivational
and inflectional morphology, unlike object suffixes that can occur
inside certain tense morphemes. By assigning subject cliticization
to the syntax, this automatically orders it after all morphological
processes of derivation and inflection.
4.4 Analysis
All of the above cases of polarization can be accounted for
in a straightforward way if we assume that the polarizing morphemes
have the following underlying representation:
(28) a
[+ex]
H
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Such morphemes include a H-tone but are lexically marked as extratonal.
Consider first the case of the polarizing subject clitics. Subjects
in Margi are generated in a position before the predicate. I assume
therefore that the post-predicate pos'ition of the subject clitics is
derived by a rule of cliticization such as the following:
(29) Subject Cliticization:
[ SCL ] [ V ] ~
xO xO
[_ [ Y] [ SCL] ]
X xO xO
Consider the following examples, shown in the configuration that
results from Subject Clitic;zation.
(30) a.
~ ,
margyi g~
'you are a Margi'
hagyi gu
'you are a Hig;'
I will derive these forms by positing a general rule that
deletes floating H-tones next to a H-tone:
(31) Floating H-de1etion: CB) ~ ~ / H
In the cases of (30), Floating H-deletion will apply to (30a) but will
not apply to (30b):
(32) a. [ [margYi] [ 9V]]I I [+ex]
L H ~
b. [ [hagYi] [ g~]]I I [+ex]
L L H
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I assume as a universal convention that prior to phonetic implementa-
tion, II per ipherality" (ie. extrametricality, extratonality, etc.) of
constituents is lost. At that point, (32a) and (32b) will be
represented as follows:
(33) a. b.
In (33b), the association conventions (7) will apply to link the
free H-tone to the vowel of g~, correctly deriving h~9~i gUo In (33a),
however, the ~ of g~ has been lost as a result of Floating H-deletion.
The toneless vowel of g~ will be assigned a L-tone by default, giving
us the form margyi g~.
The analysis proposed so far will account for all but the first
and third person singular subject cliti~s, which do not exhibit
tonal polarity but are invariably ~, See, for example, (20) and
(21) above. On the basis of the evidence presented so far in this
paper, one might assume that such clitics are underlyingly distinguish-
ed from other clitics by not being lexically marked as extratonal.
Under such an analysis, their lexical tt would link to the vowel of
the clitic by the normal association conventions and therefore never
be subject to Floating H-deletion.
In fact, however, these morphemes do exhibit polarity effects
but only when they are the subject of a genitive noun phrase. For
example, in the derivation of (34), the first person singular clitic
YV is extratonal; its lexical H is deleted by Floating H-deletion, and
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y~ surfaces with a default L-tone.
(34) H H Hkar + a yu[+ex]
'my head'
Moreover, in such genitive constructions, there is strong evidence
that the attested polarity involves extratonality. If a demonstrative
follows the sequence in (34) -- which has already undergone clitic-
ization and Floating H-deletion -- then the morpheme y~ will lose
its extratonality by virtue of the Peripherality Condition. As a
result, Tone-spreading (8) will apply, and YV will receive the tone
of the preceding syllable.
(35) a.
b.
[ [k!r +I] [[+~~]]] [k[]
a.
[ [k!r + ~J{, ~~ ]] [kr]
After the rule that affects the vowel quality of the V in y~, we
~ '" ~ ...
therefore end up with karayi ky 'this my head l •
Since the special property of the first and third person
singular clitics cannot be simply the absence of extratonality, I
suggest that the key to their behaviour lies in the nature of a in
the representation in (35). I propose that when these two pronouns
are cliticized, the result is an Xo and not an ~. Underlyingly, yy
and ja will have the same representation as other subject clitics,
ie. the representation shown in (28). But these two pronouns will
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undergo a special rule of cliticization:
(36) Subject C1iticization (1st & 3rd persons singular): 5
[ SCL 1&3 ] [ Y]
Xo Xo
~ [ [ y ] [ SCL 1&3 ] ]
XO XO Xo
By analysing the output of the special rule of cliticization as being
-
an XO (rule 36), and the output of the general rule as being an X
(rule 29), it ;s possible to account for a number of differences
between the two sets of clitics. First, I propose that the process
of cliticization in Margi involves looping the derived constituent
back into the lexicon (Note Mohanan 1982). That is, the constituent
that is derived by the syntactic rule 0f c1iticization is sent to the
lexicon, where any relevant phonological rules will then apply.
(37)
Morphology
1
Syntax
Phonology
I suggest further that the rule of Tone-spreading (8) is restricted
to applying within the domain of Xc. This means that Tone.spreading
will potentially apply between the two component constituents of the
XO created by the cliticization rule in (36), whereas it will not
-apply between the two constituents that make up the X that results
from the rule in (29).
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Finally, I assume that the rule of Floating H-deletion (31)
applies lexically.
Let us now consider the different effects of the two cliticiz-
ation rules. 6 When the clitic occurs in phrase-final position as
the subject of a noun phrase, we observe the following:
(38) a.
The rule of cliticization in (29) creates the configuration in (38a)
the X case -- while the rule in (36) creates the configuration
in (38b) -- the XO case. By assuming that Floating H-deletion applies
-both at the domain of X and Xc, we predict its application in both
(38a) and (38b):
(39)
In phrase-final position, the morphemes g~ and ja will retain their
extratonality since they are at the periphery of the phrasal domain.
As a result Tone-spreading will be unable to apply, and the two
morphemes will ultimately get L-tones by default, re3ulting in
karagy 'your head' and karaja 'his head'. Hence in phrase-final
position in noun phrases, the two cliticization rules have the same
effect.
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Consider what happens, however, if the configurations shown
-in (39) occur in a non-phrase-final position. In the case of X
cliticization, the clitic will surface on a L-tone -- as in phrase-
final position: kar~ga k~ 'this your head'. With the XO clitics, on
the other hand, the clitic will surface on a H-tone: kar~j~ ky 'this
his head l • Both of these facts follow automatically from the assump-
tion that Tone-spreading applies only within the domain of Xo.
-Consider first the case of X clitic;zation:
(40)
The result of cliticization in such a case was seen above in (39a).
,
The effect of adding a demonstrative such as k~ at the phrasal level
is to make the clitic non-peripheral. Because of this, the Per;pher-
ality Condition (1) will remove the extratonality of 9V. Tone-
spreading (8) is not applicable in such a case, because its domain
is restricted to Xo. And the only place where Tone-spreading would
be potentially applicable in (40) is between two XO constituents of
-
an X. So the c1itic in a case like (40) will get a L-tone by default
~ ~ ~ ~
and we end up with karaga k~.
Turning to the case of XO cliticization, the situation is
quite different.
(41)
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Just as in (40), the Peripherality Condition (1) will apply to remove
the extratonality of the clitic. Unlike (40), however, Tone-spreading
(8) is applicable since the X + CL constituent is an Xc:
(42) a•
b.
Peripherality
Condition (1)
Tone-spreading
(8)
The result of Tone-spreading ;s the surface form karaja kV.
By assuming that the output of the general cliticization rule
-is an X, and by assuming that the output cf t:-.e special cliticization
rule for first and third persons singular is an XO , we can
account for the tonal behaviour of clitics in noun phrases, tJth
in phrase-final and non-phrase-final position. Concerning the
subject c1itic of an S, we would predict the same set of facts as
-in an NP. For the X clitics, we would predict L-tones to be assigned
by default in both phrase-final and non-phrase-final position (still
restricting our attention to heads with final H-tones). This
prediction is correct.
(43) a. phrase-final: [_ [ margyi] [ nda] ]
X Xo XO
'they are Margis'
b. non-phrase-final: [_ [ umwar ] [ nda] ] [ ra ]
X xO xO XO
'where are they?'
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As for the special XO clitics: it was mentioned earlier on
that they are invariably ~, whether they are ;n phrase-final
position, or non-phrase-final position.
(44) a. phrase-final: [ [m~rgyi] [ ja]]
xO Xo Xo
Ihe ;s a Margi'
b. non-phrase-final: [ [ atsiar] [ ja]]
Xo Xo Xo
'he killed himself'
To account for this, I propose that when the first and third person
singular clitics are attached to the head of an S, the special rule
of cliticization (36) removes thelr extratona1ity. The input and
output of Xo cliticization for an example like (44b) will therefore
be as follows:
(45)
[ ja] [ atsiar 1[+ex] IH H
SCL V
Since the rule of clititization :auses the clitic to be marked [-ex],
the normal conventions (7) will associate the ~. of !~.
(46)
One final point needs to be made about bracket erasure. In
cases like (40) and (43b)t Tone-spreading does not apply even post-
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lexically. This suggests that when the [_ [ X] [ CL]] constitu-
X XO XO
ent leaves the lexicon, its brackets must not be erased. These facts
support Simpsonls (1983) claim that bracket erasure in the lexicon
is restricted to within XO constituents.
To summarize, polarity in subject clitics results from a
cOlnbination of factors. :.,hen extratonality prevents the !i of a
subject clitic from associating, then the ~ will delete or not delete
depending on the tonal context. If the ~ deletes, then in phrase-final
position, the clitic will get a ~ by default. Hence such clitics
surface as ~ or h depending on their tonal context. In non-phrase-
final position, the situation is rendered more complex since, after
triggering Floating H-deletion, the extratonality of the clitic is
lost. Tone-spreading in such cases will be applicable if the X+ CL
constituent forms an XO -- the case of the first and third persons
singular. The case of the first and third persons singular is also
special in that they lose their extratonality when attached to the
head of an S.
4.5 Present and past tenses (again)
The approach to polarity taken for subject clitics also
applies to the ~- morpheme of the present and past tenses. I assume
that this morpheme is represented as in (47):
(47 )
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When this morpheme is attached to h and ~ tone verbs, then we
obtain configurations like in (48) for awi 'runs' and asa -errs':
(48) a. b.
In (48a), Floating H-deletion is not applicable; so when extratonality
is lost, prior to phonetic implementation, the ~ will link correctly
deriving ~wi. Floating H-de1etion (31) ;s applicable, however, in
(48b); hence when extratonality is lost, a default L-tone will be
.... ...
assigned, deriving asa.
This analysis requires that the Peripherality Conditiun be
reformulated to allow extratonality at both right and left edges
of a domain, as shown in (49).
(49) Peripherality Condition (revised):
X
[+ex] ~ [-ex] / [Y Z] ,where Yr ¢
o
and Z ; ~, and D is the domain of the stress/tone rules.
The above approach nlakes an inunedi ate predi cti on concerni ng
the form that shoule result in the present and past tenses of a
toneless verb stem. Consider (50). Since the ~ of the prefix cannot
link to the ~- prefix, it shculd automatically link to the verb stem
by normal left-to-right conventions.
(50)
[
a [(C) V... ] ][+ex]
H
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Since the prefix vowel has no associated tone, it should therefore
be assigned a h by default, and we predict a ~ surface pattern.
This turns out to be exactly the results that Margi requires:
(51) a . [ [+~J {~~a ]] -+ a!;a 'drink (present)'
b.
[ [+:~Jf~?r ] ] + ahar 'take (present)'
4.6 Dissimilation and polarization rules
As a first point concerning alternative approaches to the
polarity phenomena of Margi, it should be stressed that cases such
as those in (51) fallout automatically from the approach taken in
this chapter. An account that creates polarity by means of a rule of
polarization or dissimilation would have no obvious explanation for
such cases.
Nevertheless, I will consider briefly what such accounts
would require. Consider first a possible rule of 'polarization':
(52) Polarization: v
I
-aH
/ [-
Q
v
I
aH
Under this approach, one would assume that polarizing morphemes are
underlyingly toneless, and that their tone is assigned by the rule
in (52). Although there are a number of problems inherent in such
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an approach, the most crucial point is simply that such rules are
ruled out by the theory of underspecification proposed in chapter 3.
In chapter 3, it was proposed that a rule may not refer to [~FJ in
its structural description before a default rule applies to assign
[aF]. What this means is that an alpha rule like that ;n (52)
cannot apply prior to the assignment of default values, since the a
in its structural description includes the value assigned by tonal
default rules. That is, an alpha rule could function to change feature
values according to the theory of underspecification presented in
this thesis, but it could not function to fill in values. This case
;s an illustration of the fact that by constraining the possible
uses of underspecification, the theory narrows down the r:umber of
possible analyses of phenomena like polarity.
Let us turn to a dissilUildLion approach. Two possible rules
present themselves:
(53) Dissimilation: a. l ~ H 0' [
-[ L10
Q
b. H -+- L % [
-[ H
Q
Under the approach in (53a), we would assume that the polarizing
morphemes are underlyingly h ' while in (53b), we assume that the
polarizing morphemes are underlyingly ~. First of all, neither of
these two rules could apply in an unconditioned way. Consider, for
example, the L + L sequence seen in (2d) and the H + H sequence in
(2a). Hence it ;s crucial for such an approach that the UQII in the
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structural description of the rule, designates the class of cases
where polarization applies. A significant question, therefore, is how
to characterize the class Q. In the approach of this chapter, the
class Q is not a morphological class at all -- it is a phonological
class defined as the set of morphemes of the composition shown in
(24). But in an approach using dissimilation rules, Qmust simply
be a list of morphemes that trigger the appropriate rule.
Consider the polarity cases in conjunction with the object
pronoun cases seen in section 2. An approach not assuming extraton-
ality would have to assume a rule of Lowering that would be
morphologically triggered (at the phrasal level) by some class of
morphemes R. Such an approach would also have a rule of Dissimilation
triggered by some class of morphemes Q. There 'uuld be no reason to
expect the 'Dissimilation' cases to share certain properties with
the ILowering' cases. But such sharing of properties is attested in
a couple of ways. We saw with the first and second person singular
subject clitics in noun phrases that the polarization facts are
dependent on the phrase-final/non-phrase-final distinction accounted
for by 'Lowering' in a non-extratonality approach. Moreover, if one
assumes rules of Lowering and Dissimilation, there is no explanation
for the peripheral nature of the processes in question. Dissimilation
rules as in (53) are formally no more highly valued than those in (54).
(54) a. L ~ H % [ L [
Q
b. H + L % [ H [Q
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5. Association conventions
Typically, derivational and inflectional suffixes are of two
types: 1) toneless 2) H-toned. H-toned suffixes are always ~ (see
examples (2a), (2c) and (5) above), while toneless suffixes will be
~ after a H-tone syllable and ~ after a L-tone syllable (see examples
(3) and (4) above). In some special cases, it is also necessary to
mark a suffix with a h. For example, the plural Imperative is
indicated by the following suffix: 7
(55) am~
I
L
The fir5t vowel -- which ;s underlyingly toneless .- assumes the
tone of the preceding syllable, but the second tone is always ~.
,
(56) a. fal
"b. wi
, , ...
falamu
.
" -,
wiamlJ
'dance! sg. &pl.'
I run! S9. & pl.'
On the face of it, this set of tonal patterns for suffixes ;s
quite different than that for prefixes. With prefixes, one finds
prefixes bearing H-tones, and prefixes bearing L-tones but no
prefixes that are H before a H-tone syllable and L before a L-tone
syllable.
(57) H-toned prefix
a.
b.
.,IA "
ska + wi
.,. ,.
ska + sa
Ilest(I)run (Exclusive 11)1
'lest(I)go astray (Exclusive 11)1
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(58) L-toned prefix
a.
b.
, ~ga + Wl
~ ~ga + sa
'ran (Narrative)'
'erred (Narrative)'
In a theory that assumes automatic bidirectional spreading of
tones, this difference between prefixes and suffixes is a curious
asymmetry. There is no reason in such a theory not to expect toneless
prefixes, and one would expect toneless prefixes to behave in a
manner comparable to toneless suffixes -- that is, their tone would
be assigned as a function of the tone of adjacent syllables.
In a theory where spreading of tones is only by rule, this
asymmetry disappears. Given the rule of Tone-spreading (8), we
would expect a toneless suffix to be assigned the tone of the syllable
to its left; but since there is no rule spreading tones from right
to left, toneless prefixes will end up getting a h by default.
Toneless prefix~ [V [ l ]]
(59) a.
b.
Toneless suffix: [[l ]V ] ~(8) [[}jY]
[ r[ l ] ]
Hence the same underlying possibilities are attested for prefixes and
suffixes. The surface asymmetry is the result of the application of
a rightward tone-spreading rule. Notice, moreover, that as with
suffixes, the typical pattern for prefixes in this approach ;s to
be either li or toneless, although L-tones are required in a tense like
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the Progressive:
(60) a.
b.
avar + wi
I I IH L L
avar + sa
All
-+
... "" ....
avar wi
",..... .".
avar sa
'am running (Progressive)'
'am erring (Progressive)'
A strong argument for this approach to the association conven-
tions comes from considering cases of toneless stems ;n the present
tense. It was seen in (51a) that the ~ of the present tense prefix
links to the stem in a case like asa 'drink (Present)', and the
prefix gets a h by default:
(61 )
If such a verbal complex is preceded by a noun, then the prefix will
automatically lose its extratonality by the Peripherality Condition
(1). In such a case, if tone-spreading were bidirectional and
automatic, then we would expect the prefix to get a H-tone by
spreading of the 'stem' tone; if spreading is only by rule, however,
then we correctly predict that such cases will surface with a default
L-tone, since there is no rule in Margi to spread tones from right
to left. 8 Consider the post-lexical derivation of the phrase
........ ~
ni asa II drink', where the lexical derivation of the verb was
illustrated in (61).
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(62) a.
[ ni ] [ a sa]
.! [+ex]!
b.
[ ni ] [ a sa]
Per;phera1ity Condition (1)! [-ex] ~
c.
[ nl ] [
a sa ] Default L-;nsertionI IL H
The above arguments for having only rule-governed spreading
of tones in Margi are interesting because of the wide-spread occurrence
of rightward spreading. The frequency of rightward tone spreading led
to the proposal of automatic spreading in work such as that of
Williams (1971). But we see that even in Margi -- where spreading ;s
so common -- the assumption of automatic spreading would lead us to
a number of problems.
6. The cycle
It was seen in section 2 above that tone association and tonal
rules like Tone-spreading (8) apply cyclically in Margi. A word like
dz~l~ba Ito pound well I is derived as in (63) and not as in (64).
(63) Cycle 1: Association Conventions (7)
Tone-spreading (8)
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dza'u + ba ]I~:
L H
(64)
[ dZj' ~ ...+... ba ]L 'H
[
Cycle 2: Association Conventions
(7)
Association Conventions (non-cyclic)
(7)
Tone-spreading (8)
One might suggest, however, that the correct surface form could
" ,.."be derived non-cyclically by pre-linking the L of dza'u to the second
vowel:
(65) dza'u
I
L
While such a representation could be used in correctly deriving
dza'uba, it would make the incorrect prediction -- as far as I know
that some disyllabic stems would have a H-tone on the first mora in
the past or present tenses. That is, a pre-linking approach would
predict cases like that shown ;n (66).
(66)
[
a {CVCV]][+~XJ ~,~ ! -+ " ~ ~aCVCV
Since such cases do not exist, a pre-linking approach would have to
completely link a stem like dza'u in a non-cyclic analysis.
(67) dza'u
V
L
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But pre-linked representations like those in (65) and (67)
fail to capture the fact that linking of tones to tone-bearing units
in Margi is predictable in such cases. Verb stems in Margi have
four possible underlying tonal representations:
(68) a. Toneless: 1 syllable: [fa] ~ fa 'to take (many)'
2 syllables: [tara] ..... ..... 'to go away'-+ tara
b. L-tone: syllable:
[9
h
:]
~ gha 'to reach'
[dZ:'U]
.... ...
2 syllables: -to- dza'u 'to pound'
[t:] ;11>c. H-tone: 1 syllable: -to- ta 'to cook'
2 syllables: [n9:1i ]
... ;11>
'to roar'~ nguli
[f~ H]
..,
d. LH tones: 1 syllable: -+- fi Ito swell'
[Z:d:]
.... ;11>
2 syllables: -+ zad~ 'to take off'
The crucial point is that melodies in Margi are independent of the
segmental make-up of the verb stem (NB: Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976).
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It is not the case, for example, that there are more tonal possibil-
ities for disyllabic verb stems than for monosyllabic verb stems. To
allow tones to be pre-linked as in (65) or (67) would incorrectly
predict Low - Rising sequences to be possible for disyllabic stems
So, since pre-linking makes the wrong predictions in Margi, we are
forced into a cyclic account to properly derive the various patterns
seen in this chapter.
7. Conclusion
By incorporating the notion of 'extratonality' into the theory
of tone, a formal similarity is established between the related
phenomena of stress and tone. Accounts of 'lowering' and 'polarity'
are accounted for within an extratonal account without requiring
morphologically triggered rules. And by analysing lowering and
polarity in terms of the phonological marking of extratonality on
certain morphemes, the peripheral nature of such phenomena is
automatically accounted for.
Although the argumentation in this chapter has been drawn
exclusively from Margi, we saw in chapter 4 that extratonality
plays a role in the Remote Dependent Affirmative tense of Tonga.
In the next chapter, it will also be shown that extratonality
plays an important role in understanding the Imperative and
Subjunctive tenses of Tiv.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTEK 5
1. There are no L-tone derivational suffixes in Margi~ but there
are certain pronominal suffixe~ that are L-tone, and certain
inflectional suffixes that include a L-tone. That the pY'onominal
elements ;n question are suffixes ;s clear frorr .... ' fact that they
ocrur inside certain plural and tense suffixes.
2. Evidence for cyclic tone association in Margi will be given in
sections 2. and 6. below.
3. I assume that the plural marker in these cases ;s a word or
particle and not a suffix, since it can pluralize the head of a
noun phrase: for example, ndar ga Ijv 'the word of God' V5.
ndar 95 Iji 'yar k~ 'these words of God'; {jinya Mady 'Madu's
~.... ~ III" ~grandparent' vs. ijinya Marla 'yar 'Madu's grandparents',
4. Hoffma~n describes 9i and other similar prefixes as 'particles'
creating verbal complexes (ga + verb, etc.), Whether he had some
reason for distinguishing between 'prefixes' and 'particles' is
not clear.
5. While the output:. of (29) and (36) is as desired, the input of
both rules requires some modification to account for both (subject
of S' anu 'subject of NP'. The generalization ;s that subject
clitics are attached to the right of the head of their category,
S or NP. Note also that both XO and Xrepresentations have been
proposed for clitics. See Rivas (1977) and Jaeggli (1980} for the
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-X approach, and Borer (1981) for the XO approach. I have not got
enough data to test for the syntactic implications of the dual
XO/X analysis presented ;n this chapter.
6. I will restrict my example~ to where the X of the X + CL
constituent ends in a H-tone. Where X ends in a h, Flodting
H-deletion is inapplicable, and the lexical H of the clit;c will
always surface.
7. Wil1;a~s (1971) commented that there \/ere no L-tone suffixes in
Margi -- such a gap being unexplained in his account. It would
appear that he was correct in not explaining the gap since the
gap itself does not appear to exist. It is, however, true that the
marking of L-tones on affixes appears to be the exception rather
than the rule.
8. Note that the tone of ,i could not be involved in spreading
because spreading does not take place over word-boundaries in
Margi.
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CHAPTER 6: TIV
Since Arnott (1964), verb tenses in Tiv have largely been
analysed as invJlv;ng a basic dichotomy between tonal and segmental
features. Tonal formu1ds representing tense/aspect information
combine with segmental lexical entries to derive tensed verbs.
Various versions of this approach are to be found in Arnott (1964),
McCawley (1970): Leben (1973) and Goldsmith (1976).
This chapter will depart from such 'tonal formula' accounts.
Tensed verbs will be derived by the concatenation of verb stems
~~ith tense affixes, where both stems and affixes may consist of
segm~nts and tones. An understanding of the phonology of such [stem,
affix] combinations is possible within the lexical framework. Tone
association conventions apply cyclically, as do phonological rules
assigned to the lexicon. Lexical and post-lexical constraints on
rule application are shown to differ. The restricted distribution of
contour tones in Tiv is also explalned within an approach that
distinguishes between lexical and post-lexical processes.
Crucial to the account given, is a formulation of the
association conventions where spreading of tones is no~ automatic.
Tones are linked to tone-bearing units in a strict Olle-to-one
fashicn unless some language-specific rule applies to modify such
link~ilgs. Consequently, many words will be left partially unspecified
at the end of their lexical derivation, making it necessary for tonal
default rules to apply.
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1. Downstep
There are a number of reasons for analysing downstep in Tiv
as being triggered by a floating L-tone. First, it was proposed in
chapter 2 that the phonetic component that creates downdrift/downstep
is extremely restricted in terms of what it can refer to. The location
of phonetic downstep~ must be predictable from the composition of the
phonological string. Where there ;s no surface tone to trigger
downstepping, I follow Clements and Ford (1979) in assuming that an
unassociated tone is present in the tonal string to trigger downstep.
As a general rule in Tiv, H-tones undergo downdrifting after
L-tones. Consider for example the pitch-level of gi 'not' in the
following examples:
(1) a .
b.
,.. ... ,..
a ve ga [ ]
adza ga [- -]
'he did not come (recently)'
'he did not go'
In (la), ~ ;s on the same pitch-level a£ ~, but in (lb), ~~ is
~ ,
lower than ~ because of the intervening L-toned verb dza. Looking
at the interval between a ~ and a following ~, we observe that it
is the same as between the two H-tones in a H L H sequence, where the
intervening h ;s linked. Compare, for example, (2a) and (2b) with the
forms given in (1).
(2) a.
b.
"II> ~
a ve [
[
]
]
'he came (recently)'
'he came'
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By analysing 'downstep entities' as floating L-tones, we correctly
predict that the extent of pitch lowering will be the same whether
the trigger is a downstep entity or a linked L~tone.
Another argument comes from Arnott (1964, 1968) where it ;s
shown that downsteps in Tiv alternate with L~tones under certain
circumstances_ Consider the following examples:
(3) a. unyinya mba
horses copula
'there are horses'
~ I
b. mba· van
cop. coming
(4) a. kasev mba
women copula
~ ~"" ~I ""b. kasev mba- ga
women cop_ N~G
(5) a. iwcl ng1
dogs copula
'they are coming l
'there are women'
'there are not any women'
'there are dogs'
b. "" ~ ~I ~;wa ng;- yevese
dogs cop_ fleeing
'the dogs are fleeing'
The copulas in (3-5) have a falling tone on a short vowel pre-
pausally, but occur as H! in non-pre-pausal position. Assuming that
a falling tone is created by a ~ sequence mapped onto a single
vowel, this means that a pre-pausal h is alternating with a non-pre-
pausa' 1- Moreover, this tonal behaviour is not restricted to any
particular class of lexical items; Arnott gives examples with
copulas, verbs (Habitual 2) and nouns. If the downstep entity ;s
not analysed as a floating tone, then there is no obvious explanation
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for alternations such as those seen above. 1
In order to make two final arguments for representing downstep
as a floating h in Tiv, I will side-track to motivate a general rule
of H-spread.
1. 1 H-spread
Consider pairs of nouns such as those given in (6) :
(6 ) stem sing_ plural
... .... ....... ""
a_ daka daka udaka 'type of gun'
H
b. dari darf udarf 'half-penny'
L H
We observe that in the singular, such nouns do not have a noun-
class prefix, while in the plural, there ;s a L-tone u- prefix.
These examples are included merely to illustrate the rather bland
observation that the addition of a L-tone prefix to a noun has no
effect on the tonal pattern of a stem.
In marked contrast, consider below what happens when it is a
H-tone prefix that is added to a noun stem: 2
(7) stem singe plural
.... .... ... ~ I ...
a. bagu bagu iba·gu 'red monkey'
L
lkagh .... I hb. kagha aka-g 'bundle'
L
'" .... .;t ... .;tl .".
c. keghe ikegh ikeegh 'chicken'
L H
d.
e.
f.
stem
gbise
L H
kaande
LL H
mboro
H
sing.
...
igbise
imbo~
plural
~ ~ I ~
agbi·se
-1,.A,... "A
akaande
,JII "' ...
ambor
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'type of tuber'
'type of shellfish'
'spring of water'
We observe that the initial h of a stem like [b~9U] or [9b~S~]
is displaced by the ~ of the class prefix. The L that has been so
displaced will trigger downstepping of the following syllable when
it is ~ (7a-d), and will hdve no effect when the following syllable
is h (7e). These altern-.tions can be simply accounted for by positing
a rule of H-spread as ~nJwn in (8).
(8) H-spread:
This rule spreads a H-tone onto a L-tone linked to a non-final
syllable. Although all the cases in (7) involve spreading a linked
H-tone, we will see below that the rule spreads floating H-tones
as well. And although it has not been specified in the form of the
rule, I assume that H-spread will automatically de-link the relevant
L-tone as the result of a lexical constraint in Tiv that allows no
more than one tone to be linked to a single tone-bearing unit.
The simplified derivations given in (9) below illustrate
~ ..., I A
H-spread as it applies to nouns such as iba·gu 'red monkeys' (7a) and
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akaande 'type of shellfish (pl)' (7e), where each noun consists of
a stem, a class suffix, and a class prefix.
(9) a.
b.
[1 [[b~g}H]] ~ [If.~t~:gU}H]]
[l [[k~~nd!] H]] ~ [~{~r:~nd!] H] ]
It is important to note that H-spread (8) is a rule that applies
not only to nouns, but to verbs as well. For example, the Present
Continuous tense consists of a H-tone prefix marking the 'present'
tense and a segmental suffix -~ marking the 'continuous' aspect.
In (10), I give a partial (and simplified) derivation of a form
.... 1 .... .... ....
such as mba·vendan 'they are refusing ' , illustrating the application
of H-spread in a Present Continuous form.
(10)
[H [ [Vr
nde] n] ]
[Hf{y:nde] n] ]
[H~~~~~] n] ]
h-spread (8)
Association Conventions
As a final example, I will give a case of H-spread triggered by the
addition of a H-tone subject prefix to a L-tone verb stem. The par-
ticular example in (11) involves the Recent Past tense which is
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marked be a H-tone suffix.
(11 ) [V! [ [Vrnd~] J
[ V~t{~~nde}H] ] H-spread (8)
A I ".
ve ve'nde 'they refused (recently)'
From all of the examples given in this section, it is clear
that H-spread is a general and productive rule of Tiv, applying in
both nouns and v~rbs.
1.2 Downstep (continued)
All of the alternations discussed in section 1.1 are
explained by assuming that when a h is caused to float by the rule
of H-spread, the del inked h automatically triggers downstepping of
a following ~. If the downstep entity is not viewed as a floating
h, then these alternations are left unexplained.
As a final point, there is evidence for t~e existence of a
floating L-tone even in configurations where there is no downstep.
~ I ~Consider a tense like the General Past. In an example like ~va
'he came' (2b), we see that this tense ;s marked by an initial
downstep. If this downstep must be marked by a floating L-tone, then
we are forced to assume a L-tone prefix for the General Past. Hence
because of the downstepping before H-tone verbs, we are forced to
represent L-tone verbs in the General Past as in (12).
(12 )
[ L [ r (0) (0) ] ]
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Although the floating ~ is not pronounced in such a configuration,
the,~e is evidence for its existence. Consider a General Past form
such as ve vende 'they refused'. Under the hypothesis that the
General Past ;s marked by a L-tone pref;x t we will have the configu-
ration in (13a); if there were no L-tone prefix, we would have (13b).
(13) a. b.
In (13a), H-spread ;s not applicable; in (13b) H-spread is applicable:
From the representation in (13a), we therefore correctly predict the
surface form ve vende, while from (13b), we incorrectly predict
* ve vendee We see therefore that the h- prefix -- postulated in
order to account for the downsteps that occur with H-stem verbs --
provides an automatic explanation for why H-spread does not apply
to cases like (13a). In such cases, the structural description of
H-spread is simply not met since the rule only spreads a H onto an
immediately following linked ~.
To conclude, I have shown that by analysing downstep in Tiv as
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being triggered by a floating L-tone, an account is provided for
downsteps alternating with contour tones (3-5), for downsteps being
created by spreading rules (7~11), and for 'downsteps' preventing
spreading rules (13).
2. The Cycle
We have already seen in section 1 that in a language like Tiv,
tone can constitute part or all of any given lexical entry. Let us
consider the effect, therefore, of the following two aS5umptlons:
(14) i. The association conventions apply automatically at all
stages of a derivation (NB: Goldsmith 1976), subject to
the Relinking Condition (see chapter 3, figure 39).
ii. The output of every word-formation process in Tiv is
scanned by the phonological component.
The effect of the the two statements of (14) is that tone association
in Tiv will be cyclic.
Consider a configuration like the following:
(15 )
Assuming that the association conventions assign tones to tone-
beafing units one-to-one from left to right, then a theory with
cyclic tone association would predict the tonal pattern given in
(16a), while a non-cyclic approach would give the pattern in (16b).
(16) a. b.
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In the absence of any special rule, the left-over vowels in (16a)
and (16b) would be assigned default tones.
Consider now the following forms from the General Past tense:
(17) General Past
1 syllable:
2 syllable:
3 syllable:
H-stem
I ...
·va
came
I" ...
·ungwa
heard
! " ........yevese
fled
!H
!HL
!HLL
L-stem
...
dza L
went
vende LL
refused
ngohoro 3 LLL
accepted
! " " ...An example like yevese -- which combines a H-tone trisyllabic stem
with a L-tone prefix -- provides us with precisely the configuration
seen in
(18 )
(15) :
[ . r y~vese 1"I
L L t\ J J
Cyclic tone association will derive the correct result in this case.
On the first cycle, the tone of the stem will associate:
(19) a.
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On the second cycle, the L-tone of the prefix has nowhere to link
and therefore remains floating.
b.
We see that the assumptions in (14) give us exactly the right
results in a tense like the General Past. I have assumed the
minimal amount of tonal information possible for verb stems -- namely
that they are monosyllabic, disyllabic or trisyllabic and bear
either a H or a L:
(20) a. H-stem verbs
[ : (V) (V) ]
b. L-stem verbs
[ : (V) (V) ]
I have also assumed what is presumably the minimal amount of
information required for the General Past tense, namely that it
consists of a L-tone prefix: [L - . And following the argument of
section 1., I have assumed that a floating L-tone triggers downstep.
It appears, therefore, that within the cyclic approach derived
by (14;) and (14ii), one can account for a tense like the General
Past without any unmotivated stipulations or rules.
3. Automatic spreading
In section 2., we saw that tone association must be cyclic in
order to account for facts involving downstep. But if tone
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association is cyclic, then consider the derivation of a Recent
Pa~t verb such as seen in (ll). In (21a) I give the form that would
result if spreading of a linked tone onto toneless vowels were
considered to be automatic; in (21b) I give the form that would result
without automatic spreading.
(21 ) a. [v~~?¥] b. [vrnde] Cycle 1: Stem; AssociationConventions
[ [vye] H] [ [v!nd~lH] Cycle 2: Recent Past Suf-fix; Assoc. Conv.
.... "- .... ~
* vende vende
or *
... "vende
We see that the inclusion of the cycle in the tonal phonology of
Tiv requires that we abandon the convention of spreading tones auto-
matically. 4 Automatic spreading would require that a case such
as (11) be derived non-cyclically; and a nen-cyclic approach would
make it impossible to maintain the unified account of downstep
presented above, without adding ad hoc stipulations to account for
a tense such as the General Past.
Since the revised set of association conventions is crucial
for an understanding of tone in Tiv, I will review briefly here
what is at issue. 5 The principles for relating autosegmental tiers
are of two types. The 'Association Conventions' constitute an
algorithm for mapping tones onto tune-bearing units; the 'Well-formed-
ness Condition' constitutes a constraint on what is a well-formed
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representation. Consider (22) and (23) below:
(22) Association Conventions:
a. Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone-bearing
units, i. from left to right
i;. in a one-to-one relation.
(b. Left-over tones are assigned to the last tone-bearing unit.)
(c. Last tone spreads to remaining untoned tone-bearing units on
right.)
(d. Association conventions only app1y to floating tones.)
(23) Well-formedness Condition:
a. Association lines do not cross.
(b. All tone-bearing units are associated with at least one
tone.)
(c. All tones are associated with at least one tone-bearing
un it. )
Clauses (22a) and (23a) are relatively uncontroversial -- and they
are the only clauses that are considered in th'is thesi~ to be
universal. But consider a representatiun like (24), shown after
clause (a) of the Association Conventions in (22) has applied.
(24 )
[
V VV ]I I IHL HL H
Although Goldsmith (1976) proposed that the fr-ee tones in such l.
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case should be automatically linked, WilllctffiS (1971), Clements
and Ford (19/9) and Halle and Vergnaud (~982) have suggested that
the linking (if any) in such a case should be by language-specific
rule. The latter position is supported by numerous examples in this
thesis. In Dschang (chapter 2, section 5.1), we saw that the free
tone in sequences like those in (25) dij not link.
(25) a. kan 'squirrel'
IL H
b. m:>
,
L H
'child'
In ~ala (chapter 3, section 2.), it was crucial that the initial
floating ~ in a case like (26) did not ~;nk automatically.
(26)
For Yoruba (chapter 3, section 3.2), downstepped M-tones were
accounted for by a representation where a free L-tone did not link.
And ~n Tiv, if the L-tone in a case like (~9b) were to link
aut:or,atically, then a special (and other\\ise unnecessary) rule
would br required to del ink the h in question. 6 Lastly, Margi shows
that language-specific constraints on the linking of tones to
tone-be. '""in9 units would not be sufficient to block multiple linkings
in the appropriate instances. That is, we cannot assume that (22b)
is a universal convention, but that it is blocked in certain languages
by constraints such as that in (27).
(27) * V~
T T
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In Margi, multiple linkings such as prohibited by (27) are possible.
Rising tones are attested on verbs such as the following:
(28) a •
b.
bdi~
hu
'to forge'
'to grow up·
Nevertheless, the second tone of such contours must not be linked
until the word-level -- that is, it must not link automatically.
If stem~ such as those in (28) are followed by a toneless suffix,
then the derivation is as follows:
(29) [ hr H]
[ [ hr H,}~ni ]
[ [ hr Hi~~i ]
Cycle 1: Association Conventions
Cycle 2: Association Conventions
Tune-spreading (Margi)
After a rule of vowel deletion, the surface form hani Ito blow up
with pride' is attested. The crucial point is the following: If
the tt of the stem had automatically linked on tne first cycle, then
a special rule would be required to de-link it after adding the
derivational suffix -ani.
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If clause (b) of the Association Conventions in (22) is not
a language-universal, then clause (c) of the Well-formedness Condition
cannot be correct. That is, if conventions do not apply to change
the representations in examples like (24-26), then surely we do not
want our theory to rule them out as ill-formed. Hence rejection of
the (b) clause ;n (22) entails rejection of the (c) clause in (23).
Concerning the spreading of a tone onto toneless tone-bearing
units, this thesis argues that suc!, spreading ;s by rule only -- and
not by convention. This point has been argued explicitly in earlier
chapters ,and is the main point of this section. Clause (c) of the
Association Conventions ;n (22) ;s not held to be a universal of
human language. Note that the rejection of the Ispreadingl clause of
the Association Conventions affect5 the formulation of the Well-
formedness Condition in (23). While it may be true at the phonetic
level that all tone-bear:ng units must be associated with a tone,
this cannot be true in the phonological derivation, if the approach
taken by this thesis is correct. Hence clause (23b) cannot be a
condition on phonological derivations.
Lastly, concerning clause (d) of (22), I have bracketed it
not because it is incorrect, but because it can be derived from (22a).
If the associations performed by convention are strictly one-to-one,
then the conventions cannot perform the type of multiple linking that
would result from further association of a linked tone.
As stated in chapter 1, therefore, I assume that the universal
Association Conventions consist of clause (a) in (22); and the
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universal We11-formedness Condition on phonological derivations
consists of clause (a) of (23).
3.1 Past tense forms
We saw in section 2. that the General Past is marked by a [ L -
prefix. This prefix triggers downstep with the H-stem verbs and
prevents H-spread (8) from applying between subject prefixes and
L-stem verbs. Concerning the tones that surface on the verb stem
itself, an inspection of the forms in (17) shows that the lexical
tone (note figure 20) appears on the first vowel of the s~em, exactly
as it should given left-to-right association. Any additional stem
vowels surface as ~. in the preceding section, it was argued that if
tone association ;s cyclic (as it must be in Tiv), then spreading
cannot be automatic. This allows a treatment of the General Past where
the sole tense marker is a [ L - prefix; the second and/or third
vowel of a disyllabic or trisyllabic verb stem is assigned a L-tone
by the theory of default rules developed in chapter 3.
(30) [ YIvese ]
[ L [ y!vese ] ]
[ yevese ]I I IL H L L
I ~ .......
'yevese
Cycle 1: Stem; Association Conventions
Cycle 2: General Past Prefix
Default L-insertion
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Hence a theory that assigns h as a default value, and that does not
have automatic spreading, can account for the General Past in a
maximally simple way, that is, as marked by a [ L - prefix.
Consider now the fornls of the Recent Past: 7
(31 ) Recent Past
H-stem L-stem
...
1 syllable: ve H dze H
came (ree.) went (rec.)
..... ",.
2 syllable: ongo HH v'~nde LH
hea rd (ree.) refused (rec.)
"'l syllable: H~L
............ 8
LHLJ yevese ngohoro
fl ed (ree.) accepted (rec ")
Segmentally, the Recent Past tense involves a process of
ablaut. However, as the ablaut rule does not affect tonal represen-
tations, it will not be discusse~ here. 9 Concerning its tonal forms,
it was suggested above (see figure 11) that this tense is marked by
a -H] suffix. Assuming that spreading ;s not automatic, this -H] will
link to the second vowel of the stem, when there is such a second
vowel, producing configurations such as the following:
(32) a. [y!vese] b. [ngrhOrO] Cycle 1: Stem; Assoc.Cony.
[ [y!ve~:}H] [ [ngrhO!~JH] Cycle 2: Rec. Past;Assoc. Conv.
The left-over vowel in such cases will be assigned h by default,
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~ ~ ~ , A
correctly resulting in the surface forms yevese and ngohor
after late rules of vowel deletion and tone attachment.
There is one residual problem concerning the derivation of a
form such as dze 'went (recently)'. The expected derivation of such a
form would result ;n a configuration such as in (33).
(33)
[ [ dZJ ] H ]
Clearly, some rule is required to change the lexical L of the verb
stem into a H in such cases. Note, moreover, that the stem L cannot
simply be del inked by the -H] suffix since that would incorrectly
predict a downstep in a form such as ve dze 'they went', where the
verb stem ;s preceded by a H-tone subject prefix. To account for
forms like dze, I propose a rule that raises a L to H when it is
followed by a floating ~.
(34) Raising: L H / ®
This rule applies generally and its effect will be seen in c number
of tenses, such as the Imperative, the Habitual and the Subjunctive.
The rule will also be shown to playa role ;n accounting for the
surface distribution of contuur tones in Tiv.
In summary, we see that a theory of tone that does not include
automatic spreading can account fOt~ the Recent Past forms in Tiv by
simply positing a -H] suffix. Hence both the General Past and the
Recent Past are given tonal representati0ns that make no reference
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to the segmental composition of verb stems.
In contrast to the straightforward account for these tenses
given above, a theory postulating automatic spreading requires a
number of conlplications. First, such a theory cannot assume cyclic
association and consequently must find an alternative account for
the init'ial downstep in tenses such as the General Past. Secondly,
it cannot be maintained in the General Past, for example, that there
is no tone following the lexical tone of the stem, since were such
to be the case, the lexical H-tone of the H-stem class would
automatically (and incorrectly) spread to all vowels of the stem.
Hence one must posit a L-tone following the lexical tone in this
tense. 10 This in itself is problematic since such a putative
L-tone does not appear when the verb stem is monosyllabic, as in
~ I ~
ve ·va 'they c~me'. Leben (1973) and Goldsmith (1976) 3uggest that
this problern can be solved by a rule that Leben calls Tone
Simplification (Tiv) and that I reproduce as (35).
(35) Delete any h that occurs in sequence with H on a [+syllabic]
segment.
We have already seen in (3-5) above, however, that there are
tl-h sequences on short vowels in Tiv, and (35) cannot, therefore, be
a general rule. Hence Leben's Tone Simplification (Tiv) (and Gold-
smith's 'Fall-Simplification') cannot be maintained except perhaps
as a minor rule restricted to a tense such as the General Past. Hence
in a theory that postulates automatic spreading, one is forced tu
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assume an ad hoc rule for the General Past or to assume different
forms for the General Past mo~pheme depending on the number of
syllables in a verbal stem.
Looking at the Recent Past, the automatic spreading solution
encounters a similar problem since the final h of the trisyllabic
forms requires that a h be present in the representation of the
tense for such forms in order to prevent spreading of the -H]
suffix. And yet this putative h does not surface with monosyllabic
and di:yllabic stems. We are again for:ed to assume that there is
more than one Recent Past morpheme, and that the correct choice of
tense melodies depends on the number of syllables in a verb stem.
(36) Tense representations in a theory with automatic spreadinJ!:
General Past Representative Recent Past
affixes: stems: affixes:
[L- [ [v~] , [dZ~]
-H]
[~ngwaJ ' [v~ndeJ
[L-, -L]
3[y~vesp.J ' [ng~horo] -H L]
In conclusion, we see that a theory that assumes automatic
spreading, and lexical representations for verbs as in (20), ;s forced
to posit non-uniform underlying representations for tense morphemes
such as the General Past and Recent Past. In addition to a [L- prefix,
the automatic spreading approach is forced to posit a -L] suffix for
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disyllabic and trisyllabic verb stems ;n the General Past. And for
the Recent Past, the automatic spreading approach must assume a -H]
suffix for monosyllabic and disyllabic stems, but a -H L] suffix for
trisyllabic stems. In fact, it ;s accidental in such an approach
that the various melodies constituting a particular tense are as
similar as they are, and that the 'extra' tones are required only
for lextra l syllables, after the assignment of the basic part of
the tense melody. I argue, therefore that inclusion of automatic
spreading in tonal theory results in a considerable loss of
generalization with tenses such as the General Past and the Recent
Past.
3.2 H-spread
Let us return to the General Past form of a H-stem trisyllabic
verb such as yevese. As was argued in section 3.1, a theory with
, ~
automatic spreading would have to assign a representation to 'yevese
as in (37a), while a theory without automa~ic spreading could assign
a representation as in (37b). I ignore the question of how a
theory with automatic spreading would represent the initial downstep
in such a case.
(3/) a.
[
yevese]
! A[
b. yevese
I
H ]]
Although (37a) meets the structural description of H-spread
(whi~h I repeat below as (38)), (37b) does not.
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(38) H-spread:
Hence a theory with automatic spreading incorrectly predicts that
the rule of H-spread should apply to such cases, giving an incorrect
I ",. ",. """-
surface form such as * ·yevese. A theory without automatic spreading
can correctly block H-spread in such cases by simply ordering the
assignment of default values after H-spread.
3.3 HI:ibitual 3
As a final argument against automatic spreading, I wish to
consider a case which, on the face of it, seems to argue for
automatic spreading. I will argue, however, that the spreading
involved is in fact yet another case of H-spread, and that attributing
it to universal conventions entails a loss of generalization. Consider
the forms below:
(39) Habitual 3
H-stem L-stem
1 syllable: !
.,II,."",
,
.,II""' ....
vaan !HHH ·dzaan !HHH
come go
! ... ... .... ...2 syllable: ungwan !HHH vendan LHH
hear refuse
! ' " ...... ... ... -"' ...3 syllable: yevesen !HHHH ngohoron LHHH
flee accept
It would seem, at least superficially, that this tense involves
a H-tone suffix that has spread to all tone-bearing units of the verb.
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But consider the following forms, which correspond to the Habitual
tense:
(40) Habitual 1
H-stem L-stem
LH
!H
I ".
·dza
go
venda
refuse
ngohoro 12 LHL
accept
!H
!HHI... ...·ungwa
hear
yevese 11 HHL
flee
I ...
·va
come
3 syllable:
1 syllable:
2 s..vllable:
Apart from the initial downstep, tonal forms in the Habit~al 1
are identical to forms in the Recent Past. I assume therefore that
there is a H-tone suffix in the Habitual 1 tense just as there is in
the Recent Past. It turns out to be the case, moreover, that this
habitual -H] occurs in all forms of the habitual. (See Appendix)
There are two important differences between the Habitual 1 and
the Ha~itual 3. In the Habitual 1, we observe a H-tone suffix and
no spreading; in the Habitual 3, we observe a H-tone suffix, a
segmental -n] suffix, and we get spreading. Henc~ the presence of the
-n] suffix correlates with spreading. Why this should be the case
becomes clear when we examine yet another habitual tense form, such
as the Past Habitual:
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(41 ) Past Habitual
H-stem L-stem
---
! ~ ~-... I1 syllable: vaan !HHL -dzaan !HHL
used to come used to go
I ~ vendan2 syllable: ungwan !HHL LHL
used to hear used to refuse
I ~ ~ ~,
ngohoron3 syllable: yevesen !HHHL LHHL
used to flee used to accept
The Past Habitual is marked by the L-tone prefix of the General
Past and two habitual suffixes: the -H] suffix observed in the
Habitual 1, i}nd a segmental -n] suffix that bears a L-tone. The
surface form of a L-stem such as ngohoro in the Past Habitual is
therefore derived with no trouble:
(42)
[ [ngrh~~~lH]
[[[ngrh~l,~]
[[[ngrh~H] J]
[L [ [ [ngrh~] ~] ]
Cycle 1: Stem; Association
Conventions
Cycle 2: Habitual suffix; Assoc.
Conventions
Cycle 3: Habitual suffix; Assoc.
Conventions
H-spread (38); Assoc.
Conventions
Cycle 4: General Past prefix
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... .;# .;#'-
In the above derivation of ngohoron, it is crucial that on the
third cycle, H-spread (38) has been triggered by the structural
configuration created by addition of the L-tone -n] suffix. Now
consider what would happen to the output of (42) if we were to
have attached an additional -H] suffix prior to pref;xation:
(43) [[[[ngrh~] ~] h]
[[[[ngrh~] ~] H]
[L [ [ [ [ngrh~] ~] H] ]
Cycle 4: -H] suffix
Raising (34)
Cycle 5: General Past prefix
Since the -H] suffix added in (43) would not be able to link, it
would trigger the rule of Raising (34), giving the surface form
ngohoron Nhich is exactly the form of the stem ngohoro in the
Habitual 3. I propose, therefore, that the spreading that takes place
in the Habitual 3 tense is triggered in exactly the same way as for
the Past Habitual, that is, H-spread (38) is t(~iggered by the L-tone
-n] suffix. The basic characteristic of the Habitual 3 tense that
distinguishes it from the Past Habitual t for example, is an
additional -H] suffix that triggers raising o~: the fina~ L.
We see therefore that the reason that spreading takes place in
a habitual tense, and not some ~ther tense, ;s that the marker of
the ~habitual' ;s a suffix that triggers H-spread. So even with a case
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which appears on the surface to be produced by context-free
spreading, there is in fact J loss of generalization unless we
attribute the spreading to the Tiv-particular rule of H-spread.
3.4 The Association Conventions (revised)
In the preceding section, four arguments have been presented
to show that tone spreading cannot be automatic in Tiv. First, it
was shown that automatic spreading is impossible if tone association
is cyclic. Second, it was shown that automatic spreading results in
a loss of generalization in the formulation of tenses such as the
General Past and the Recent Past. Third, because of the melody
required for a tense such as the General Past in a theory with
automatic spreJding, such a tense would have to be marked as an
exception to an otherwise general rule of H-spread. Fourth, it was
shown that an apparent case of context-free spreading in the
Habitual 3 tense ;s actually a case of H-spread.
Since spreading is not automatic in Tiv, it cannot be a
universal property of human language.
I conclude therefore that the universal aspects of the
Association Conventions and the Well-formedness Condition are as
follows:
(44) Association Conventiolls: Map a sequence of tones onto a
sequence of tone-bearing units, a) from left to right
b) in a one-to-one relation.
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(45) Well-formedness Condition: Association lines cannot cross.
3. 5 An a1terr.a t i ve
Before concluding this section, I will discuss briefly an
alternative analysis suggested by John Goldsmith which would preserve
automatic spreading as a language universal. His suggestion depends
crucially on the interpretation of the ElsE~where Condition discussed
briefly in chapter 4 t section 8.5 in connection with Tonga. 13 I
repeat the proposa1 here: '[T]he more GENERAL rule can be precluded
from applying not only by the ACTUAL application of the more specific
rule, but the PRESENCE of the more specific rule -- that is, its
potential application later in the derivation.' (Goldsmith 1982 p.24)
Given this version of the Elsewhere Condition, one might propose
the following: Assume that automatic spreading is a part of univeral
grammar and therefore constitutes the 'GENERAL' rule for purposes
of the Elsewhere Condition. Assume further that as a part of its
grammar, Tiv includes a language-specific rule of L-insertion. If we
consider L-insertion to be the more specific rule, then the applica-
tion of automatic spreading will be precluded by the existence of
l-insertion.
Note especially that automatic spreading could not be blocked
merely by the application of L-insertion. Examples like the one seen
in (37) above show that L-insertion must apply after H-spread:
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(46) yevese
IL H
N/A
yevese
I I IL H L L
! .;> "" ""-yevese
General Past
H-spread (38)
L-'~nsertion
If L-insertion is a language-specific rule of Tiv, then it must be
extrinsically ordered to apply after H-spread. This means that at
early stages of the derivation, automatic spreading is blocked not
because L-insertion has applied, but be~ause ultimately it will
apply.
The above position is problematic for a number of reasons.
First, it depends on a rather powerful interpretation of the Elsewhere
Condition that is not clearly required independently. For example,
the evidence from Tonga that Goldsmith propose5 as motivation for the
revised Elsewhere Condition receives alternative analyses in Halle
and Vergnaud (1982) and ;n this thesis -- and neither of these
alternatives requires such a principle.
In any event, even if the revised form of the Elsewhere
Condition is correct, it cannot account for the lack of spreuding in
Tiv. According to both the revised and unrev;sed versions of the
Elsewhere Condition, it is the 'specific' rule that blocks the
application of the 'general I rule. Crucially, one must distinguish
between the 'general' rule and the ·specific' rule on formal grounds
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not by a priori assignment of one of the rules to universal grammar.
The special rule' is defined as that whose structural description
properly includes the structural description of the general rule.
But when we consider the structural description of the two rules of
Default L-irlsertion and Spreading, we see that it ;s the structural
description of Spreading that properly includes that of Default
L-insertion; on formal grounds, it ;s L-insertion and not Spreading
that is the general rule:
(47) a. Default L-insertion:
so:
~ V
I[-Upper]
SC:
b. Spreading (mirror image):
v QD ~
I
T
so:
Were Spr'~ading to be universal -- and subject to the Elsewhere
Condition -- then it would preclude application of L-insertion.
Consequently, even for a theory including Golds~ith's varsion of the
Elsewhere Condition, spreading cannot be universal.
4. Lexical constraints
In this section, I wish to propose two constraints that hold
of rules applying ;n the lexicon, but not of rules applying post-
lexically. In order to motivate these constraints, I must discuss
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the distribution of contour tones and motivate the rule of vowel
deletion that has been referred to in a number of footnotes.
4.1 Contour tones
To the best of my knowledge, the following are correct
generalizations about falling and rising tones in Tiv.
(48) a. Contour tones occur only in word-final position.
b. Falling tones are possible on surface syllables of the
farms (C)V and (C)VC.
c. Rising tones are possible only on surface syllables of the
form (C)VC.
We saw a number of examples of falling tones on CV syllables
in (3-5):
(49) a. ~nyinya mba
b. kase~ mba
~ ~ A
c. ;wa ngi
'there are horses'
'there are women'
'there are dogs'
(=3a)
(=40/
(=5a)
Examples of falling tones on eve syllables can be seen with words
like the following:
(50) a. ngohor 'accepted (recently)'
b.
c.
"swam
"ker
'wild boar'
I seek! I
Finally, some examples of rising tones are given in (51).
(51) a.
b.
c.
"anyam ngun
'i vlnyon
'pond'
'this leopard'
'bird'
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There are two basic issues to be kept in mind regarding
contour-toned syllables. First, we must explain why rising tones
never occur on (C)V syllables. Second, we must explain why a (C)VC
syllab~e counts as two tone-bearing units for purposes of tense
assignment. For example, ngohor (50a) gets the LHL tonal pattern of
a trisyllabic Recent Past form, not the LH pattern we would expect
for a disyllabic form (see 31).
One obvious approach to the latter problem would be to define
tone-bearing units in Tiv as any segment in a syllable-rime. Hence
rising tones would be derived by associating one tone to the nucleus
and one tone to the coda. Unfortunately, such a solution creates as
many problems as it solves. We saw in (49) that a falling contour is
possible on a CV syllable. In other words, a HL sequence can he
mapped onto a single tone-bearing unit. It would follow that if a
eve syllable contains two tone-bearing units, we should be able to
get the types of tone patterns illustrated in (52).
(52) a. L HL
I V
eve
V
a
b. H HL
tV
eve
V
a
While this appro3ch gives an explanation for why a eve syllable
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counts as two tone-bearing units, it does so at the expense of
increasing the number of possible, but unattested, surface contours.
An alternative solution to the problem is possible along the
following lines:
(53) a. In the lexicon, there are no (C)VC syllables.
b. Surface (C)VC s_yl1ables are derived from lexical (C)VCV
sequences.
:. All contour tones are derived by a rule of T-attachment.
d. T-attachment is ordered after a rule deleting V2 in
appropriate ... Vl C V2 ] sequences.
The rule of T-attachment creates contour tones by linking a final
floatirg tone to the last vowel of a word in pre-pausal position.
(54) T-attachment: v (C)]
. II(T)
In a case like uny1nya mba (49a), T-attachment will apply as follows:
(55)
[
uny;nya] [mba ]I I I f'\L L L H L
T-attachment (54)
Consider now the following cases~ that illustrate the segmental
rule of ablaut that occurs in certain tenses such as the Recent Past:
(from Arnott 1964, p.24)
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(56) Stem form Ablaut form Gloss
---
venda vende 'refuse'
hide hid; 'return'
tJngo tenge 'blow (eg. a flute)'
dz::>h::> dzehe 'wrangle'
ungwa ongo 'hear'
unde undu 'mount'
Ablaut forms are predictable from the stem forms while the converse
is not true. The rule of ablaut will not be discussed or formulated
here 14, as ; tis only its effect on stems such as those below that
;s relevant here.
(57) Stem form Ablaut form Gloss
gema gem 'change'
yi ra yer 'summon'
pine pin 'ask'
hura hor 'weed'
tsume tsum 'make a mistake'
We observe that the second vowel in the ablaut forms given in
(57) has been lost. Ablaut in (57) has triggered a vo\~el deletion
rule while ablaut in (56) has not triggered vowel deletion. The
reason for this difference between (56) and (57) lies in the nature
of the final consonant involved. Vowel deletion is only possible when
the C of the VCV sequence ;s one of the following: ~, ~, 1, r, ~t ~.
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And yet while this ~s a necessary condition for vowel deletion,
it is not a sufficient conditlon since we do not get vowel deletion
in the stem forms of (57). We must put a second condition on vowel
deletion: Vl and V2 of the V1 C V2 sequence may differ in terms of
tenseness but must agree foY' all other features determining vowel
quality. This condition on vowel sequences is met in all the ablaut
forms of (56), but vowel deletion does not take place because the
intervening consonant is not [+sonorantJ. 15 On the other hand,
ablaut feeds vowel deletion in (57) since it creates V. C
1 [+son]
sequences.
I formu~ate the rule of vowel deletion as follows:
v.
1
(58) V-deletion: [+50n]
IV e V
~~
[aF]
-+ v
I[aF]
[+50n]
I
c
The rule of V-deletion is illustrated in the derivation of ~ 'a~k·.
In the approridte tense, the stem pine will undergo ablaut, (for the
purposes of this illustration, tone is being ignored) and V-deletion:
(59) [pine]
[pini] Ablaut (CF: hide '\J hid; 'return ' )
[pin] V-deletion (58)
In light of the above, consider the following characterist~cs
of eve syllables in general:
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(60) a. (C)VC syllables occur word-finally.
b. The C of the coda is always a [+sonorant].
c. A word of !2 syllables behaves tonally like a word of n+l
syllables, when the final syllable is (C)VC.
All of these observations are easily explained if we assume
that lexically, there are no (C)VC syllables. That is, the lexical
inventory of syllables is only V and ev. Words ending in closed
syllables must therefore be derived by positing an underlying final
vowel that ;s deleted by V-deletion (58).
I assume, therefore, that verbs have underlying forms as in
column A of (61) even when they appear in non-ablaut tenses (such
as the General Past) as in column B; note that although V-deletion
has deleted the final stem vowel in column B, the form of such a
vowel is recoverable from forms such as those in column C, where a
suffix has been added.
(61 ) A B C
yeme yem yemen 'accept'
Jro :>r ::>ron 'say'
kere ker keren 'seek'
ngohoro ngohor ngohoron 'accept'
It is now possible to account for the generalizations in (48) :
First, contour tones occur only in word-final position because the
language spe~;fic rule (T-attachment) that creates them ;s restricted
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to applying in word-final p~sition. Second, falling and rising tones
are possible on eve syllables because V-deletion (58) feeds
A V
T-attachment (54). Consider the derivations of ker 'seek! I and ber
f pond' :
(62) a. b. [b~r!]
[
[
V-deletion (58)
T-attachment (54)
We are left only with the problem of al)owing falling tones
but blocking rising tones -- on CV syllables. This probleln
receives a simple explanation when we consider the rule of Raising
(34), repeated here as (63):
(63) Raising: L ~ H / (B)
We saw above that in the Recent Past, a configuration such as in
(64a) will be changed into (64b) by the rule of Raising.
(64) a.
If Raising ;s ordered before T-attachment, we correctly predict that
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rising tones are impossible on CV syllables. This is because the
application of T-attachment to a configuration like in (64b) -- the
ouput of Raising -- will be a level H-tone. Notice that there is
no rule comparabl~ to Raising that would affect a H(!)sequence. This
correctly predicts that T-attachment will derive falling tones on
CV syllables in such cases.
As a final point, Raising must be ordered before V-deletion to
keep it from wiping out potential rising tones on eve syllables.
Consider, for example, the derivation of the Recent Past form kum
Iroared (recently)l. On the stem cycle, the Association Conventions
(44) apply:
(65) a. [krme] Cycle 1: Association Conventions (44)
When the Recent Past suffix is added, the Association Conventions (44)
and Ablaut apply:
b. [[krm~l'H]
c. [[krmU~]
Cycle 2: Association Conventions (44)
Ablaut
Crucially, if Raising is ordered so as to apply at this point of
the derivation, it will be inapplicable in a case like (65). Subsequent-
ly, in what we will see later to be part of the post-lexical deriva-
tion, V-deletion and T-attachment apply:
d.
e.
[ kr
m
: ]
[ kl~H ]
V-deletion (58)
T-attachment (54)
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If kaising (34) was ordered after V-deletion, then * k~m would
incorrectly be derived.
In conclusion, I have proposed that contour tones in T;v are
the result of a late rule of T-attachment. By ordering T-attachment
after V-deletion, and V-deletion after Raising, we correctly account
for the appearance of rising tones on eve syllables but not on CV
syllables. Falling tones are possible on both CV and eve syllables
since no rule comparable to Raising exists to affect a H-tone before
a floating L-tone. And the above analysis means that the tone-bearing
unit i~ Tiv ;s simply the V-slot -- or equivalently, the core slot
that is the syllable nucleus.
4.2 Lexical constraints (continued)
Returning to the main topic of this section, I wish to propose
two lexical constraints for Tiv -- the first concerning possible
syllables, and the second concerning possible linkings of tones.
(66) Syllables of Tiv: 1. A rime may not branch.
162. An onset may not branch.
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The effect of (66) is that syllables in tht lexicon may only
be V or ev. Any rule whose effect is to create a syllable other than
those allowed by (66) must therefore be a post-lexical rule.
This means that the rule of V-deletion (58) must apply post-
lexically. Not \ that this predicts that V-deletion will also
exhibit other properties of post-l~xical rules, and we will see below
that this is the cas~.
Next~ I proposed the following constraint on tone association.
(67) Tones of Tiv: * V
~
T T
This constraint states that no more than one tone can be linked to
a ~ingle tone-cearing unit in Tiv. As has been assumed elsewhere in
this thesis, I follow Goldsmith (1976) in assuming that such
constraints do not prevent a rule from applying if its output would
be ill-formed; rather, association lines are added or deleted in
the minimal way that will create a well-formed representation.
The constraint in (67) requires that T-attachment (54) apply
post-lexically. This ;s because the contour tone that l-attachment
creates is in violation of the ~exical constraint on one-to-one
linkings.
Constraint (67) also suggests that the rule of H-spread operates
lexically. The del inking of a L-tone that results from H-spread (38)
follows automatically if the rule applies lexically, since a multiple
association would violate the one-to-one constraint. On the other hand,
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if H-spread were to apply post-lexically) then the del inking of the
L-tone would have to be stipulated in the rule.
The status of constraints such as (66) and (67) is an interes-
ting question. Can they, for example, be derived from a principle of
'structure preservation' (Kiparsky 1982) in the lexicon? To exploit
the notion of structure preservation in deriving (67), for example,
one could propose the following: In underived lexical entries in Tiv,
there are no tone-bearing units linked to mo.~e than one tone.
Consequently, no rule applying in the Tiv lexicon could create such
a 1inkirg. 17 Some degree of unpredictability does appear to exist
however. In Tiv, the one-to-one constraint holds lexically but not
p0st-lexically. In Dschang, on the other hand, a one-to-one
constraint was seen in chapter 2 to hold both lexically and post-
lexically. The difference in post-lexical behaviour could not ful10w
from a principle of structure preservation. Moreover, Mohanan and
Mohanan (1983) have shown that there are problems with the notion
of structure preservation. In Ma1ayalam, they argue that the
inventory of segments at the output of the lexicon includes certain
segments not present in underived lexical entries.
This thesis will not attempt to resolve the issue of structure
preservation. It is noteworthy, however, that the underlying inventory
of linkings (;e. one-to-one) is the same as the inventory of 1inkings
at ~he output of the lexicon.
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5. Ordering
Once the domain of application of a rule is determined to be
a pa~ticular stratum, or set of strata, this domain will impose a
partial ordering on the rule concerned. For example, if rule ~ is
assigned to stratum~, and rule ~ is assigned to stratum n+1, this
means that application of rule ~ must precede application of rule ~.
Note that the ordering in such a case does not involve extrinsic
ordering of rules in a list. The effect in a simple case such as that
just described would be the same whether the extrinsic ordering of
Q and ~ was as in (68a) or as in (68b):
(68) a.
.
p domain n
q domain n+1
b.
.
q domain n+1
p domain n
As a result, there are two ways of ordering the application of
phonological rules: 1) extrinsic ordering 2) assignment to sets of
strata.
In this chapter, I have discussed two strata for Tiv, namely
a lexical stratum and a post-lexical stratum. In this section, I
will examine four rules of Tiv that have already been discussed in
this chapter. It will be shown that the principles of lexical
phonology require that the four rules be assigned to particular strata.
And it will be shown that the ordering ~elat;ons determined by this
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assignment to strata are cO~'rect for the rules concerned.
The rules that I will discuss are the following:
(69) a. Raising: L -+ H / ® (34)
b. H-spread: V V (38)
-1.-'
H L
c. T-attachment: ~ (C) ] (54 )II
d. V-deletion: [+50nJ [+sonJ (58)
I I
V c V -+ V c
I[aF] [aF]
First, look at Raising. Consideration of a Past Habitual form
I ."..". ....
such as ·dzaan 'used to go' shows that Raising must apply cyclically.
On the stem cycle, the lexical L of dza associates:
(70) a.
[
dza ]~
On the second cycle, the habitual -H] suffix is added:
b.
Since the H of the suffix cannot link, Raising ;5 triggered:
c. [ [ dZl ] H ]
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Subsequently, a second habitual suffix is added, namely -~]. The
al10morph of this suffix for a monosyllabic stem is _V~J: (for
the sake of clarity, I assume the full three-dimensional representa-
tion here that includes the core.)
d. dza n
t ~ IV V
I ~~ ,H H L
In (70d), the Association Convpntions have applied to link the free
tones to the free V-slots. In (70e), we see the application of a
rule that is not discussed in this thesis, namely r rule that spreads
the features of the stem vowel onto the empty V-slot of t:IC suffix. 18
e. n
- IV V
IH L
Lastly, the [L- prefix of the General Past is added, creating an
initial downstep:
f. [ L [ [ [ dZ! ] ~a ~ ] ]
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The crucial aspect of the above derivation is the cycle on
which the -H] suffix is added. Raising (34) will only be triggered
if the H cannot link. Under a cyclic analysis, this is in fact the
situation found on the second cycle since the _V~] suffix is not
yet present. The -H] of the habitual floats and Raising is
triggered.
If Raising were only to apply post-lexically, then we would
" .......predict * dzaan for such a case:
(71 )
[ L [ [ [ dZ~ ] J ~ ]]
Note also that if tone association were non-cyclic, then we would
have a comparable problem.
Since Raising applies cyclically, it must apply lexically.
There is a further question, however. If Raising applies l~xically,
can it also apply post-lexically? The relevant cases are those
discussed in section 4.1, concerning the derivation of rising tones.
In example (65), it was shown that V-deletion must not feed Raising.
While this could be accounted for by assigning Ra'ising to the lexical
stratum, and V-deletion to the post-lexical stratum, it would also
be possible to assume that Raising applied at both strata but was
ordered in the list of phnnuiogi:al rules to apply before V-deletion:
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(72)
.
Raising
V-deletion
Domain: Lexical &Post-lexical strata
Turning to H-spread, it was argued in section 4.2 that the
rule applies lexically because it obeys the one-to-one constraint
on linking of tones (67). This position is supported by evidence
that H-spread does not apply post-lexically. In section 7. below,
it will be suggested that default rules apply at the beginning of
the component to which they are assigned. In Tiv, there is evidence
to show that Default L-insertion applies post-lexically. Therefore
Default L-insertion applies at the beginning of the post-lexical
component. 19 In section 3.2 above, it was shown that to block
I ~ ........
the application of H-spread in a case like ·yevese 'fled (General
Past)', Default L-insertion nlust not apply prior to application of
H-spread. Since the extrinsic ordering of default rules and language-
specific rules is disallowed (see section 7.), this result can only
be achieved by restricting H-spread to applying within the lexicon.
An examination of T-attachment, on the other hand, shows that
the rule WJst apply post-lexically since it creates contoUi" tones
in violation of the lexical one-to-one tonal constraint (67).
T-attachment m~ .. not apply lexically, as can be seen by considering
a noun such as begha. 'lion'. In such a case, the Association
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Conventions apply to give the configuration in (73a).
(73) a.
L ]
If T-attachment (54) were to apply lexically, then the one-tn-one
constraint (67) would automatically del ink the H-tone, giving us:
b.
Incorrectly, lexical application of T·attachment would derive
* begha. On the other hand, if T-attachment only applies post-
lexically, then t~e correct results are obtained ;n such a case,
because the one-to-one constraint does not hold post-lexically:
c.
[
begha ]
I r~"H H L
Finally, as far as V-deletion is concerned, it must apply
post-lexically ~ince it creates a syllable violating the lexical
constraint prohibiting branching rimes (66). 20 Note, however,
that there is no particular reason to restrict the domain of
V-deletion to the post-lexical stratum, since the constraint on
branching rimes will block its application lexically, independent
of a domain specification.
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To summarize, the principles of lexical phonology, in
conjunction with the two lexical constraints given in (66) and
(67), combine to require the following assignment to strata of
the four rules considered in this section:
(74) Lexical Post-lexical
Raising yes ??
H-spread yes no
T-attachment no yes
V-deletion ?? yes
The question marks in (74) indicate cases where there is no evidence
for the application of the rule in question in that component; but
allowing the rule to be assigned to that domain would not necessarily
create undesirable results.
The assignment of rules to domains given in (74) makes a
number of predictions. In the derivation of some word, ii two rules
apply, and one has been determined by the principles of lexical
phonology to apply lexically, and the other has been determined to
apply post-lexically, then the rule applying lexically must apply
first.
Consider, for' example, the interaction of H-spread and V-dele-
... m
tion in the derivation of a verb such as ve k a v 'they've understood'.
This form consists of a third person plural subject prefix~ a verb
stem, and a Recent Past suffix:
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(75)
In (76), I illustrate the results of applying H-spread and V-deletion,
in both possible orders:
H-spread 21N/A
a. [V~~[~:v~]] H-spread b. [V! [[k~VH] ]] V-deletion
[Vijf~V ] H] ] V-de1etioll
[VHf:V'}H]] T-attach. [V! [[kf'}H]] T-attach.
(76)
Clearly, the correct results are obtained by ordering H-spread
before V-deletion, as predicted in (74). The derivation assuming
this order correctly derives a ~-to-downstepped-~ contour on kav.
If, on the other hand, V-deletion were to precede H-spread (as in
76b), then we would derive either * ve kav or * ve kav, depending
on whether Raising applied.
~ ~Ii'....
A case such as ve k A v constitutes a strong argument for the
approach being taken here since the complex ~-to-~ contour is
derived with no special rules or stipulations.
As a second case, let us consider the relation between Raising
and T-attachment. In a linked-h floating-~ sequence such as in (77),
both Raising and T-attachment are applicable -- as far as the
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structural descriptions of the two rules are concerned.
(77)
[ [ dZr ] H ]
If Raising applies before T-attachment -- the order forced upon us
by the assignment of domains given in (74) -- then we derive the
correct result, namely dze. On the other hand, if T-attachment were
to apply first, then its application would bleed Raising, and we
would incorrectly end up with dze.
To conclude this section, I have shown that the ordering of
a number of rules required for the tonal grammar of Tiv falls out
automatically from their assignment to strata. Extrinsic ordering
of rules is not eliminated by the theory of lexical phonology, but
the role thut extrinsic ordering must play is reduced considerably.
This result has obvious implications for the learnability of a
grammar. By determining certain properties of a rule that would
assign it to a given stratum, a learner ;s already determining its
relative ordering with respect to rules assigned to other strata.
6. Derived vs. nonderived
Consistent with the assignment of Raising and H-spread to
the lexical stratum ;s the fact that in all cases where they
have applied above, the structural description was derived on the
cycle on which the rule applied. Some typical cases include examples
(9-11), (33), (42-43), (70) and (76).
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The derived Ys. nonderived distinction also provides additional
evidence that V-deletion is post-lexical, since that rule applies
in a non-derived environment. In (78a) and (78b), for example, the
addition of a suffix in (78b) blocks V~delet;on (58), while in (78a),
the absence of any suffix results in the application of V-deletion.
(78) a.
b.
~ .... ~ ....
ka toloo
'it is a pestle'
'is it a pestle?'
In order for suffixation to block V-deletion from applying to the
stem tola in (78b), V-deletion must apply after affixation processes
that is, V-deletion must apply post-lexically.
Although I will not discuss in detail the problems inherent
in requiring all rules applying lexically to apply only in derived
environment~, it is worth pointing out that all the rules discussed
in this thesis that crucially apply lexically, do in fact apply in
derived environments. In most cases, what constitutes a derived
environment is definable morphologically in the cases seen in this
thesis. For example, Raising becomes applicable in (77) because of
the addition of an affix. In a number of cases, however, the
environment of a rule is derived by the application of the Association
Conventions. For example, in Margi, the rule of Tone-spreading is
triggered by the application of the Association Conventions in a
~ '" ....
case like dza'uba 'to pound well'. If we compare the underlying form
of the stem, with the rule of Tone·spreading, we see that the
structural description of Tone-spreading ;s not met underlyingly:
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(79)
(80) Tone-spreading: V ~
L,~~'
T
However, once the Association Conventions have applied on the first
cycle, the derived representation meets the structural description
of Tone-spreading:
(81 )
7. Default rules
It has been proposed that toneless vowels in Tiv are assigned
default L-tones according to the theory of underspecification
discussed in some detail in chapter 3. In this section, I will
discuss two issues related to such default rules. The first concerns
the status of default tones as autosegments. The second concerns
the determination of where default rules apply.
In chapter 1, I discussed briefly an alternative to viewing
default tones as autosegments. In the approach of Halle and Vergnaud
(1982), default tones consisted of a t core ' specification, where
such a core specification would only surface if no tonal autosegment
had been assigned.
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In Tiv t there is evidence that supports the autosegment
approach proposed in chapter 3 of this thesis. Consider a Recent
Past form such as ngohor 'accepted (recently)':
(82) Cycle 1: S~em; Associatiun Conventions
Cycle 2: Recent Past Suffix; Associ-
ation Conventions
The form in (83a) shows what the input to V-deletion would be if we
assume the default h is a core specification; (83b) shows the form
that would result if default autosegments were assigned.
(83 ) a .
[
ngoho ro ]I I[+L]
L H
b.
In (83a), deletion of the final vowel would entail deletion of the
core tonal specification; in (83b), on the other hand, deletion of
the final vowel would simply result in a floating L-tone. Clearly,
(83b) correctly predicts the configuration that will result in
a falling contour on the last syllable of ngohor (after T-attachment);
equally clearly, (83a) predicts a level H-tone after V-deletion.
I conclude therefore that default values of autosegmentally
r~presented features are themselves autosegments. And if all features
are in effect autosegmental, as suggested in chJpter 1, then all
default feature values are autosegmental in nature.
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The last issue concerning default rules is where they apply.
Clearly, the most restrictive position that one could take would be
to assume that a) default rules cannot be extrinsically ordered
among language-specific phonological rules, and b) the component in
which default rules apply is predictable.
I will begin addressing these questions by summarizi~g the
basic results of this thesis. In Tiv, it is crucial that Default
L-insertion does not apply cyclically. The whole analysis of this
chapter depends on delaying the insertion of default L-tones until
after all process of affixation. Consider the example in (82).
Default tones must not be inserted until after the addition of the
Recent Past suffix. It is also crucial for an example like (82) that
Default L-tones be inserted prior to the post-lexical application
of V-deletion and T-attachment. In general, it can be established
for Tiv that Default L-;nsertion applies after all lexical rules
and before all post-lexical rules.
Turning to a language like Yoruba, discussed in chapter 3,
we find a situation that is somewhat different. As in Tiv, the rules
that insert default tones must not apply lexically. But unlike Tiv,
certain p~~t-lex;cal rules must apply prior to the insertion of
default M-tones. What ;s stri~ing about the Yoruba case is that
no post-lexical rule makes reference to the default tone; the only
rules that refer to M-tones are rules of the phonetic component,
for example, the rule creating downstepped M-tJnes. Hence it would
be possible to characterize Default M-insertion in Yoruba as
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applying after all po~t-lexical rules but before all phonetic rules.
Margi employs default tone-insertion to a more limited extent
than either Tiv or Yoruba. It was shown in chapter 5 that Default
L-;nsertion apr~ies principally on two occasions: 1) when no tone
has been assigned to a word by the lexical morphology and phonology
2) when a constituent loses it) extratonality at a late stage of
the post-lexicai derivation. As in Yoruba, it is crucial that
Default L-insertion does not apply lexically (since in Margi, suffix
tones link cyclitally to toneless stems), but strikingly, no
post-lexical rules crucially involve default tones. There are two
basic ways to capture the Margi facts. One would be to say that
Default L-insertion applies at the beginning of the post-lexical
derivation and that it reapplies when extratonality is lost. That
is, within a single derivation, default tones can be assigned at
more thar one point. Alternatively, default tones in Margi could
be assigned after all post-lexiral rules but before phonetic rules
(as in Yoruba). Under thi~ view, one could analyse loss of extra-
tonality and assignment of default L-tones as rules of the phonetics.
In Dschang, no particular case was made in chapter 2 for
default tunes. It would be perfectly conceivable for Dschang, however,
that Default L-insertion applies lexically. Since no lexical rules
affecting tone were discussed in the section on Dschdng, there
is no conclusive way of showing that certain 'lexical I L-tones
either are, or are not, assigned by default rules.
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In the above paragraphs, I have narrowed default tone assignment
down to applying 'after component X' but 'before component V'. For
example, in Tiv, the default rules apply after the lexical derivation
but before the post-lexical derivation. This type of distribution
could be accounted for in two ways: 1) default rules could be assigned
to the e•.d of a stratum 2) default rules could be assigned to the
beginning of a stratum. Consider again the case of Tiv. Two strata
have been motivated in this chapter, a lexical stratum and a post-
lexical stratum. If default rules were assigned to the beginning of
the post-lexical stratum, then the correct results would be obtained
without problem. On the other hand, assigning default rules to the
end of the lexical stratum creates some complications. It has been
seen above that phonological rule~ assigned to the lexical stratum
of Tiv apply cyclically. Consider, for example, the case of Raising
in the derivation in (70). But it is crucial that Default L-insertion
not apply cyclically in Tiv. So if default rules are assigned to
tho end of strata, then some additional stipulation will be required
for Tiv. For example, one might assume an otherwise unmotivated
additional stratum. Or one might assume a 'word-level' application
of rules. However, since no complications result from assuming that
default rules are assigned at the beginnl!tg of the post-lexical
stratum, I will opt for that solution here.
Given the assumption that default rules apply at the beginning
of the stratum to which they are assigned, I summarize in (84) the
results discussed so far:
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(84) Yoruba Margi Tiv Dschang
Lexical: X X X {-
Post-lexical: X ( i ) + (t)
Phonetic: -t {- ( -} ) ( t )
An arrow in (84) indicates that default tones are assigned at that
level. Brackets indicate that default tones could be assigned at
that level without ill effects, although there is no particular
evidence for such assignment. One interesting point about (84)
;s that I have found no strong evidence for default rules applying
at more than one level. But the facts are perfectly consistent
with a proposal where the parameter for default rules would be to
set the earliest point where they can apply, allowing free application
of default rules at all points after that.
To conclude this section, I will discuss briefly the somewhat
more complex situation seen in chapter 5 to hold for Tonga. Default
L-insertion must not apply lexically in Tonga, since lexical
application of Default L-insertion would bleed the post-lexical
application of H-spread (see, for example, figure 44 in chapter 4).
The same example demonstrates that Default L-insertion must apply
post-lexically, since it feeds post-lexical application of Downstep
Creation. Hence it is established that default tones are assigned
post-lexically. Note, however, that if default tones are assigned at
the very beginning of the post-lexical derivation, such application
would bleed post-lexical application of H-spread just as much as
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if default tones had been assigned lexically. Hence, even though
Default L-insertion must apply post-lexically, it must be ordered
to apply after H-spread.
It turns out, however, that this result can be obtained without
extrinsic ordering of the two rules. With regards to t.le Elsewhere
Condition, the structural description of H-spread propprly contains
the structural description of Default L-insertion.
(85) H-spread (Tonga):
(86) Default L-insertion: ~ ~ v
t[-Upper]
Following a suggestion by Paul Kiparsky, I assume therefore that
default rules are subject to the Elsewhere Condition. This means
that in the case Of the two rules in (85) anJ (86), H-spread will
be ordered before Default L-insertion by the principles of disjunc-
tivity.
There is still one pr~~'em for Tonga, however. The same
derivation referred to above shows that Default L-;nsertion must
apply after the post-lexical rule of Delinking -- but in this case,
the two rules are not in an Elsewhere relationship, and therefore
disjunctivity cannot derive the required ordering. It ;s still
possible, however, to avoid extrinsic ordering of default rules.
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The relationship between Default L-insertion and Delinking is
quite different than the relationship between Default L~insertion
and H-spread. While in both cases, Default L-insertion must apply
after application of the other rule, in the case of Delinking, it
makes no difference whether L-insertion also takes place before
Delinking. I take this as evidence, therefore, that once default rules
begin to apply, they apply throughout the derivation wherever they
can. In Tonga, this means that Default L-insertion begins its
application at the post-lexical stratum; the Elsewhere Condition
requires that assignment of default tones be held off until after
the application of H-spread, but once H-spread has applied, Default
L-insertion applies everywhere that it can.
The final question about default rules concerns the predicta-
bility of the component in which they apply. On the basis of the
results summarized in (84), it ;s not clear that one can predict
completely where such rules will apply. There appear to be two
important considerations. First, the constraint on underspecification
given in figure (70) of chapter 3 requires that default rules be
assigned to any stratum on which rules refer to the feature value
assigned by the default rule. For example, default tones can be assigned
in the phonetic component of Yoruba because no post-lexical rules
refer to the default value. In Tonga, on the other hand, default tones
must be assigned post-lex;~ally because the post-lexical rule of
Downstep Creation refers to the default value. Such considerations
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define a point in the grammar after which representations will be
ill-formed if default rules have not applied, On the other side of
the coin, if a language specifies only one value of a feature in its
lexical representations -- that ~s, there are no environments in
which the'second value is underlyingly specified -- then lexical
constraints might prevent the assignment of the default value until
the post-lexical stratum or later. Considerations of this nature
would determine a point in the grammar before which default rules
could not apply. 22
By defining points in the grammar before which default rules
could not apply, and after which default rules must have applied,
one does not uniquely define the stratum on which default rules
apply. On the other hand, one does restrict the possibilities to
a small subset of the possible strata.
8. Lexical exceptions
As mentioned in chapter 1, Mohanan (1982) proposes that
the existence of lexical exceptions to a rule suggests that the
rule in question ;s lexical. In this section, I will discuss two
such cases.
8.1 The Future Tense
The Future tense morpheme constitutes a case that violates
left-to-right association of tones. The marker of the Future ;s an
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[a- prefix that bears a LHL tonal pattern. Contrary to expectation,
however, the initial h of the LHL pattern does not link to the vowel
~ -- rather, it is the ~ that links, resulting in the surface form
given in (87b) for a representation such as that in (87a).
(87) a.
[ VI [ L I L [ VI ] ] ]
3rd pl. future stem
subject
b.
, I, I ,
ve ·a· va 'they will cornel
Clearly, the linking shown in (87a) cannot be the result of
conventions. I propose therefore that the lexical representation of
the future morpheme is as in (88).
(88) Future:
As discussed extensively in chapter 4, lexical linking is being used
to encode exceptions to the general association conventions.
Note that in order for tones to be prelinked in the lexicon,
they must be present in the lexicon. Hence tenses like the Future
provide an additional argument for the lexical representation of
tone in a language like Tiv. In a stress-type language, where tones
are only assigned post-lexically or phonetically, it would be
impossible to assign an unusual tone pattern like !H! in the
underlying representation of a morpheme,
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8.2 I-deletion
There is a problem with the above, however, when we consider
the complete set of Future forms:
(89) Future
I ~ " "
·a vende !HLL
will refuse
! ~ ... h....." ! HLLL 23a ngo oro
will accept
syllable:
2 syllable:
3 syllable:
H-stem
I ~, ~
·a· va !H!H
will come
,~~ ...
~a ungwa !HHL
will hear
I ~
·a yevese !HHLL
will flee
I.. ....
t a dza
will go
!HL
Looking first at the L-stem forms, we see that the second L of
the Future prefix -- posited to account for the downstepping in
(87) -- correctly blocks H-spread from applying in the L-stem forms:
(90) v~nde
I
•L
vende
I
L
]
]]
Cycle 1: Stem; Association Con-
ventions
Cycle 2: Future Prefix
As in the General Past (see section 1.2), H-spread does not apply
because it only spreads a ~ onto an immediately adjacent linked ~.
But turning to the H-stem forms, we observe that the downstep
occurring between the ~ and the stem has been lost in disyllabic
and trisyllabic forms. I propose that these cases be looked after
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by a rule of downstep deletion, but I will postpone formulating
the rule until after consideration of a second class of problems
concerning the effect of H-spread.
We have seen above that because of H~spread, the ~ of a subject
prefix will spread onto the first vowel of a L-stem verb such as
vende in a tense like the Recent Past:
(91 )
[ [Vrndl'H]
[V! [ [Vrnd~H] ]
[VI {~{~:nde}H] ]
Cycle 1: Stem; Association Conventions
Cycle 2: Recent Past Suffix; Associa-
tion Conventions
Cycle 3: 3rd pl. subject prefix; Associ-
ation Conventions
H-spread (8)
The reader may have noticed that this particular type of spreading
example has always been with a disyllabic verb stem. There are two
reasons for this: 1) H-spread could not apply to a monosyllabic,
unsuffixed verb stem, since it only spreads a ~ onto a non-final
L-tone. (See footnote 21) 2) There is a complication in the
trisyllabic forms. I now turn to this complication.
~ ~ ~ IConsider the Recent Past form ve ngohor 'they accepted (recently);
(92)
[[ng!hq~~} H]
[V! [ [ng!h~] ]
[Vkt[~~~h~] ]
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Cycle 1: Stem; Association Conventions
Cycle 2: Recent Past Suffix; Associa-
tion Conventions
Cycle 3: 3rd pl. subject prefix;
Association Conventions
H-spread (8)
Given the representation in (92), we would predict that after
V-deletion (58) and T-attachment (54), we would get the surface
~ ... 1" -- ... r.form * ve ngo'hor instead of the correct V~ ngohor.
This example is interesting for two reasons: 1) The fact that
the initial stem vowel of ngohoro -- a L-stem verb -- is H shows
clearly that H-spread has taken place. 2) The fact that there is
~ ... 1 ~
no downstep -- unlike with ve ve'nde -- shows that a rule must
have deleted the floating ~ in such a case,
By comparing the forms that trigger downstep-deletion with
those that do not, we observe the following.
(93) a. b. V (J)
IL H
". "" I ~The forms that do not trigger downstep-deletion (ve veende (91) and
" 1"I ".
ve·a·va (87)) have the configuration given in (93a); the forms that
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, , A ,1" ,
do trigger downstep-deletion {ve ngohor (92) and ve·a ungwa,
,1, ",
ve·a yevese (89)) have the configuration given in (93b). The
circle in (93b) indicates that the V-slot has no tone linked
to it.
I therefore propose to formulate a rule of downstep-deletion
as in (94).
(94) I-deletion (first formulation):
v@
I
H
This rule will take a configuration such as in (g5a) and create the
form in (95b):
(95) a.
b.
[ L l L [ YI
vese
] ]
[ L l [YIvese ]]
Default L-insertion will then apply to give the correct surface form.
This approach can in fact be extended to account for an
additional, and previously unexplained, fact about the Habitual 1.
It was observed earlier (footnote 11) that in the Habitual 1, the
floating [L- prefix of that tense ;s lost before a trisyllabic H-stem
verb. I will not give detailed derivations here, but in (96), the
various H-stem forms that we would have in the Habitual 1 just
prior to the rule of I-deletion are illustrated.
(96) a.
b.
c.
[ L [ [ V! ] H ] ]
[ L [ [ ~ngW~ ] ]
[ L [ [ y!v~ ] ]
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By generalizing (94), I-deletion can be reformulated so as to
delete the downstep in (96c) while leaving intact the downsteps in
(96a) and (96b):
(97) I-deletion:
To summarize, I propose that the rule of I-deletion accounts
for a number of morphologically unrelated cases where floating
L-tones are deleted. And this brings me to the problem: Why does
!-deletion not delete the floating [L- prefix of the General Past?
1 ~ .... 1 ,;II ......
Both ·ungwa 'heard' and 'yevese 'fled' meet the structural descrip-
tion of the rule.
(98) a.
[ L [
ungwa ]] b. [ L [ y!vese ] ]1H
I propose that the General Past prefix [L- be lexically marked
as an exception to I-deletion. This means that I-deletion must itself
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be lexic~l since it has lexical exceptions, and it means that tone
association must be lexical since I-deletion must crucially
distinguish between linked and floating tones.
9. Extratonality
The Imperative tense and the Subjunctive tense are somewhat
problematic. In the case of the Imperative, we observe what appears
to be tonal polarity in cases like ungwa 'hear!' and venda 'refuse! '.
~ ....
In the case of ungwa, the stem is H and the final stem vowel ;s L
.... ~
in the Imperative; in the case of venda, the stem ;s L and the final
stem vowel is H in the Imperative. Turning to the Subjunctive, we
observe what appears to be the effect of H-spread in a case like
.... ....1 ....
ve ve·nda 'they are to refuse', but the subject prefix ;s unexpectedly
on a L-tone. The tonal behaviour of both these tenses can be explained
;n terms of extratonality.
9.1 Imperative
The full set of Imperative forms is given in (99) below:
(99) Imperative
H-stem L-stem
1 syllable: ~ H ~ Hva dza
come! go!
~ ... ~
2 syllable: ungwa HL venda LH
hear! refuse!
3 syllable: .,- ~ .... .... ". .... 24 LHLyevese HHL ngohoro
flee! accept!
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This tense has been problematic for all earlier analyses of
Tiv. First of all, there ;s some question as to what the facts are.
The forms given in (99) are those found in Arnott (1964). The
forms lund in Abraham (1940b) are somewhat different for the
trisyllabic verb stems. Abraham distinguishes between two distinct
patterras, depending on whether the stem undergoes V-deletion or not.
For the stems that undergo V-deletion, Abraham gives the same tona'l
forms as Arnott. But where V-deletion is inapplicable, Abraham lists
forms like the following:
(100) a. H-stem:
b. L-stem:
....yevese
.... .... ~
kengese
'flee! '
'chew cud! I
HLL
LLH
If such forms are correct, I have no explanation for them.
Secondly, even for those forms given by Arnott, finding a
satisfactory solution has proven difficult. For example, the
solution proposed by Arnott was the following:
(1 01 ) monosyllabic stem: H
disyllabic stem: V + opp
trisyllabic stem: V H L
Given in (101 ) are the tonal formulas for the Imperative tense, where
the 'v' refers to the lexical tone, whether ~ or h. The unfortunate
aspect of Arnott's analysis is that he was forced to posit three
distinct tonal formulas for a single tense, where the choice of
formulas depended on counting the number of syllables in the verb stem.
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Goldsmith (1976) offered two possible analyses. The fi~st was
that of Arnott, and the second collapsed the three melodies into
two, and required a p~tch-up rule. Clearly, something is happening
in this tense that is not captured in a melody approach.
What I wish to propose here is that the basic marker of the
Imperative is a -H] suffix. In fact, given the analysis of this chap-
ter, that ;s all we need to say for all but the disyllabic H-stem
verbs. For example, with trisyllabic stems, the lexical tone will
link to the first vowel, the -H] suffix will link to the second
vowel, and the third vowel will receive a L-tone by default. We
therefore correctly derive HHL and LHL patterns for trisyllabic
verb stems. As for the monosyllabic L-stem verbs that surface as ~,
Raising will account for the ~ in the Imperative just as it does in
tenses lik~ the Recent Past. (See section 3.1)
A solution to the disyllabic H-stem cases is possible if we
assume a rule assigning extratonality to the final vowel of an
imperative form:
(102) Extratonality (Imperative):
V ~ V /
[+ex]
]
IMPERATIVE
~ ~
Consider the application of this rule in the derivations of ungwa
, ~
and venda. On the first cycle, the stem tone will associ l~ by
convention in each case; on the second cycle, the H of the Imperative
suffix will also link by convention.
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(103 ) a. [!ngWa] b. [Vr
nda
]
Cycle 1: Stem; Association
Conventions
[[r9waiH] [ [Vrnd~J'H] Cycle 2: Imperative Suffix;Assoc. Conv.
On the second cycle, the f-inal vowel in each case will be marked
extratonal by rule (102). I assume that such marking automatically
entails the dissociation of the extratonal vowel from any tone to
which it had been previously linked, since an association line to an
'invisible' core slot would seen to contradict the intention of
extratonality: 25
(104) Dissociation Convention: V
[+ex]
:t
T
Hence after marking of extratonality, we derive the representations
in (105):
(105) a.
[ [un gwa]] b. [[ve nda] ]I [+ex] I [+ex]H H L H
At this point, I propose that the same rule of Floating H-deletion
that we saw in chapter 5 to apply ;n Margi, also appli~s in liv.
(l06) Floating H-deletion: (B) ~ ~ / H
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Floating H-deletion will delete the ~ suffix of ~ngwa but will not
, ~
affect the ~ suffix of venda, giving us the follo\~ing representations:
(107) a.
[ [
un gwa] ]~ [+ex]
b.
[ [
ve nda] ]! [+ex] H
At the post-lexical stratum, extratonality will be lost. Since
the final vowel of ungwa is toneless, it will receive a L-tone by
default, deriving ~ngwa. As for venda, when extratonality is lost,
the free H-tone of the suffix will link to the final vowel of the
stem, deriving venda.
Note that the rule assigning extratonality must crucially be
ordered after Raising. Otherwise we would erroneously expect
marking of Extratonality (102) to feed Raising (34) in a case like
venda.
The rule of Extratonality will have no appreciable effect on
the trisyllabic verb stems. The -H] suffix will link to the second
stem vowel by left-to-right linking conventions; the third stem
vowel will ultimately receive a L-tone by default, whether or not
it has gone through a stage of being marked extratonal.
Concerning the monosyllabic stems, it would not seem unreason-
able to assume a convention whereby an entire domain cannot be
marked extratonal: 26
(108) * r X ]
l[+ex]
D
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Given this convention, the derivation of the monosyllabic Imperative
forms would proceed exactly as seen above for the monosyllabic
Recent Past forms. If the convention in (108) is not adopted, however,
a mechanical operation of all the rules discussed for Tiv will in fact
derive the correct results in such cases.
To summarize, I propose that the Imperative is marked by a
-H] suffix. In addition, a special phonological rule assigning
extratonality to the final vowel of a verb applies in the Imperativee
As for the rule of Floating H-deletion, there ;s no reason not to
assume that this is a general rule of Tiv. No ill effects result
from such an assumption, and it turns Qut, in fact, that the rule
is required to apply elsewhere.
9.2 Subjunctive
In (109), I give the complete set of forms for the Subjunctive.
(109) Subjunctive
H-stem
1 syllable: ve va L H
they are to come
2 syllable: ve ungwa L HH
they are to hear
L-stem
ve dza L H
they are to g~
, ~I ~
ve veenda L H!H
they are to refuse
3 syllable: ve yevese L HHL ve ngohoro L HHL 27
they are to flee they are to accept
As in the Recent Past and the Imperative, the basic marker of the
Subjunctive;s a -H] suffix. The tonal forms observed on the verb
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stems in (109) are exactly as we would expect, given a -H]
suffix and a H-tone subject prefix. The problem ;s that the
subject prefixes -- which are normally ~ -- surface in the
Subjunctive with a L-tone. This lowering of the subject prefixes
can be accounted for by poslting a phonological rule that assigns
the marking [+ex] to the subject prefix in the Subjunctive.
(110) Extratonality (Subjunctive):
a + [+ex] / [
SUBJUNCTIVE
... ....1 ....
As an example, consider the derivation of ve veanda 'they are
to refuse'. On the third cycle, we will have a representation as in
(111a).
(111 ) a. [VI [ [Vrnd~H] ]
H-spread (8) will apply to derive: 28
b. [V~ttV~nd~] ]
When extratonality is assigned by rule (110), the first syllable
will automatically be delinked by the Dissociation Convention (104):
c.
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When extratonality is lost post-lexically, a L-tone will be assigned
to the vowel of the subject prefix by default, correctly deriving
As in the extratonality cases in the Imperative, it is
important that the rule of Floating H-deletion applies in the
.... .". .".
appropriate cases. Consider, for example, ve ungwa 'they are to
hear'. After assignment of extratonality on the third cycle, we will
have the following representation:
The point to notice abou: this case is that H-spread is not
applicable. So if there was no rule to delete the free H-tone of
the prefix, we would expect it to link post-lexically when extra-
..."iIt ...
tonality is lost. incorrectly deriving ve ungwa. The correct result
is obtained by deleting the free H-tone (Floating H-deletion) so
that the vowel of the prefix will end up being assigned a defJult
L-tone.
Concerning the status of Floating H-deletion, it is interesting
to note that the same rule was required in Dschang (chapter 2), Margi
(chapter 5) and live The rule was also implicitly dssumed in the
analysis of Tonga in chapter 4, although in that case its application
was not crucial. It would appear at the very least that this rule is
a very common one, and perhaps there ;s a general convention that
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deletes free H-tones when adjacent to linked H-tones. Whatever the
answer to this question is, it can only come from the consideration
of more languages.
10. Morphological encoding
This thesis began by presenting an outline of a phonological
theory that integrates morphological and phonological representations
in a fundamental way. And it has been argued throughout this chapter
that the predictions of this theory for Tiv are in fact borne
out by the facts. In this last section, I will briefly review some
of the alternative approaches to encoding morphological information
that have been used in previous analyses of Tiv, and I will show
that the approach taken in this paper is to be preferred for both
conceptual and empirical reasons.
10.1 Boundary symbols
There has been considerable work done in the last several years
whose aim has been to eliminate the use of boundary symbols in
favour of more direct ways of encoding morphological constituency
relations(CF: Rotenberg 1978, Pesetsky 1979, Selkirk 1980, 1982,
Mohanan 1982 and Kiparsky 1982). In this section, I will point out
a number of conceptual problems resulting from the use of boundary
symbols in autosegmental representations. I will also show that the
cases requiring such symbols in previous analyses are explained by
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the more direct encoding of morphological relations assumed in this
thesis.
Consider the theory of bounddries proposed in Goldsmith (1976).
Basically, it was suggested that +-boundaries behave differently
than #-boundaries in that #-boundaries undergo association while
+-boundaries do not:
(113 ) #
I,
t
I
#
+
+
tier n
tier m
This means that autosegments can be linked across a +-boundary
without violating the crossing constraint (45), while they cannot
be linked across # -boundaries. One could therefore have a represen-
tation such as in (114).
13 can link across a +-boundary to r3, but ~ cannot link across a
I-boundary to ~. 29
One of the properties that Tiv displays most vividly is that
a morpheme may be: 1) only segmental (for example, the Continuous
suffix (10));2) only tonal (for example, the Recent Past suffix
(section 3.1));3) both tonal and segmental (for example, the Future
prefix (section 8.1)). If an autosegmental theory uses the notion
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of boundary symbols, one predicts the existence of morphemes
represented on a single tier, but that include #-boundaries. The
General Past morpheme, for example, might be considered just such
a morpheme (although it ;s not by Goldsmith).
(115) General Past: L #
But if the boundary symbol for this tense were to be represented
only on the tier where the tonal morpheme itself is represented,
then division of a word into domains for tone association would
be thrown out of kilter. Take as an example the Past Habitual. In
boundary terms, the Past Habitual is marked by the General Past
prefix (115)t a + H habitual suffix t and a : ~ suffix t giving a
representation as in (116) for a H-stem verb such as ungwa. (The
1 ..- ,....)
surface form in this case is ·ungwan.
(116) Past Habitual
a. # # ungwa # n # #
# # L # H + H # L # #
Association of boundaries gives us the representation below:
Without going any further, it is obvious that (116b) is not the
desired result. For example, the linking as shown makes it impossible
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for the stem tone to link to the stem.
The problem in such a case has been introduced by allowing a
morpheme such as the General Past to put a #-boundary on a single
tier. What we c)early require is that for every boundary introduced
by a morpheme on tier n, there must be a corresponding boundary on
tier m. In other words, boundaries do not behave autosegmentally.
Boundaries do not link to other boundaries by a left-to-right
mapping principle. They do not spread. They do nut get deleted on
one tier while remaining on another, etcetera.
Essentially, the point is that boundaries have been introduced
onto autosegme~tal tiers not because they exhibit some sort of
autosegmental behaviour, but because some device was required to
encode morphological constituency. It is preferable, therefore, to
encode morphological relations in a direct manner -- such as the
manner proposed in lexical phonology -- and to restrict autosegmental
tiers to the expression of phonological features.
I will not dwell on the cases for which Goldsmith (1976) actually
included #-boundaries in the melodies, namely
(117) a. Habitual 3:
b. Habitual 4:
c. Past Habitual:
B* H # H
H # l
B* H # L
The Habitual 3 and the Past Habitual have already been discussed
above (section 3.3), and the Habitual 4 ;s comparable to the Past
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Habitual except that it has the [H- prefix of the 'present'
tense (see (10)) instead of the [L- prefix of the 'general pasta.
(See the appendix for the forms of the Habitual 4) The analysis
given in this chapter provides straightforward accounts for these
tenses without recourse to boundaries over which linking is
impossible.
10.2 Variables
Ever since Arnott's important work on Tiv, researchers have
adopted Arnott's suggestion of representing Tiv tenses with a
series of tonal melodies. While the details of analyses have
varied, the essential intuition has remained that the segmental
melody represents the basic lexical entry of·a given verb, while
the tonal melody represents the tense. So in order to encode a verb's
'lexical I tone into the appropriate melody, variables were i~troduced.
Taking Goidsmith's version of this system as an example, a B
variable in a melody means in effect that there are two melodies
one with a ~ in the ~ slot, and one with a L. A B* variable also means
that there are two melodies -- one with a !H and the other with a L.
H-stem verbs select the melody with a H or a ~ in the variable slot,
while L-stem verbs select the melody with a ~. 30 Moreover, nothing
requires a tense to have a variable, hence a number of tense melodies
consist solely of tones.
This variable approach also predicts cases where a variable
might range over different tonal values, for example Hand !H.
- _.
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And it raises a problem as to how to encode on a verb stem the fact
that it selects a certain set of values from the tonal variables of
the language in question.
Given the variable approach, verbs do not have a unified
underlying representation. The same verb may appear with no 'lexical'
tone (in the case where there is no variable), with a ~ as the
'lexical' tone (when the melody has a B* variable) and with a H
as a 'lexical' tone (when the melody contains a ~ variable).
Presumably some tense might even include different melodies in the
Sdme tense expression, creating a situation where a verb stem had
more than one 'lexical' tone.
Another consequence of such an approach is that 'neutralization'
of 'lexical I contrasts -- by the elimination of variables from the
tense melody -- ;s achieved at no cost. In fact, neutralization is
to be formally preferred since a variable-less melody is formally
simpler than a melody with variables since it generates only a
single melody. A melody with a variable generates two melodies -- one
with each value of the variable. This is quite a suspect result
-- especially because neutralization takes place in only two of the
tenses ;n Tiv discussed in Arnott (1964). Moreover, the two tenses
that manifest neutralization are both present tense forms (the
'Present Continuous' and the 'Habitual 4') and the variable approach
has no way of accounting for this fact. 31
If this approach had resulted in unified tense expressions, it
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might have warranted the departure from unified lexical entries for
verb stems. But unfortunately, the variable approach to representing
tenses has had to resort to the specification of different melodies
for stems of differing numbers of syllables. Hence the approach ;s
one where variables allow different expressions of 'lexical' tones
(that is, ~, B* or no variable for the same stem) and then different
variables may even be used in the expression of the same tense,
depending on the shape of the stem. For example, the Habitual 1 tense
assigns a B* Hmelody for monosyllabic and disyllabic stems and a
B H L melody for trisyllabic stems.
In contrast, the approach taken in this paper has not required
the notion of tonal variable at all. Uniform underlying representa-
tions of verb stems have been proposed:
(118) a.
b.
H-stem verbs:
L-stem verbs:
[:
[:
(0)
(0)
(0) ]
(0) ]
The expressions of tenses are uniform ;n that they do not depend on
the number of syllables in a verb base. These results constitute
strong evidence for the lexical approach to Tiv argued for in this
chapter, as opposed to the melody approach assumed by many earlier
researchers.
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APPENDIX
Eight of tt.e eleven Tiv tenses discussed in Arnott (1964) have
been examlned above. In this appendix, I will give the forms for the
three remaining tenses.
Habitual 2
H-stem L-stem
~ I ... 1
!H!
... 1 .... 1
1 syllable: mba· ve mba· dze· !H!
they come they go
.... 1 .... ~ t ~ ... ... 1
2 syllable: mba- ongo· !HH! mba vendee LH!
they hear they refuse
3 syllable: ??? 1?1
This tense is marked by the -H] suffix that is present in all five
habitual tenses. In addition there is a -L] suffix, and ablaut
applies to the stems. Finally, the 'present' tense is marked by the
'General Past' [L- prefix. (See below the discussion of the Habitual 4.)
Arnott notes that there does not seem to be any Habitual 2
form for L-stem trisyllabic verbs. And the form he gives for the
H-stem trisyllabic case is identical to the Habitual 3 form. I propose
therefore that there are no forms for trisyllabic stems in this
tense. While I have no explanation for this gap, it is noteworthy
that this ;s a tense that requires ablaut, and in general ablaut
does not apply to trisyllabic stems. Hence the failure of ablaut to
apply and the absence of Habitual 2 forms seem to correlate.
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Habitual 4
H-stem L-stem
--
..-1 ".1 ..- ".". ....
1 syllable: ka' ve vaan HHL ka' ve dzaan HHL
they come they go
2 syllable: ..-1 ..-..- ". .... HHL ..-1 ve vendanka' ve ungwan ka' HHL
they hear they refuse
..-1 ..- ...- ..- ...- .... ..-1 ..- ..- ~
3 syllable: ka' ve yevesen hHHL ka' ve ngohor HHL
they flee they accept
As with all other habitual tenses, the Habitual 4 has a -H] suffix.
Like the Habitual 3 and the Past Habitual, it has a L-tone -n]
suffix that has a L-tone -Vn] allomorph after nlonosyllahic stenlS.
The -n] suff~x appears to be optional for trisyllabic verb stems
in the three tenses in which it occurs. Arnott implies that it
is obligatory in the ~ast Habitual, but Abraham seems to give cases
where the L-tone -n] suffix is not present with trisyllabic verbs.
further research is required in this area. 'Present' tense is marked
in the Habitual 4 by the present tense prefix [H- thilt also occurs
in t~e (?resent) Continuous.
Habituals (summarized)
Since five 'habitual' tenses have been dEscribed in this
chapter, it may be useful to give a brief summary at this point.
There are four suffixes that occur in the various habitual tenses.
In Table 1, I indicate which of these suffixes are selected for
each tense.
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It is not really surprising that 'present' habitual forms should
use a ·past' tense marker. Abraham (1940b) observes that ;n some
cases, verbs in the 'General Past' are interpreted with a 'present'
tense meaning, and in other cases are interpreted as 'past'. Probably
the [L- morpheme would be better labeled as 'non-future'.
The actual tense interpretation seems to depend therefore on
the prefix - suffix combination that makes up the form. The I non -
future' prefix will indicate 'present' habitual or 'past' habitual
depending on the specific habitual morphemes. Note that the Habitual
4 is special in that it takes the unambiguously 'present' [H- prefix.
And the Habitual L is distinct in that ablaut applies.
As a final point, there are what appear to be typographical
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errors in certain examples of habitual forms in Table I of ~rnott
.,..,..,. .,..,..,.
(1964). For example, in the Habitual 3 example alJrn vaan 'Hare is
coming', there ;s no downstep between the subject noun phrase and
the verb. But in Table III and Table IV, as well as in the text,
Arnott specifically describes a downstep in such forms. I assume
therefore that the correct form is actually a15ffi 'vaan. In this
and other cases where there is a descrepancy between what appears
in Table III and Table IV, as opposed to Table I, the forms that I
have given in this chapter are those of Table III and Table IV.
(Present) Continuous
1 syllable:
2 syllable:
3 syllable:
H-stem
.,.1 .,. ....
mba· van HL
they are coming
~ I... ....'mba- ungwan HLL
they are hearing
.... , .............
mba· yevese HLL
they are fleeing
L-stem
,1 , ....
mba- dzan HL
they are going
.,.1 ... .... ....
mba- vendan HLL
they are refusing
.....1 ... "
mba- ngohor HLL
they are accepting
This tense, which is called 'Continuous' by Arnott and 'Present'
by Abraham, is marked by a present tense [H- prefix and a continuous
aspect -n] suffix. In fact, we saw one derivation of a Continuous
tense form in section 1.1 above_ Note that the -nJ suffix is not
added to trisyllabic sterns. As noted in footnote 31, the neutraliza-
tion that takes place in this tense between L~stem nnd H-stem verbs
is the result of the effect of H-spread (8) on stems with an initial
L-tone.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 6
1. For discussion and formulation of the rule creating contour
tones in (~xamples such as (3-5), see section 4.1 below.
2. Hoffmann (1976) showed that there is a ~ suffix present in
those classes which take a H-tone prefix. This H-tone suffix ;s
purely tonal in some noun classes, while in other classes, it is
both segmental and tonal. For relevant forms, see Abraham (1940b).
3. This form undergoes a late rule of vowel deletion, deriving
ngohor. See section 4.1.
4. Thanks to K.P. Mohanan for pointing this out to me.
5. See chapter 1, section 2.1.
V
6. Note, moreover, that even an analysis that interpreted a L~
sequence phonetically as ~ would require complications: 1) The
lowering effect of a L on a H in Tiv is independent of whether the
- - V
~ is linked or free. 2) There are ~ sequences in Tiv that are
phonetically interpreted as rising tones. See section 4.1.
7. The forms given in (31) indicate the Recent Past forms after
a subject prefix that ends in a L-tone, that is, a subject prefix
with the pattern h or HL. Such prefixes are found in the Class 1
indefinite and Class 3 (the h tone pattern) and in Class 1, 1st and
2nd persons (the HL pattern). All other classes (eleven in all) have
~ prefixes. Where the subject prefix is ~' H-spread will be triggered
in the L-stem disyllabic and trisyllabic cases where the first stem
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vowel is h. The resulting forms will be discussed in section 8.2.
This analysis of noun class subject prefixes ;s essentially that of
Carl Hoffmann. Arnott (1964) observed the relevant distinctions but
.... 1 ....... ""-
assigned the '! I of the HL proi._u·.s (eg. m· yevese 'I fled') to the
tense melody.
The reason that the HL Class 1 prefixes do not trigger downstep
in tenses other than the Recent Past is a phonological one. In the
other tenses where these same prefixes occur, there is a L-tone
prefi~ anyway -- so the [HL [L pattern becomes indistinguishable from
the [H [L pattern of the H-tone prefixes.
8. After vowel deletion, this form will become ngohor.
9. For discussion of ablaut in Tiv, see Archangel; ~nd Pulleyblank
(in preparation).
10. One could not assume a lexical pattern HL for stems such as
yevese to solve this problem, :ince that would predict the pattern
* y~v~s~ instead of y~v~s~ in the Recent Past.
11. For an explanation of the loss of the initial downstep in this
form, see section 8.2.
12. After vowel deletion, this form will become ngohor.
13. For a discussion of the Elsewhere Condition, see, for example,
Kiparsky (1973, 1982).
14. See Archangel; and Pul1eyblank (in preparation).
15. I assume that ~, ~, 1, r, ~ and gh are all [+50n]; whatever
the feature specification, however, the point ;s the same.
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16. The segments transcribed INC ••• • in this chapter are
prenasalized, and the segments transcribed ICy ••• • or lew •.• •
are palatalized and labialized respectively.
17. Note that such a constraint would prevent application of the
Association Conventions unless some lexical entries included tones
linked to tone-bearing units. Interestingly, such is the case in the
languages examined in this thesis. For example, in Tiv, the Future
tense prefix requires pre-association:
[ L!L
In Dschang, the word for child requires pre-association:
Similarly, Yoruba, Yala, Luganda and Tonga have all been seen to
require varying amounts of pre-association. And it can also be
demonstrated that pre-linking is necessary in Margi for certain
morphemes.
18. See Archangel; and Pulleyblank (in preparation).
19. Application of default rules will be delayed by the existence
of language-specific rules with which the default rule are in an
Elsewhere relationship. See section 7. This ;5 not relevant in this
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case, however, since H-spread ;s not in an Elsewhere relationship
with Default L-;nsertion.
20. It is interesting to note the different ways of reacting to
violations of syllable structure and to violations of tone linking.
Following McCarthy (1979), it ;s generally assumed that if a rule
would violate a constraint on syllable structure, then the rule is
blocked from applying. On the other hand, following Goldsmith (1976),
it is generally assumed in tone that if a rule creates a prohibited
tonal linking, this does not block the rule -- the output ;s fixed
up. The difference in conventions seems conceptually undesirable.
One might propose, for example, that if a rule would violate either
a tonal constraint or a syllable structure constraint, then it would
be blocked from applying. In tone, this would mean that the one-to-one
constraint would become largely a constraint on rules. For example,
H-spread as formulated for Tiv in (8) would be an impossible lexical
rule since it creates contour tones. Delinking would have to be
indicated in the structural change in order for H~spread to be a
permissible lexical rule. This who1e issue will be left for further
study.
21. H-spread could not apply in a case like this because it will
not spread a ~ onto a ~ that is linked to the final tone-bearing
unit of the word. Consider, for example, the Past Habitual form of
ungwa 'to hear·:
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[ [~ngW~lH]
[ [ [~ngWa~] r]
Cycle 1: Stem; Association Conventions
Cycle 2: Habitual Suffix; Association
Conventions
Cycle 3: Habitual suffix; Association
Conventions
After prefixation of the General Past prefix and a subject prefix,
, I, , ..
we obtain the form ve ·ungwan 'they used to hear l • The crucial
aspect of the above derivation is that H-spread does not apply on
the third cycle to displace the h of habitual suffix. If it did,
we would incorrectly predict a falling pattern on the -0] pre-pausally
and a til pattern non-pre-pausal1y. For reasons such as this, H-spread
must be restricted to applying to a L linked to a non-final vowel.
22. This possibility was suggested to me by Paul Kiparsky.
23 After V-deletion and T-attachment, this form will surface as
I ...
·a ngohor.
24. After V-deletion and T-attachment, this form will surface as
ngohor.
25. This convention was suggested to me by Morris Halle.
26. Note that this would not affect cases like Margi where morphemes
are underly;ngly marked [+ex]. Such morphemes are not scanned by the
phonology until after having been added to something else, at which
point the entire relevant domain is not [+exJ.
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27. After V-deletion and T-attachment, this form will surface as
ve ngohor.
28. There;s no crucial reason to order H-spread (8) before
Extratona1ity (Subjunctive) (110). The other order would produce
the same results.
29. Note how similar this proposal ;s in spirit to the convention
in Chomsky and Halle (1968) that allows rules to apply across
+-boundaries automatically but only across #-boundaries if
stipulated by rule. This similarity was pointed out to me by
K.P. Mohanan.
30. Note that by allowing a variable to encode ~, one is weakening
the theory of downstep by treating a downstepped ~ as though it
constituted a single unit, instead of treati~g it as a LH sequence.
31. This fact is accounted for in the approach of this chapter
because the marker of the 'present' tense ;s a [H- prefix that occurs
in both the Present Continuous and the Habitual 4. This [H- prefix
triggers H-spread (8), thereby replacing the initial h of a L-stem
verb with a H.
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